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Collegians are no exception to the chahn of
Harry Potter. The boy-wonder's film-debul
Friday calls fans young and oli.j^. ^ !j

Belief Than Ezra teas better than ever as
they rocked Wilson Hall Sunday with mellow, alternative tunes.
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The JMU men's soccer team is the second
seed as it heads to Virginia Reach today
to play in the CAA Tournament.
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Investigation
shows cigarette
started fire
An ongoing investigation
confirmed that a Commons
apartment fire last Saturday
began either in a bush or in the
ban mulch outside the building and quickly spread upward
to inflame
the
building
Harrisonburg Fire t hut I arrv
Shifflett said Wednesday.
Shifflett said an investigation of burn patterns and eyewitness accounts have con. hided that the fire began it ground
level on the front left of the
building eventually moving to
the right lie said the most logK ,il explanation Of what started
the lirr i- .1 cigarette or other
smoking material.
"The wind was a big contributing factor." Shifflett said,
accounting for the size of the.
fire, which destroyed apartment 891's attic and caused
$500,000 to $750,000 worth of
-y to the building's three
floors, leaving 48 students
homeless. Shifflett said the
highly flammable vinyl siding
of the building was another t.u
tor in the rapid spread of the
fire, as well as what accounted
for the billowing black smoke
that followed.
Shifflett said than M RO evidence to indicate who may
have caused the finHe applauded the efforts of
students who helped pick up
cars in the parking lot outside
the apartment and moved
heavy fire hoses.
Shifflett asked any students
who have videotapes or photographs of the tin tOCOntad the
Harrisonburg Fire IX-partment
at 414-6452.

Harrisonburg
Transit marks
25 years Friday
The Harrsionburg Transit
system will celebrate its 25th
anniversary tomorrow. To commemorate the event, bus drivers
will be handing out free gifts to
students including cooler cups
and letter openers, according to
Mel Mahcr, assistant director for
I rmersity Centers.
Presently, the bus system
transports an average of 7,000 to
9,000 students a day, according
to Reggie Smith, director of
Harrisonburg Department of
Transportation.
Maher said Harrisonburg
Transit is a "unique service to
our campus" because of its flexibility and friendly service over
tfai years.
JMU began its affiliation
with the company in 1983 when
a contract was signed guaranteeing students free service.

- Gntlm Driscoll,
contributing writer

Law:

44
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Companies, JMU administration discuss solutions to accommodate students' needs
BY KATF SNYDBB

stuff writer
The 48 students who lost
their homes in Saturdav's finat their Commons apartment
building and manv of their
parents met in (.ratton-Stovall
Theatre Mondav to learn how
the administration and local
companies plan to aid them.
Ihe indents gathered in
hopa Of fading answers and
direction concerning housing,
classes, books and other services that have become majoi
ohstacVis In rtartingovec
Kevin Williams general

nVUIAttl tor LB&| Limited, the
company
that
owns
the
Commons, South View and
Stone Gate apartment complexes, spoke ahout two housing options. Students have the
i noke to either break ttwirleaaea wtth the Commons or keep
their lean it they break their
lease In*) are basically on thetf
own to find new housing.
tvheress if they continue to
work with the Commons thev
will he provided a new home
in Park Apartments.
I lie Park Apartment complex la located ofl south Main

Street near Pheasant Run
Townhomes. It is a residential
area with a bus system.
Williams and the Commons
have worked With thfl owners
of Park Apartments, and
there is now enough spaa1 for
all 48 Students ID move in if
the] want to do SO Williams
said. All the individual apart*
nartta have two bedrooms,
which would require people
to split with roommates, but
would allow all to live in a
common place.
If students keep their lease,
tlit A are promised to be able to

move back into their apartment
in the new 841 building as soon
as it is rebuilt. Williams said he
expects (his will happen bv
April or May. Students were
allowed to stay in Shoney's
Inn, paid ior bv I.B&I until yesterday. By todav, thev will
either have to move into Park
and remain there through second semester to fulfill their
leases or find other housing
immrdiatelv. South View and
Stone Gate nave given students
their
model
apartments,
accommodating eight stu-

What they'll get
ILBJJJ to provide housing
at Park Apartments
until building 891 is
reconstructed in spring
INTC to provide same
cable, phone and Inter
net services students
had in Commons
I JMU to provide books,
I meal plans, MC cards
ISGA Is holding drive for
items lost in lira

see STUDENTS, page 5

Cooling the flames

Commons fire
leaves residents
unsure of future
Bi

SunChase apt.
fire causes
$3,500 damage

- James David,
Mttmf MM I'ihlor

High: 72

Fire victims offered housing

— by Lindsay Marti.
Miles editor

Harrisonburg fire lighters
responded to a kitchen fire
Tuesday at 10:39 p.m. in fl Mudent
apartment
in
the
SunChase apartment complex,
according to Harrisonburg Fire
Department
Chief
Larrv
Shifflett.
Damage to apartment 1932B
is estimated to be $3,500,
according to Shifflett. Damage
was contained tn the stove and
overhead cabinets.
A pot of unattended grease
left on a stove overheated, causing the fire, according to
Shifflett.
Sprinklers
extinguished the fire.
According to
nctghbot
Michelle GUfespia senior, residents wvrv able to re-enter their
apartment and it still was
inhabitable after the fire.
As of press time, the party
paying for the damages was
unknown.

Sunny

kOIII RT\MT//JKW
Flraflghters work to put out the Are that destroyed a building In the Commons
Saturday. Students who lost their apartments and belongings In the tire have started
to rebuild and move on. The Commons management said they plan to have the
burned building rebuilt by April or May 2002.

KATIH LEWIS

staff writer

Now that the ash has settled
from the remains of the fire-ravaged building at 891 Port
Republic Road, the 4K |MU students the bla/e left homeless List
Saturday must face the daunting task of completing all
upcoming class assignments, redoing all projects and papers
lost in the fin- and studying for
final exams Without! their textbooks or notes.
I'erhaps the most overwhelming factor is that most of
the students have few items but
the clothes on their backs and
small items donated to them
through
the
Student
Government Association dona
tion drive held this week in
Tavlor and other OOrttcflxiSDfl
"It's weird,' junior Brian
Witthoetlt sjid. "I (eel like Ive
been violated because all my
stult is £iw. But tlk're is no one
to blame, then- is no way to get
\our stult hack."
Junior Amit Varna laid,
"Material stuff can always
be replaced. But 1 reallv miss
coming back to mv old place,
King on the couch, e-mailing
people on the computer. All the
things \ou take tor granted. My
pillow
.1 liad that pillow for
eight yean
Completing
assignments
and finishing up the semester
with good grades vvere consistent fears among most of the
tin- \ ictims.
"My grades are, without a
doubt, my biggest worry," junior Joanna Swett said. "We have
to find I place to live and alter
werfC settled, we have onlv i

few weeks left in the semester."
Varma said, "Most of my
tea, hers have been helpful, cutting me some slack. They're
accommodating for us, postponing tests and papers 1 lost
ever) thing I had on my computer and most of my notes. I need
those notes I have a couple of
cumulative tests."
Senior Tim DtrsoySfl said,
"One of my professors offered
me a place to stay and even invited me to have Tlunksgiving d inner at his pjaoa "

-4*S
I feel like I've been
violated because all my
stuff is gone. But there
is no one to blame,
there is no way to get
your stuff back.
— Brian WitlhoelTl
junior

-*s
At an informational meeting
on Monday in Grafton-Stovail
Theatre, the 48 fire victim! and
some Of their parents cUsCUSWd
the situation in an open forum
with representatives from LB&J
Limited, the company that owns
the Commons,)ML' faculty and
Itafl members, emplovees of
Off-Campus Lite ,md others
'1 think IML' is obviously
trying to help," Witthoefft said.
MX
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EARTH protest targets
Staples' paper policies
National protest urges company to buy recycled
BY BRANDON HIOHAKT

contributing writer
Chanting and singing as they
waved slogan-painted signs in
the air, the JMU EARTH club
protested
outside
of
the
Harrisonburg Staples TuesJ.n
afternoon as part of a national
effort by environnient.il groups to
pressure the office supplv chain
into adopting more environmentally conscious business pncttOM
Protesters also brandished
cardboard cut-outs of a stapler
and a tree, taking turns \u
pling" the tree in objection to
Staples' paper policies.
More than 200 protests simultaneously occurred at Staplai

stores in over 411 stales, according to a press bulletin released
by Forest I tliic. .in environmental utivist group that declared
[today .1 "Day ol Action to
Stop Staples.
According to the bulletin, less
than 12 percent of all products
sold by Staples OOnrafal >inv recycled content
Staples sells tlu-se products
liisnite ■ readily available supplv
of recycled Shaft, ,is well as burgeoning public concern for the
environment, according to Forest
Ethic's Web afta NHMlOpattpin ngi
According to the Forest
Ethics bulletin, with Staples

being "the largest and fastest
growing office supply superstore in the world." trie company
is in .1 position to set a new ethical standard for the industry.
"Now more than ever, we as
Americans realize how important our nation s forests are for
peace of mind and quality of life
— something that we won't let
corporations such as Staples takeaway. Our torest heritage is
something to protect for our children and our future," Danna
Smith of Forest Ethics said in the
press release.
This is the second year that

tee STAPI£S. page S

l>A\l klWttatl plt*nraphrr
Junior Elizabeth Miller attacks a tree outalda the
Harrlaonburg Staplaa store Tuaaday In protest.
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NEWS
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Study, 8 to 8:45 a.m.. Market One, contact Archie at 4.14*822

• Brow n-bag lunch "Brief History ot Btuea in Amric*," present»il h\ GregVeiMn, 12:30 to 1-TO p.m.. Mawinuttm Retinal
I ihr.trv lor man inlonii.itnin, aml.n1 Lori at himrrlii
• Hipn-.tsinJ.iii Unkxi lop group praise and worship. MO
p in Baptist Student C .nicr .in the aimer of Cinhvll Avenue
■nd South Main Start, oantad Archio.it 4M-6822
• Young Drmoaitfc S.ni.iliNfc.(YDS-JMU) general meeting. 8
p ni. l.ivlm 5»lg, lor morv inlormahon. visit
, l™,«/or a intact Aaron or Adam at

SATURDAY, NOV. 17
• Organizational (air, noon to 2 p.m., the commons, sponsored by Students (or Minority Outreach

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry Eucharist service followed
by a home-cooked dinner, 5 p.m., Canterbury House on South
Vl.nn street across from the Quad, contact Meredith at

• Baptist Student Union New Testament Greek Bible

between 8:24 and 9 p.m. at G-lot

In other matters, campus police report the
following:

3

Progressive coalition

3

Relay for Life

3

House Editorial Community steps in
to relieve aftermath
7
Letters to the Editor

Darts and Pats
Spotlight: What is your favorite
dance move and why''

WEATHER

Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported larceny of a
fleece jacket from the Convocation Center
Nov. 10 between 8:30 and 9 p.m.

Sunny
High 72 Low 44

Underage Possession
• Non-student Steven R •Torbert, 18, of
Fairfax, was arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol Nov. 10
at 1:30 a.m. at Huffman Hall.
Grand Larceny
• A black leather chair reportedly was
removed from the loading dock area of
CISAT Nov 9 at 8:10 p.m The incident
currently is under investigation
• A JMU student reported the larceny of a
wallet between Nov 7 and 8 at 5 p m The
incident currently is under investigation.
• A JMU student reported larceny of a wallet Nov 9 between 2.40 and 3:15 p m.
• Unknown persons removed a data prolector from Burruss Hall between Nov 9 at
8 am and Nov. 12 at 8 a.m.

LIFESTYLES

Today

Number of drunk in public charges since
Aug 25 61

High

Low

Sunny

74

43

Partly cloudy

70

40

Partly cloudy

68

39

Showers

64

30
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AMEX

12.42

10.89

close 2,797 98

close 81860

NASDAQ

Crosswords

10

Horoscopes

10

FOCUS
Spellbound: Harry Potter hysteria

13

Sex in the suburbs

13

Just go out

14

"Shallow Hal" movie review

14

"Animal remains" review

14

Student dance concert preview

14

S&P500

11.08

3.06

close: 1.903 19

dose 1.11580
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Advertising
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SPORTS

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8am and 5 p.m.
Cost $3 00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words; boxed classified, $10
per column Inch
Deadlines noon Friday tor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

F9

15

Club of the month

15

Football preview

15

Mollie DeFrancesco

11

Picks of the week

17

Sports clubs

17

*<3

OpEN HOUSE
WHEN:
WHERE:

FRidAy, NOVEMDER 16TH, 10:OOA.M. TO 5:00 p.M.
iviodEl APARTMENT, 1901 A
Duivi (1ST buildiNC, ON THE RiqhT AS you

SUNCAHSE APARTMENTS'
SUNCHASE

ENTER THE COMp.EX.)

Why:
"

To SEE A SAMPIE of WHERE you could HVE NEXT YEAR,
ENJOy SOME REFRESHMENTS ANd...

MEET MATT, TIHE NEWEST

AddmoN

TO OUR SuNCrHASE MARkET.Nq TEAM.

442^4800
WWW.SUCrHASE.NET

15

CAA tournament preview

r

S^dSE

13

The Great American Smokeout

Men's soccer
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throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community
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Coordinator
Susan Shifflett
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11

STYLE
Better Than Ezra review

MARKET WATCH

Trespass Notice Issued
• Four trespass notices reportedly were
issued to tuvenile non-students for throwing water balloons at pedestrians Nov. 9

INFORMATION

7

Students says why he's proud to be
an infidel
7

POLICE LOG

A sexual assault that reportedly
occurred on campus over the summer
during a summer camp is now currently
being investigated.

Computer registration

OPINION

FRIDAY, NOV. 16

Bl KlMBI Hill Mc Ki \/N

3

SUNDAY, NOV. 18

■MOMM

poih e nporttr

Bookstore update

THURSDAY, NOV.

15,
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We warn to call attention to
the fact that there people out
there that want peace."

L Relaying for life
Organization urges
sludents lo gel
involved early.

1.1/ BUSHNBLI.

freshman

see below

see below

Bookstore expands its table of contents
Follet providing $4 million to cover construction of new 28,000 square-foot building
Bv

JEANINE GAJEWSKI

teniOT writer

Students soon will see the
hrsl stages of construction for
I Ml s new htxikstore in the
< lodwin I l.ilt porting lot eras
Follet Higher Education
<.iroupi>-providing■>! million lo
build the two-story facility,
according to Towana Moore,
assistant vice president for
BusinOH Services.

-66It's a real strain for us
to set up the Ballroom
and as much a strain
on [studentsI to shop
it.
— John Rheault
uniu-rsii; h>H>ksli>re director

■9?
Nielson Construction, the
company contracted to build
the bookstore, is mobilizing to
break ground in one month to
M\
weeks,
Moore
said.
Construction is projected to be
finished in about a year, with
the tentative completion date in
January 2003.
Follet is Uniting the bill for

the bookstore by providing $4
million to cover construction.
When the uimersitv signed on
with Follet in May .999, part of
ItSG ntiacl included Follet funding a new, bigger bookstore for
JMU, Moore slid.'The university may have to pay for some of
the furnishings — things on the
inside — but the $4 million
(from Follet] will cover construction costs," she said.
The new bookstore will be
located in the area which is now
Godwin parking lot. According
to construction plans, space will
be provided to allow buses to
continue running to
the
Godwin stop. "The traffic
around Godwin bus stop has
been
addressed
with
|Harrisonburgl City Transit,"
Moore said, "but we are continuing to work on how the traffic
will flow." Hie lot constructed
where the tennis courts used to
be will compensate lot ihe parking displaced by the new bookstore
With about 28,000 square
feet of floor space, the two-story
bookstore will be over double
the size of the current bookstore,
■aid John Rheault, university
bookstore director. The size of
(the current) bookstore really
limits the cross section of merchandise that our company
would offer a school of this

New bookstore facts:
Location; Godwin parking lot

%

Construction cost: $4 million

\

Floor space: approximately 28, 000
\
square feet

gg

Levels: Two- First floor: school supplies,
JMU merchandise and an expanded
general books section.
Second floor: text books, reading
spaces and Internet stations

KELLY ARCHIHVIDW".
size." laid Rheault The new
bookatOBI will have higher ceilings, and the added space
allows the layout to be more
open. This will make the new
bookstore spacious and easier to
shop,
especially
during
Homecoming
and
Parents
Weekend when the bookstore is
typically swamped with customers, he said.
The first fltxir will house a
wide selection of school supplies, JMU merchandise and an

expanded general books section "The biggest new department without a doubt is the
general books," Rheault said.
I le slid Ihe broader selection
"hopefully will appeal mow to

the university"
Textbooks will fill the second
floor, eliminating the need for
book sales and buy-backs in PC
Ballroom. "It's a real strain tor
us to set up the Ballroom and as
much I strain on |students] to
shop it. Bald Rheault

I Living all the text books in
one place year-round will not
only be more convenient, but it
will facilitate Follet's ability to
respond quickly to out-ot-sti * k
issues. RIKMUII said Ihe seiond
floor also includes reading spa, at
and Internet stations, he said.
Follet will continue to hold
book buy-backs at many locations across campus, including
Zane Showker and the College
Center and at Ashby Crossing
as a convenience to students,
Rheault said
Moore said, "I think (the
new bookstore] is going to be
better because students can get
their stuff all in one place
Right now, it's kind of pi
meal." Moore said they also
have included the Student
Government Assot latlon in
discussions to get student
peraepecUve,
Rheault said FoUet will not
raise its prices to offset the coat
of the bookstore Instead, it will
rely on the increased sail's and
new customers the bigger bookstore will hopefully attract.
The area vacated by the current bookstore has not been
reassigned,
Moore
said.
I lowever, a com mi tee currently
is working on what will be done
with the apace
Some students do not see a
need for a new bookstore "I

don't think a new bookstore IB
necessary
junior
|ane
Lissenden said. "I've never had
a problem with crowding at the
on-campua store, <\\\c\ tor books
I always go to the University
Outpost."

-66
/ think I the new

bookstore] is going to
be better hecuase
students can get their
stuff all inane place.
— Towana Moore
BttSttM *kc president fa

tamest services
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Junior lesson Zafar said,
"Not only does our present
ti re mrrt the needs o4
students here, but it's alto
located in an extremely con
venienl spot."
Others view the addition
ot 1 new facility .is ,1 positive
change
I think a lot of the
things they are building on
campus are a good idea,'
sophomore Spencer I >amel
Mid 'It will hung more
money to the university so
they can tiopefull) spend it
on students "

Registration frustration hits JMU
Bv

THERESA SULLIVAN

senior writer
The Information Technology
department experienced minor
glitches when it began implementing a new roaming Internet
Protocol system for JMU network usersCVt. I">
A roaming IP (number that
identifies a computer on a net
work) allows users on the JMU
network to connect to the
Internet from any other segment
of the network.
Students, faculty and staff
who use the university's network must register their computers with JMU in order to
the Internet.
All computers in off-campus
apartment complexes were supposed lo be registered by now, but

some problems were encountered
that slowed their registration,
according
to
CXulene
Quackenbush,
director
of
Information Technology Planning.
Once registration begins for
a section of campus, users cannot access the Internet, because
they don't have a proper IP
address, until they register their
computer with JMU, according
to Information Technology
Computer
registration
entails filling out .m electronic
form in a Web browser, which
take-, users about five minutes.
This kind of computer
registration is new this year

to JMU.
According to Quackenbush,
JMU network users have
requested in the past to be able

to use their computers to
access the Internet from anywhere on campus. The new
roaming IP system is being
implemented to make connect
ing a laptop to JMU's network
anywhere a lot easier.
According to Tom Bonadeo,
chief technology officer for
MTC, the JMU server that handled the registration was unable
to service enough people nl one
time, which slowed down regal
tration. "If the mechanics ol peg
istering don't go very well, then
you're stuck without .in Interne!
connection. That's why we're
doing this one property at a
time." Bonadeo SSid
The registration process
Went more smoothly lor CRISP
and its apartment complexes.

Students fast to protest war
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

ttqj writer

111 I I'HOTUAnr Kim

Senior Antigone Ambrose
wears a blue arm band to signify tasting. She wore her
arm band during a protest on
the commons last week. The
last utilises a tag-team'
approach.

Current war "myths
according to the
Progressive Coalition

The
JMU
Progressive
Coalition is facilitating a Fast
for
Peace to help end
"America's New War." The
fast is between pairs of individuals who take turns fasting
to show support for a peaceful
resolution in Afghanistan
Sophomore Peter Gelderlous
began the fast after he attended
the (Vt. 7 vigil for United States
bombings in Afghanistan, that
was held in the Harrisonburg
[own Suutue
"After the vigil I felt really
strongly about the whole
issue and started the fast that
night," he Slid
During the
week we decided to extend
the fast to a 'tag team' fast.
When one person couldn't
fast anymore Ihe other would
take over."

tt

We want to call
attention to the fact that
there are people out
there that want peace.
— Liz Bushnell
freshman

59
I This war will end
terrorism.
I Sept 11 attack* were an
assault on our freedom.
I The United States is
waging a humanitarian
1

Word of the cause spread
.mil now several others have
joined the last since l h t 7

I he) Bland «>ut 011 the common-, every Wednesday from
n to 12:30 p m pass
Ing out filers. Participants
can be spotted •>< roes campus

wearing baby blue cloth arm
bands in order to show support
for
their
cause.
Freshman Liz Bushnell said,
"We went with light blue
unanimously because it is a
very peaceful color and §ym
boUxefl tree speech. We want
to call attention to the fact
that there people out there
that want peace
Celderloos said, "We chose
the color because it has no negative stigmas a Mat hed to it "
Celderloos said he hopes
the peaceful cause of the fast
will gain not only attention,
but
also
understanding.
"Fasting 's B way of protesting the war," (lelderloos said.
' (Muhatma) Ghandi put |fastmg| in the mainstream and
showed the ridiculousness ot
(violent) situations like this
and the pOWerieatneSS Ol pro
testers If we were to express
demonstrative protest-., then
people become argumentative. If you're resting, people
begin to ask you questti ns
about why you're doing what
you're doing ... a public
demonstration may draw
more attention but .1 last
draws more sympathy."
Those im olved said they
hope more students join the
fast while many said they
think the fast is a very personal choice in stopping terrorism and promoting unbiased media
"The fast is verj person
al," Bushnell said
l think
there are better ways to show
pi 1 - n.it com lotions on this
issue, but this is now some
peopit an choi liig to show

. w*/'/ vrs

C R1SP services about 12 different apartments complexes
including Squire Hill, Hunter's
Kidge and JM apartments,
according to Craig Moore, vice
president of operations al

CRISP
"We had s fail amount of
phone calls, but it w.is mainh
people not understanding how
to register,'' rv1tx»resiid.
'The on campus roll out has
not gone as well as we expected." Quackenbush said. "The
limitation ol simultaneous connections, speed and network
train,
issues slowed
the
prooeai
According to Quackenbush,
the Help Desk received more
ate NBWtptgi i

I
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Head start: Relay prep
takes off early this year
BY MARTHA CUNNINGHAM

mits, the more time they have to

contributing writer

raise funds
Fach team also must raise a
minimum of $1,000, but are
urged to raise more, according
to White
The event begins the night of
April 13 with an opening ore
mony The goal is to have someone from each team walking the
brat k lor 12 hours, White said.

Organizers of the second
annual Relay for Life are urging students to get an early
start on participation for the
April 2002 event.
The second annual Relay
for Life charity benefit will
kickoff at Bridgeforth Stadium
April 13.
According to tin- American
I ancer Asstviahon Website. Ihe
event aims to raise money for
those who suffer from cancer
and to commemorate the lives
of those lost to Ihsdiaaasa
The organizes have gotten
an earl\ st.ut this year to ensure
the events SUCTttS Senior
Kristin White, co chair organizer, laid, "With the holidays coming up, it is easier for people to
raise money by contacting family and friends
She said that the extra time
should allow for more creative
fund raising such .is oar washes
and letter writing According to
junior
Betsy
Wachendorf,
another co-chair organi/er,
organizers
hope
to
raise
$21X1,000 this year and draw
2,000 participants
Wachendorf aaid the theme
' 1 toubls It" carries the g«>al to
double
participants
and
money raised
In order to parts Ipate, students must form an eight lo 12perSOn team, designate B team
captain and work together to
raise money prior to April \\
wiute said Sne aud there is no
deadline tor a Lam's SUMTttS

atan, but thtearhei a team com-

-64It's part of my healing
process to speak out
about the disease.
- Hollv (irilTin
Master of terenMines
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Relay races mid massage
services will he provided for
participants during the event,
and bands will play as entertainment. According to While,
teams are encouraged to plan
activities throughout the night
in the spirit ofthscvenl In addition part*; tpanti can lake pan
in a luminary ceremoin In put
chasing bags i ■ t with candles,
recognizing those who are suffering and have died From the

disease, white said.
Involvement in Relay lor I ile
has proven to he memorable rat
ail those who participate
Senior i tolly I Umn said she
was diagnosed with HodgkaYs

Disease at the age ol IS she will
serve .is tin- \ laster 1 >t Omits suss
It's- part ol my healing
process to s|>eak out about the
disease/1 train said "Relay for
I ile is important Ivcause everyone has or will be touched by
cancer in their lives, and Ini
Important SD take I stand before
more and more people die "
White, a long tune (riend ol
Griffin, became involved eftei
losing her mother to breast can
cer. Cancer doesn't discrimi

nets, '»^ so main peopla an
affected/' White said
W,n hendort Said She began
participating laat war as a result
oi family and friends being
diagnosed with cancer
It's
hard to find .1 person who has
n't been affected [by cancer] it is
Important S3 be aware or it will
happen to us too. ' she laid

the money raised from Relay
tor 1 lie benefits canon patients
physkally and emotionally
The money will be used tor
cancer research, scholarships
given lo cancer survivors or ^ill
go toward 111tor1n.1tion.il handouts and supplies. While Bald.
Monej raised Is also used to
sponsor programs such as 1 <»>k
Good, reel Bertei that auk in
the purchase ot wigs m ordei to
build sell esteem. White aaid.
Students interested In parti,
Ipataig may at* nd an Informs
rional meeting NCA 19 at'« p m

in ISAT room 1302, e-mail
Wachendorf al wachenet or
White at whit.knt or call \\, nd)

Oaintosky, local representative
ol the American <. sneer S
at 434 3360
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New computer registration
receives mixed reviews
w it. •■ n i ig» i
calls during tl»- tirsi two days
of cm-campul registration
(Nov. 5 and 6) than during
the first two d.iv- of Mil
semestei
Quackenbush
Mid
Information Technology will
adjust tlii- schedule and possibly even extend the time
frame for registration in
order to accommodate fur-

Ihei i omplkaHona.
At this atMST. most .til . .mi
pus .i|\irtinent complexes have
■UCCfMhllly registered with
|MU with the exception c4 the
Commons Pheasant Run Old*
Mill and FoxhUL according to
John Drummond. operations
manager tor NTC.
According to Drummond.
these lompU'M-s won? not regislered because of ,i time crunch,

-6 6/ think the new IP
system is a
wonderful addition to
JMU's network.
— Jeff Palazzola
juninr

-9?
Infotmatton technology has

MVffml gtvils lor the MM r«'Kls
tration requirements, according
to Quackenbush.
The first goal is to allow for
roaming IPs Until now, students and faculty were not able
to move their computers from
one end of campus to the other
and acquire an Internet connection with ease.
With the new roaming IP
system, students and faculty
cm simply move a laptop
from a dorm or office to
somewhere across campus
and acquire an Internet connection, Quackenbush said.
Information Technology's
second goal is to enable JMU to
implement new technologies,
such as wireless computing,
Quackenbush said.
She '-aid that Information

Technology also aims to UN
the new system to enable the
university to provide a better

security itructuw.
Bv requiring all ot its users to
register
iheir
computers,
Intonnalion fechnotog) will DC
able to ensure that UMfl are
who they claim to be, she said
This is Important because
it will allow JMU to keep
track ol who a user is each
and every time they transact,
a, cording to Quackenbush.
Sh>
said
Information
Technology has til Up I timetable to follow In getting everyone registered. The window for
on-campus registration was
Nov. 5 to 13.
Junior Jeff Pala/vola said,
"1 think the new IP system is
a wonderful addition to
JMU's network."
However, not all students
shared l'ala//ola's sentiments
Junior Brad Harbin said.
"The new IP system did not
really effect me Since all
had to do was till out a form
on the Internet, I didn't care
all that much."
According to Moore, all ol
CRISP'S customers have been
successfully registered. "I think
the overall end result is providing more flexibility with roaming 11V" Moore said.
Senior Iravis White Raid, I
thought the registration Wtt
unnecessary and time consuming and served no purpose that
1 know of."
In general, most people
involved feel the off-campus
registration process has gone
well so far
"The off-campus apartment
complexes went fairly smoothly," Quackenbush said
"We had several situations
where people without legiti
mate JMU user IDs Were
using the network, and the
apartment complexes then
had to offer other ways for
those tenants to obtain
Internet access," he said
Information
Technology
plans to work with the apartment complexes to determine it
service can be offered to nonJMU students, but plans have
not
yet
been
finalized,
Quackenbush said.

Residents react to Commons fire
RESIDENTS, frcm pagt 1
The meeting on Monday was
a good time for faculty to
hear our concerns. There
wore AH of us looking for
answers and the faculty came
looking for questions. We
came in there with expectations to be told what to do
and we really didn't get that."
Junior Adam Terminella
said, despite the meeting,
"JMU hasn't done much
yet, but they don't know
fully what our needs are.
They don't understand
what lure require.
It's hard to makeaccoinmo
dattoni lor us without knowing
what are needs .ire.' he said.
"The effort is there, though."
Sophomore
Jessica
Lumsden said, "I think it's
hard because it's uncharted
territory. But at the same
time, the fire wasn't our fault
and we're being penalized."
l.B&J provided accommodations for the students at
Shoney's Inn from the day
of the blaze until yesterday
at noon.
"I think l.B&J is doing a
great job/ Yarma mid. They
didn't have to accommodate us

in a different apartment complex, or choose to live in Park
Apartments and move back to
building 891 in the spring once
it has been rebuilt.
"I'm
graduating
in
December," Denoyer said. "I
might just end up sleeping on
a friend's couch until then.
I'm not looking forward to
being homeless."
Witthoefft said. "The new
feeling is that you're going to be
a burden to your friends."
The fire left many of the
I might just end up
students
feeling
oversleeping on a friend's whelmed and violated.
"Fire is not something you
couch... I'm not
ever expect to happen to you,"
Lumsden said.
looking forward to
Witthoefft said he and
one of his roommates were
being homeless.
gone, getting breakfast at
— Tim Denoyer the Waffle House, for no
senior more than 10 minutes when
they realized they had left a
bag that a guest needed at a
SunChase apartment.
They turned around and.
Many of the fire victims will
be staying with friends for the while on Neff Avenue, noticed
few remaining weeks of the the flames and smoke pouring
semester. They will have to from an apartment in the
decide soon whether to termi- Commons, he said
"1 could count down the row
nate their leases with the
Commons and look for housing and see it was ours," Witthoefft

and give us vouchers for free
food (at Shoney's Restaurant
and other local restaurants).
They even gave us clothes and
other donations."
Junior Marty Ranigan was
not as content with LB&J. "1
wish they had put us in
Shoney's for longer, at least until
Thanksgiving," he said.
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said. "And then we realized
another roommate was still
asleep back in our apartment."
Witthoefft called 911 from
the car and then he and his
roommate sped back to the
burning building
They left the car running in
the parking lot and began banging on all the apartment doors,
yelling for people to get out.
Witthoefft said the smoke was
too thick to get upstairs, so he
and his roommates ran around
the back to yell up to his sleeping roommate's window.
Hit roommate eventually
woke up and was forced to climb
down two balconies from the
third floor because the smoke
was so thick in the stairwell
It was so ironic that we
were the only people that knew
he was sleeping," Witthoefft
Mid. "If we hadn't forgotten
that bag ... it gives us chills to
think about it"
Terminella said the hi);K'"-l
loss in the fire wasn't anything material, hut "the loss of
community we had. Before,
we could walk in any apartment in the building. We're all
going 10 I'O separated now.
Ihat'- irreplaceable."

Students go on 'tag-team' hunger strike for peace
sit DENTS, •■• ' MgrJ
their views I don't personally
think that it will stop the war.
According to fliers pajead
out on the commons by memben of Hie group, they hope to
"raise awareness and sympathy
for the peace cause, open demo
cratic dialogue within our society and counteract racist. |fngoistic and nationalistic reporting
in the corporate media," by participating in the fast.
Patten said they are fighting against the myths raised
bv America's New War."
They said they believe the
war will not end terrorism,
but perpetuate it. In a flier
passed out on the commons.
The Progressive Coalition
clarified what they call myths

of "America's New War."
The myths include "This war
will end terrorism," "Sept. 11
attacks were an assault on our
freedom" and "The United
. waging a humanitarian
war," according to the flier.
"People came up to me and
asked me about the fast,"
Celderloos
said
of
his
Wednesdays on the commons.
It gave me a good opportunity
to explain to them why I was
fasting. They were much more
willing to listen Fasters can talk
to people who are wondering
why they are fasting and we can
clarify these myths."
Bushnell said, "Answers to
these myths help us provide
answers when people scream at
us that we were being 'Anti-

will only caitM more li\es to be
lost on both sides
The Progressive Coalition
was formed in 1997 and has
since grown to include about 12
official student organizations.
Bushnell
said
that
the
Progressive Coalition is a "networking for all the activist
groups on campus."
She said activist groups join
together
through
the
Progressive Coalition to get
feedback and support from the
other groups.
Gelderloos said, "The
Progressive Coalition
is
intended to spread support
and is good for JMU because
there are a lot of issue-specific organizations. It's a way
for us to stick together."

American'. I'm not being AntiAmerican. What happened
Sept. 11 was a tragedy and
needs to be reattributed. But
declaring a war on the world

-6 6
It gave me an
opportunity to explain
to them why I
wasfasting.
— Peter Gelderloos
sophomore
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What's new? Call the News Desk at x8-6699 and tell us.

MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
Visit us at the

Physical Therapy School Expo
Friday. November 16 • 9 a.m. - I p.m.
Room 136. ISAT Building
"I did three clinical practicums,
so I was qualified for many
different jobs after I graduated".

Prepare for the LSAT or MCAT
right on the JMU campus!!
Enroll NOW for Spring 2002 courses:
LSAT prep starts 1/10 (ask for code LSCV2201)
MCAT prep starts 1/14 (ask for code MCCV2201)

'Morgan Surdyk Francis
Children's National Medical Center

CalM-800-KAP-TEST

(703) 284-5901 or 800-548-7638
grad.admissionsC" marymount.edu
www.marymount.edu

KAPLAN

MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY

1-800 KAP TEST
kaptest.com

Main Campus: 2807 N. Glebe Road, Arlington

a comprehensive, coeducational Catholic university

CALL US

Candies Spa

564 - 2770

THE LOOK

or

Corner of University Btvd
and Reservoir St.
(Across from Sheetz)

Walking Distance from
SunChase. Stone Gate. Blue Ridge.
Potomac & Chesapeake

433 - 3322

_._,

Chinese Restaurant
4iee JbeLv&uf.

$10.00 Mi*U*Hum - limited Aiea

Mon- Thurs. 11 am -10 pm
Fri.- Sun. till 11 pm
Store Hours May Vary
No MSG Upon Request
No Checks Accepted

Total Body Spa
HAIRSTYLING • TANNING • MASSAGE 'TATTOOS • PIERCING

Special
Combination Platters

Lunch Special
Served unh Pried HccA Eggltol

■

Christmas Gift Certificate Sale

$3.95

$6.50

Full Menu Available in Store
•

Tan from Jan to May $75

I

or

.

Tanning Visits $1 EACH

Tattoo starts at $45

Haircut $12

(540)568-9899
Piercing Starts at $23

Highlights $40

(minimum purchase 10 visits)
Save 10% on Tattoos
Full Body Massage $35

"*

Manicure $10

Piercin s wi,h this ad

«

Perms $35
I
I

(Bring This Ad)

1031 Port Republic Rd
in Port Crossing
Shopping Center
next to Food Lion

' ' ' '"A 1

1
Rl«2

I

1-81

•I
...
£

(540)438-1919
625 J Mt Clinton Pike
Near EMU
in Park View Plaza
Shopping Center
behind F&M Bank
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Students attempt to rebuild after fire
STVDBNtt.frvmpqtl
dents. The only other .n-.nl.ihle

rooms ui rinuu
NTC Communic.itions representative Tom Bonadeo also
■Handed the meeting bo inform
students ot future plant NTC Is
working with Park Apartments
lO develop I themet and phone
connections. Thev are allowing
student- to tnru.ird all phone

caUeend uaa voice maU fee free.
Ttiey are in touch with Veri/on
to get new phone numbtfl
quickly It students move Into
Park, the free cable, telephone
and Ethernet th.it the leajaa of
l.B&J otter will remain available free of charge students
also will be given extensions on
phone bills, Bonadeo aaJd
According to Bonadto,
NTC will also work to recover
parts of hard drives that can be
found. Hard drives .ire se.iled.
so even though only part out
possibly be recovered, they am
still somewhat valuable, he
said. It students bring pie.es
to NTC or ask NIC to GOBM
pick them up. technicians will
work to r«'»over any data loet
free of ch.irge

Bonadeo

said

after

the

meeting that he wt$ Join,;
everything possible to work

with his company, .is well ,is
familial and businesses in
HarrisOnbuig. to hnd computers to donate u> the ihirlanla
I Xmgi.is Brown, \ loe praal
dent for Academk Affaire,
BDOka and answered num
questions of both students and
pamnta about daaeaj. professors ,ind problems they have

you have to do now is p-t your
day to-day Ufa back In order."
Brown expressed ruscontin
ued concerns and said he will

have bean replaced and meal
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There are lots of people
both inside and outside
the university that are
working hard to help
you as much as
possible with as little
pain as possible.

anoountand "I've talked to our
proreeeon and i want to eel
mm input on wh.it you tuvd,''

Brown arid. At this time some
students got \ei\ emotion.||

Manj Btudanti mid th.it
they have talked in professors
who have ottered them incomplete*, making the students
responsible lor .ill missed work
"This is not acceptable," one
student snd ' We've lost ever)
thing and it's not fab tor me to
be penalized so much for some
thing ! couldn't control."
Students spoke of lost
pipers, notes, projects, journals

and even business plans for < < w
300, a major 12 credil integrated
business le.i 111 work course.
Students sud thev were not
happy .lKnit how tilings were
wot km,; tor them ,k,utenik.illv.
"Everything's going to have
to be done on an individual
Brown said "The thing

ly I can't handle it"
According to Ibwana Moore,
assistant vice president tor
Business Sen ices. .ill JAC cards

— Linwood Ros*
JMI PrtMjcnl
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trv to do whatever he CM tor
tile homeless students.
1 vet) day it gets worse/1
.mother Student s,iid. "I've
talked to mv profeeaoia and
they Baj OK, well you have a
test this Wednesday, you need
to lake n ' How can I deal with
[< all) and emotional-

vouchers v\ere gi\en out. She
offered assistince In answering
questions and getting student II >
numbers. With the numbers, she
and her staff will look up student schedules, find out what
books they need, and then order
them and get .ill of them to the
students through overnight
shipping. All the books are free
as long .is thev are returned at
theend of the semester, she said.
Some school supplies are being
provided and seniors graduating in December will receive
new ospa and gowns for free,
BO) MI,hug to Moore.
David Mills, president of the
Student
Government
Association, spoke to the audience with encouragement and
optimism. SGA currently is in
charge of a dtywide donation
drue All this week, a store of
donated items is set up in
Taylor 299 for the students of
89] to get what they need, he
said. Clothes, toiletries and
rood currently are available.
The SGA is asking students to
donate
bedding (blankets.

sheets, pillows, etc.) and
kitchen ware (pots. pans, spues.
more food, etc.), according to .1
Wednesday press release
The SGA is working doeery
H ith Student Affairs, othercam
pus organizations ,md area
businesses to do as much as
possible to help. Mills said.
)MU President Linwood

Roes expressed his oonoerna
"There are lots of peopk" both
Inside and outsids theunrveralry
that are working hard to help
you as mm h as poesfbla with as
little pain as possible," Rose said
|MU issued a paj ket for the
students to help them asrvaae
items from the fire, know who
tOOSfl with particular problems.
and instruct them on available
spaces in apartments all over
I larrisonburg.
A major problem w ith nous
nig is that it will be extremely
difficult to keep all four students of an apartment together.
according to Mel M.iher. .issis
tant director of the University
Center and supervisor ol Oft
Campus life and Taylor Down
Under. "Please use us as a
resource," Maher said
We're
working very hard for you and
will continue to."
Brandon DtirflinSBt SGA

Staples protesters rally for recycled paper
STAPLES, from page I
JMU EARTH (Environmental
Awareness and Restoration
Through our I lelp) participated
in the national protest, said junior Mariana Bowling, EARTH
member. "The more recycled
paper we buy, the cheaper it will
get and the more we'll be helping the Earth Maples needs to
give us the opportunity to buy
recycled paper," she said
Store
manager
David
Dickenshcets declined to comment on the protest, citing corporate orders
He issued .1

-<4Staples needs to give
us the opportunity to

buy recycled paper.
— Mariana Bowling
juninr. hARTH number
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written statement saying in
E,ut, "Staples. IMC offers a numIT of recycled products in our
Stores. We are developing a purc basing policy that will formalize our commitment to the environment Staples is ... working
to resolve the concerns of the
environmental groups
EARTH has worked for
environment.il issues jn the
community for over 10 vears.
Bowling said, The group has
arrived tO increase conservation
on the fMU campus and was
responsible tor the original

FRIDAY NIGHTS AT ~V^r^Sjy

implementation of campus
iev\. ling, she said.
MARTI1 currently is attempt
Inglowest with administration
officials to initiate a policy of
using recycled paper in campus
labs, libraries and copy centers.
"We'd like to MV 1(X> percent
recycled paper King used in all
departments within the next
five years, nld St.ir/a Kolman,
EARTII member.
The
club
meets
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. in
Kee/cll (II, and anyone interested is invited to attend.

vice president of Administrative
Affairs, said at the meeting, "I
don't pretend to know what it's
like, but when I say that I'm
going to be there for you, I mean
that in any and every way I can
I'll schedule meetings with professors and administrators for
you, I'll help you get donations,
and I'll give you my home
phone number for absolutely
anything else 1 w ant to be there
for you and I'm here to help
with anything."
Students were given checklists with clothing sizes and personal needs to fill out and
return to SGA so they could
have more direction in collecting needed items.
I larrisonburg resident Kaye
Vaughan is helping SGA as
well. "I'm just offering everything I can for these students,"
Vaughan said at the Monday
meeting. "I'm collecting clothing, household items and whate\ er else 1 can to get their lives
back to normal."
Administrators
stayed
alter the meeting so students
could talk on a more personal
level with them. Williams
and LB&J set up a table to
discuss leases and information with students.

yy DEB
... it just might be news to us.
Call 8-6699 for more information and ask for Richard,
Lindsay or James

$1.00 Games

GRAND OPENING: FRIDAY, NOV. 16

and $1.00 Shoes

K and M Sounds Now FEATURED AT:

TANGOS
House and Techno all night long
21 and over

Sunday & Monday
at Valley Lanes

20 West Mosby Rd.
Harnaonburg. VA 22801
540401-8162

Free glow sticks to the first 100 people

9:00 pm -1:00 am

open 7 days a week

Ski Free
at

433.9181

M,assart attert Ski Resort

Cheap Nights at Acme
Acme VifJeO

Now hiring for Ski Season
Lifts, Rentals. Retail Shop. Food Service.
Telephone Operators. Cashiers, and More!

Use This Coupon For

'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals!

Rent l,Get 1 Free
Sundav-Thursday_Only

VIDEO

Slop by th> Ski Offlca M-F 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
to fill out an application.

West Side Barber Shop
Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

\PaintLa. Jladu \Jattoo

and Styling Salon

ana
jBoau \Pu.xcLnq tStuaio

$6.0°
Hair Cuts

TUES.-THURS. 12 NOON TO 7PM
FRI.-SAT. 12 NOON TO 9PM

Men & Women

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL FORMS OF TATTOOING

7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Walk-Ins
Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

289-4954

«.}} East (next to Wtnays, across from Pargos)

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockingham New Holland

442-6722

Sharon, Debbie. Crystal, Brenda,
and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral

HOURS:

COLOR
TRIBAL
BLACK AND GREY
PORTRAITS
Li'fi NSI i) NURSE ON STAFF

'•

2(Mfc|SouTH AVENUE
HAftRISONBURG, VA

540-433-5612

IS

A
R
/Al

I GET TATTOOED OR PERCH) AND GET A 10% DISCOUNT wmt ras AD !=

I
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Recorder details pilots' fight to save Flight 587
\\\

be considered, along with possible maintenance mistakes or
such issues as the use of inferior
h>'Its and other Listeners.
Investigators
and
the
manufacturer of the A300
widebody airplane. Airbus
Industrie
of
Toulouse,
France, said they remained
puzzled that two engines and
the airplane's vertical tail fin
cracked off for no apparent
reason. In particular, several
Ugatora spoke of being
baffled that the vertical fin
may have broken off first.
The loss of the tail fin is significant, as such a catastrophic
event would have tossed the
plane out of control and might
have set in motion severe
forces that snapped off both
engines. Hie engines landed a
block apart — one in a gas st,,
tion and another striking a
boat in a neighborhood driveway. The main body of the
plane crashed two bJocks to
the west.
As investigators pored over
recordings and wreckage, New
York Citv dealt with yet another

DON PHILLIPS AND
MH HMI

POWELL

The Washington rost
Pilots fought to control
Flight 587 as the) twice felt a
rattling in Iru'.iirir^me.ind the
i.nl iin and both angina peeled
I'll, sending the pl.ine into >'
death spir.il, according to
inform.ition released Tuesday
by the National fransportation
Safeft Board
The
SantO
Domingohound pl.HU' rolled head htst
into the Rodcawaya peninsula, killing 262 people and
U.n ihg 11 v»' missing.
InveatigatOfa s,iid a preliminary
reading of the
plane'a
cockpit
voice
lei offers no evidence
thai terrorists downed the
plane. But nothing on the
tape would rule out the possibility of sabotage.
Sources said there are no
bomb sounds Ofl the voice
vr, nor is (hen ^ iSUSJ e\ i
denos — whkh is easily detected — of bomb damage on the
wnvLigt'. Hut they said more

subtle forms oi sabotage .miMl

disaster. Air traffic returned to
normal at tlie city's three airports and bridges and tunnels
were open, after > losing tor several hours Tuesday.
And relatives and friends
took up the grim business of
identifying their dead. Many of
the victims came from from
New
York's
burgeoning
Dominican immigrant community Many of those on the plane
were mothers and fathers and
children — including at least
five children small enough to
ride their parents' laps — en
route to see relatives in the
Dominican Republic.
The grieving families came
to a hangar at the }acob Javits
Convention Center by shuttle
bus, taxi and on foot. They carried toothbrushes, locks of hair,
anything that might help identify loved ones.
As city and state officials
tended to the victims and the
setting up of relief funds,
investigators with the NTSB
and the FBI puzzled over
wreckage that was strewn
over several miles.

A source said investigators
particularly are disturbed by the
Ma Of the tail fin The fin fell
into Rotkway Inlet m |,iin.n«,i
Bay and was fished out within
hours by the Coast t .u.ird
Investigators found that
the tin's attachment points
were intact and that the failure seemed to lie at the base
of the fin, vvhuh i~ m.ide up
of composite materials
Manufacturers
have
described the composites as
stronger than metal, and the
failure raises the possibility
that the composites have
been overrated.
Composites
are
used
widely in both commercial
and military aircraft today
because they are
much
lighter and are quite strong.
The investigation of plane
,K«ulents follows a Sherlock
Holmes like process eliminate
possible causes until only one is
k'ft. No matter how implausible, that's the answer: And tins
Investigation is no different
(>n Monday, many sptvul.ited that engine failure had
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atrfrarns is heird. Seven seconds later, a crew member mentions a "wake encounter
This presumably referred to
turbulence flowing from the
wingtips of the plane that took
off ahead of Might 587. These
long spinning strings of turbu
lence can last in the air for several minutes — but they are
almost never enough to bring a
plane down.
Black said a (apart Airlines
747 was flying several miles
ahead of Flight 587, well
beyond the minimum separation of four miles for planes
taking off. This distance is
intended specifically to mitigate any ill effect of a wake.
At 121 seconds after take
off, a second airframe rattle is
heard. Four seconds later, the
co pilot calls for maximum
power. Two seconds later, a
member of the crew suggest-,
the plane is out of control.
And IS seconds after that,
the recording ends — presumably because the plane lost electrical power and plowed into
Belle Harbor.
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banking south over Jainai. fl B,n
I ess than two minutes after
takeoff, the sound of a rattling
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flying out overQueensand then

Engine lands at
gas station

Jamaica

Queens

downed the plane But investigators have round no v\ Idence
ol catastrophic failure m the
big I leneral
Electric Co.
engines, NTSB Kurd member
i ieorgC Black said.
Nor, Black said, was there
any evidence that the engines
had BU( ked in birds — a theory
thai was wideiv repeated early
Tuesday — perhaps causing
them to stall.
Investigators
Tuesday
found the second of the
plane's
two
onboard
recorders, the (light data
recorder, which measures airplane movements and control
positions. Tuesday, however.
Black read a curaory and
* ryptJc summary of the cockpit voice recorder* which
investigators found Monday.
He briefly talked reporters
through the takeofl and death
throes of Might W, using the
n»ckpit tape as a guide. The
plane takes ofl to the northwest,
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DON'T MISS YOUR CHANCE TO
GO ABROAD!

The (leadline for applying
to study abroad for Summer 2002,
Kail 2002, and Spring 2003 is approaching!

we'll push you to

the [edge
then tell you to jump.
If you want to study abroad through
JMU's overseas programs, apply by:

You know its in you. The desire lo jo fanner. To start where
others stop It's why you should consider Army ROTC It's a

November 15, 2001 (early totalaa)

class where you'll lace unique challenges while developing

February 1, 2002 (regular decl.lon)

skills like how to think on your feet and be a good leader

7»r.,.- Mb* ■/., m,l u/i/ili (0

HUII-JMUprograms.

For more information, contact the Office of

»«g/sler loaay. And hold on tight

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take

International Programs, Hillcrest East, 568-6419
iiilcmalionaltojmu.edu. www.jmu.edu/internalional

Signupnuw'
Contact Major Love at 568-3633
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Call 568-DUKE
for ticket information!
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Friday, November 16, 7 pm
vs. Gardner-Webb
and

Sunday, November 18, 2 pm
vs. East Tennessee State
Convocation Center

FREE T-shirts and Chances to WIN
FREE Entertainment and Food!

EMAIL
OR GLO

BREEiEDP@wOrMAlL.COM
TO WWW.rHEBREEIE.ORr^
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'Tatc is sitting in his cell begging for a second chance. I
think he is entitled
to that chance."

Ql>tkLQK

JKKFRKY CRETZ
junior
s«e story, page 8
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"... the way people have
stepped up to help those
in need is an amazing
thing to see in a college
community."
see house editorial, below

ZAK SALIH
BETWEEN THE LINES

Student says why he's
proud to be an infidel

1M «*,»£'

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Community steps in to relieve aftermath
In just an hour, 48 |MU
students were left not only
without .1 plnce to live, but
without just about everything. Pictures chronicling
their lives to this point,
moment.is from childnood,
academic work and portfolio material, clothing, gilts,
electronic equipment —
the list gins on. Some of it
is replaceable, but most of
it isn't.
It seems almost impossible that something as simple
as a smoldering cigarette —
a possible cause according
to the Harriaonburg Fire
Department — can cause
such destruction in a short
■mount of time, but for
those student! of building
891 in the Commons, the sit
uation is all too real
The fire in the Commons
Saturday, Nov. 10 has had a
tremendous impact — not
only on individuals directly
involved, but also on the
campus. Concern for the
shitlcnts is on evervone's

minds, whether they know
any of them or not.
Furthermore, the feeling
that the fire could just as
easily have been one's own
apartment is a startling and
sobering realization. The
circumstances hit close to
home because this is home.
Imagine virtually any
college dorm or apartment.
Everything that is remotely
important or useful to an
individual is cramped into a
tiny space — a compressed
version of one's home.
Also, by the time many
individuals move into M\
apartment, they completely
move mil of their families'
homes, and the apartment
becomes more and more a
true home
During this ordeal, the
surrounding
community
came together. Immediately
after the fire started, students stepped in to help lire
fighters in any way they
could, helping to move cars
and clearing space for the
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-66"During this ordeal,
the surrounding
community came
together."

—99Not only did members of
the residential community
band together, but organizations stepped in to help.
Members of JMU administration, Off-Campus Life,
LB&J Limited and NTC,
among others, held a meet-

ing Monday with students
and parents to discuss the
course of action. While these
organizations are doing all
they can to help, the nature
of the situation lends Itsell
to the stipulation that any
decisions to be made are
going to be challenging and
sometimes disappointing to
the students, However, the
action is being taken quickly
in an effort to establish some
sense of normalcy for the
students.
While nothing will be
able to replace all that was
lost in the fire, the way people have stepped up to help
those in need is .in amazing
thing to see in a college
community.
Hopefully in the coming
weeks, the compassion
toward the victims of the
Commons fire will continue, as their lives will not be
magically fixed just by getting a new place to live or by
receiving textbooks to finish
out the semester.

Terrence Ntmlin
I >|>nii.-n Hditi*

on in.in (Ii.n SiVu.inK ■olniimv vk.,U r~ mi
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punishment? A country where
you can murder your wife and
be the center of a celebrity threering dfCUl Mai thai lasts for
years? A country when' I have
the freedom to write a satirical
article like this? Who could mk
for anything more?
I mean, let's be serious
Regard less of how important .1
role we play in the global community, you haw to admit the
United States can be a little outrageous at rimes That's what's so
beautiful about freedom: we can
be silly and stupid and laugh
about it. Where else but in
America would Jerry Springer
still be in busim-ss ami WOT
shiped like the Dionysus of the
trailer park drama' What other
country would construct »ii*emas
that hold midnight screenings of
a boy and his sexual relations
with a pastry or dinosaurs gone
rampant for the 16th time? What
other country would give Joan
Rivers her own television show?
Something tells me you won't
find the cinema oeuvre of Pauly
Shore airing on Al-Jazeera anytime soon.
So let's give each other a big
pat on the back because not only
are we infidels, but we're such
good ones. We're great at breeding
them; we do it so well. like the
Holy Madonna (the other <>ne>
said: "Express yourself/don't
repress yourself." She's not sorry,
because it's human nature. Sure,
to err is to be human, but to be culturally liberated is to be American
I say we keep on rocking and
rolling and doing what America
does best, bve a life of freedom,
even if it means being criticized as
an infidel. After all, who likes critics, anyway? Why ihould we be
afraid of al-Qaeda or ,inv other
radical fanatical group with its
sights set on destroying
American freedom1 We've gol
Oprah Wintrev, Howard Stem,
O.J.
Simpson,
Starbucks,
Amazon com and the World
Wrestling Federation. The
United States may be a nation of
infulek (ml v\r rv k mg fnv And
in a new world when* drath can
lurk on .in airplane or Inside ,111
envelope, living life is all tliat real
ly matters.
And that's the bottom lint*,

Osama Why? Because Stone
Cold said so
Zak Stilih is a *>f>lio»:i»r SMAl I
atui l'n$lisli nui/or oho i> hdHW
mth Amtrtam freedom, tsptckmjf
duet /<*m Riven hushei own -how

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Student responds to demonstrations

Lindsay Marti

1-s/ one* editor

fire fighters. The Student
Government Association
auickly began a drive for
trie 48 students in order to
collect essential items, such
as clothes, toiletries, towels,
washcloths, shower curtains, bedding, notebooks,
school supplies and money.

His message is clear I Vath to
the Infidel.
Despite how desperately we
don't want to admit it, the man of
the hour is none other than
Osama bin Laden (or OBI- (or
short kind of like OPP or KFC).
He's in our magazines, on our television sets; weeks ago we finally
heard his voice on Al-Jazeera, a
Muslim news station and whik' it
wasn't the (Jeep baritone of megalomania, it was enough for those
of us on the home front to think
twice. He has an agenda with the
goal of a global Islamic state
where every day would be a day
spent under his malign misinterpretation of Shari'a, the traditional Islamic law. His is a work!
where people live their lives
according to the doctrine of a
regime as opposed to free will.
Oh yeah, and death to the infidels as well.
So the question is: are we really infidels? Well, according to
OBI., we most certainly are.
Americans are the rich hitter that
tnie infidels are made out of.
We're the Extra Crispy Bucket of
Infidels. The Big Mac of — you get
the point In the mind of OBI, and
every
other
religious/
social /political fanabc circulating
this shining, happy place we call
Earth, anything that differentiates
from the norm, anything that
inspires creativity, anything that
celebrates freedom, is out. And the
man of the hour, Mr. OBL himself,
wastes no breath condemning our
civilian population. My question
is: what did we ever do?
It's not like we sing songs
about sex/death/violence, vote
for political leaders who run the
country while receiving sexual
favors, or teach our kids to read
books that may have nothing to
do with certain religious or political mindsets. Wait a minute ...
Yet why should we apologize? So maybe some of us cut
people off in traffic — so maybe
some of us wake up every morning in Martha Stewart bed sheets
and eat Kelloggs Pop-Tarts and
live fancy-shmansy Kodak-colored lives. So what if some of us
eat read, .sleep and breathe a
hedonism that Allen Ginsberg
could never hallucinate? Why
should I or anyone else in this
country have toapologize? What
are we doing but fDustfBtlng
what a free country the United
States is? A country when' you
actually can be angry with your
gowminent and not risk capital

To the Editor
I would like to respond to the anti-war demonstration held
on the commons as reported in The Breeze's Nov. 12 issue in the
article "Protesters beat missile to oppose war violence." There
are several important points pertaining to the war debate that I
feel should be put forth.
While the members of the anti-war movement certainly
have every right to espouse the beliefs they hold, I am curious
as to whether they truly are aware of what they are fighting for
(or against). It concerns me that the antiwar movement in general seems to provide an inadequate explanation for the pacifist
views that it promotes in relation to the war in Afghanistan.
Anti-war activists across the nabon claim that they seek a
peaceful solution to the horrible massacre that occurred on
Sept. U, but they provide virtually no explanation of that solution at all. At best, they suggest the increased use of intern.1
tional institutions to bring terrorists to justice. At worst, they
make little or no effort to offer an alternative solution to the
terrorist threat. They seem only to blindly follow a distorted
doctrine of absolute pacifism without offering any truly workable solytion.
If war is not the course to follow, what is the answer to the
grave problem of organized global terrorism? If we simply
ittcmpt to make greater use of international organizations as
terrorist tribunals, we will miss the bigger picture. We are not
dealing merely with war criminals; what we are facing is a
clear danger to the lives of thousands across the world War
was declared on us Sept. 11, and we must fight this war or suffer more terrible tragedies in the near future.
In the article, sophomore Peter Gelderloos claimed that he
believes we only are waging war in Afghanistan because
"there are trillions of dollars of oil there that the United States
desires to acquire but cannot do so while Afghanistan is
under the current rule of the Taliban." This notion could not
be more incorrect.
Actually, Afghanistan hardly possesses any oil at all.
According to the article "Pipe Dreams: Afghanistan's Coming
Gas Booms," from uvrldinformation.com, Afghanistan is known
to possess just under 100 million barrels of oil, which is a vary
small amount on the scale of international oil supplies. It certainly would not satisfy America's energy needs Afghanistan's
land is not rich with oil the way nations such as Saudi Arabia

and Iraq are. Therefore, it does not make much sense to claim
that America is motivated by greed for oil when there is little
chance of acquiring a significant amount of oil from a nation
like Afghanistan.
Junior Jenny Schockemoehl was quoted as laying, "We
want to show that many people don't support this war, which
is a terrorist act, just like any war"
Terrorist act? Is it possible that our campaign of justur can
be compared to the horribly evil slaughtering of over 5,000 people? At least our military has made the effort to minimize
Afghan civilian casualties, which are regrettable but inevitable.
Also, our country has tried to provide food for the starving
Afghan people, which is a lot more than Osama bin laden's
thugs would ever do r. i us
I would advise the antiwar activists to examine the facts
thoroughly before they arrive at their capricious conclusions.
Perhaps they may eventually discover a coherent focus roc
their self-proclaimed campaign of peace and harmony.
Jonathan Kelly
freshman, political science

War is not the answer, student says
To the Editor
It was disheartening to open The Breeze on Monday and to
be greeted with a deluge of pro-war articles on the opinion
page. Aside from the fact that there is something fundamentally wrong when an entire college campus takes much more
offense at an anti-war protest than the war itself, Matthew
McHale made some statements in the Breeze Reader's View
column that I would like to respond to.
Perhaps the most inaccurate statement made in the article
was the following: "These people tout their moral and intellectual superiority, yet they have no concept of the value of
human life." How odd that pacifists be critu ized for having no
regard for human life when the pacifist movement is fundamentally based on the concern for human life.
McHale goes on to say "it's reassuring that the vast majority of college students support our war on terrorism, but I'm
still disturbed by those who criticize it" All else aside, the
ability to criticize and examine our lives and world is one of
the only tools we have for understanding our existence as
humans, and one of our few means of making progrcai
srr LETTERS, pa$e 9
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS, from page 7
(whatever that means). I urge McHale not to let
this type of criticism disturb him any further.
Obviously, both sides claim to be concerned
about human lives. The pro-war side seems to
be saying that the best way to avoid mon
deaths is to kill those responsible. The pacifist
side seems to be saying that the best way to
avoid more deaths is not to kill anyone els,- and
to seek a peaceful resolution. The pacifist Mlu
tion is certainly mon- challenging, but that
shouldn't be the reason it is discarded.
Finally, McHale closes his article with the
phrase "God Bless America!" I took offense to
this as I do not believe it is appropriate to attach
the name of God to a column that exhorts its
readers to support a war. If Mclble does not
believe in God, then he should not co-opt the
name of the divine to gain support for his political views If McHale does believe in God, I
urge him to find scriptural support for his doctrines of war and violent retaliation.
Tim Westberg
sophomore, English

Editorial cartoon contested
To the Editor
With regard to the derisive cartoon drawing
on the Opinion page of the Nov. 12 edifon oj
The Breeze, I would like to frame something
amounting to a refutation of the "tree oi
(M.ition'image intended to mock and invalidate the actions organized by the Young
Democratic Socialists. The now infamous "rmv
sile of militarism" represented an action whoM
basis, .it least to me, was entirely legitimate It
is my hone that this will help to dispel some of
the existing misconceptions about the Iron)
(apparently loo high-level an abstract concept
tor th«**> who submitted the articles appearing
in Monday's Breeze) of the YDS action, a ratio-

nal irony absent from the cartoon drawing —
an image appealing to the lowest denominator
of human understanding.
To begin with, a tree — or any other living
system — cannot represent its own destruction,
sincr that would be contrary to its very nature
— to live, to grow, to reproduce. Hence, a "tree
of deforestation" could not rightly be ascribed
the requisite attributes that, along with determinate form and substance, qualities a thing
within space and time as a tree A missile, however, is a tool of destruction, and hence, the use
of force against such an object is entirely consistent with that object's nature, and furthermore consistent with the concept of militarism
generally and its current manifestation specifically. Not only is the logic simple, but it is ironic. What sort of Grand Canyon leaps of reasoning and bankrupt logic was involved in arriving at your absurd analogy? Just curious.
I would further like to posit a Hierarchy of
Violence — a conceptual scheme useful for
measuring the violence of actions — in
reaponea to the uncritical analysis proffered by
those who penned the articles appearing in
Monday's Breeze, an analysis which is amounted to, essentially and verbatim, "protesting
violence with violence is senseless." In this
hierarchy, "constructive violence" would exist
at the lowest stratum — if anywhere at all —
many levels balow Mali '•-incrioned murder or
heinous acts of terronsm. (Very briefly, constructive violence is anger or rage channeled
into proper outlets, e.g., an oversized mock-up
missile.) This scheme hopefully will help those
who insist on discharging weak neural impulses onto an Opinion page to draw a clear .lis
tmction between hitting a mock-up miaBUe
with a whiffle bat and slaughtering innocent
people and forcefully displacing populations
in the name of freedom.
Paul Trawinski
sophomore, undeclared

Darts

OofU A flflfj .ii' Submitted iiiumxmim\l\
tmilpimwAon.) \/\,,i imittuHt I\IM\.
Submissions art baud upon a* person I
opinion of a given HmuHon,persa
anddonatnecessari \ >• fleetih<-truth

Pats

E-mail daru and pott to bree/edpfc<> hot mail.com

Pat...

Dart...

An I love you girls" pat to my roommates tor putting v.nlka in my was
baton date
Sent in by your little ballerina who enjoyed
billet deaf fl little more tlum usual thinks to
war frank

A "youreallydon't-have-agood-voice■O-plMM alOp-Hngtng" dart to a certain
female resident who keeps her door open
with her horrible music pumped up and
Mfltioft ringing up and down the haOwayft
Soil in ly MflMMf down the Imll who is
timt of putting up uith it. PUiis? stop singing.

Dart...

Pat...

A "get-a clue" dart to the professor who
asked me if I v\,i~ going to perform a terrorist ad on the BA1 bridge when I vna doing
global positioning work for my geographic
information systems ilass.
Sent in by an Iranian I
(s proud to be American and sick iiiiJ tired of
I

Pat...

A "you -make-steaming- under wearlook-great" pat to the hot JMU blonde who
workaai Victoria's Secret in the Valley Mall.
/ rom ti tenior ivho went in to buy hi< girlfriend a birthday present and left wbhtrtg trial
you were his girlfriend instead.

Dart...

An "I -feel -better- knowing -then .HO
people like you In tins world" pat to

. who fearlessly moved care and

fOUghl the tire along with the fire fighters
Siturd.iv at the < onunona
/ rom twogfris who saw thai you d\
thing you COUld h.irr done and more
when most COUUt only start

\ we-hope-Wal-Mart-sells-shampoo"
dart to the nirl who got a beer poured on
her head by our awesome roommate
Saturday night.
From tWO JMUOrt who think tliat you got
What you deserved and want to tell you to think
\ ■"<■ you mess with our roommate again.
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Open House
Massanutten Snowsport School
invites you to

Meet the Pros

Cure (hits) , Greenday (hits)/p. MDCafctney,
-Jd Lacttee^(wtsj^^iaoVainaihits),
h BrookB, N: Merchant, ,UGK
Next TuesdaK( 11/20): Smashing Bdmpkins (hits)
Kiss (boxseH^ Creed, Kid Epdk, Muduayne

Pick up some tips on
equipment, clothing,
exercise, and learn about
teaching positions open
for this season.

• Low low everyday prices on new & used CD's
•Very fast special orders at no extra charge
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November 17th
12:00 Noon - 3:00 pm
**

Taylor Down Under is sponsoring ihe
ACUI Qualifying Tournaments in the
Corner Pocket.

The Game is Nine-Ball.
Those who qualify will go on to Regionals at
VA Tech!

Same day as the Ski Swap **

There is no better way to spend the
winter than on the snow.
No experience required!
Hyl

Don't miss out on this awesome competition!
Call 568-7870 for Details or Questions

Join us on the bottom floor of the ski lodge
or call 289-4923 for more information.
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BREEZE READER'S VIEW

A vindication of the commons anti-war demonstration

It seems that many people
were angered by our protest
against militarism on the commons List Wednesday. Some people claimed the demonstration
was hypocnbcal and ironic, some
claimed it dishonored the memo
n«-s >t the thousands of people
killed hy the terrorist attacks on
Sept. 11, some claimed it only
demonstrated the ignorance of
the protest organizers.
I, (or one, cannot see how
JMU students thought it ironic
that we were bashing a mock
missile to pmtest war violence.
The proactive nature of the
demonstration was to illustrate
our delrrmiiuti. HI; alter all, peace
activist* do more than just sing
"Kumbaya." The real irony is that
when you shoot missiles at soldiers, villages or hospitals it is
called peacekeeping, but when
you destroy a papier macW missile, it's considered violence.
Perhaps it is an effect of our
atnsumenst society that property
has a higher value than life.
Personally, I believe the destruction of an instrument designed to
kill is ultimately a constructive
act I also don't understand how
people could perceive as irony

"violence" being used lu solve
violence, but can still support OILS
war, whkh is ultimately vtoknoi
Ixing used t. < s, tlve violemv
It disgusts me to my core how
many people have Invoked the
names of the over 5,000 victims of
the Sept. 11 attack to support their
own political views. 1 personally
feel that the victims would best be
honored if we learn from their
deaths and commit to the difficult
but worthwhile course of IniildiM); .i more peaceful world, but I
would never dram »>t using the

names of people I never knew \D
bolster my position. I have hoard
family members of victims cry for
war, and I have heard family
members of victims cry for peace.
Fvery time I or someone else
speaks out .ig.tin.st tlx' war. someone tries to shame us with those
victims, .is though we revel in
their deaths, simply (or hoping
that no one else will have to experieihv their fate. Like everyone
cist. I had peopk1 in New York
City and Washington, D.C. to
worry about. My mother, my
father, my brother and my friends
were all potential victims. I did
not hear that my bnrther was all
right until late in the day, and in

"Drop it like it's hot."

Julian Redcross
junior, music industry

all my thoughts, never did I think
of revenge. Ultimately, we can
onlv speak for ourselves
One failure of my upbnngmg
is th.it I never learned to respect
American life any more than any
other human life. 1 grew up largely overseas and saw what I consider to be sinulanties between all
people, regardless of nationality.
Accordingly, I worry about trie
fire fighters in New York City
breathing in the poisonous dust
from the World Trade (enter
wreckage and I worry about the
fire fighters in Kabul, no doubt
trying to rave their city from I
rain of bombs. I worry about the
American soldiers risking their
lives on the other side of the
world, and I worry about the
Afghan soldiers, fighting to
defend
their
homeland.
Somehow, people construe this as
,i disrespect ri» American life.
This I simply do not understand.
My grandfather was awarded
a Purple Heart in the Second
World War When I was a child, I
always asked him to tell me stories about the war, hoping for glorified epics. "I low many zeroes
did you shoot down? How many
enemies did vou kill? I low many

"The hoedown. My
roommate and I
hoedoivn even/ night."

Josh Burton
sophomore, math

ships did you sink?" Instead he
told me a story about an attack he
flew against a Japanese city, flying low over the streets and strafing the crowds. In enlisting for
the war, he was fulfilling his duty
to his principles, and he stands
by that commitment. I respect
him for that. I feel a duty to mv
principles as well, and although
my grandfather has slightly different principles, he respects me
for my commitment
Some people asked why we
did not hold a demonstration
■flriml the Sept. 11 attacks. (W?
held a number of vigils, including
the large vigil (»n the commons
the night of the attack). The point
of a demonstration is to bring a
neglected point to the public's
attention. Everyone in the United
States was already united in suffering, so there was no one in the
United States to demonstrate
against. If we were in
Afghanistan, we would be
pn testing the Taliban's terrorism.
(It seems to me that those
unquestionmgly supporting this
war, if they had been bom in
Afghanistan, would be ardent
supporters of the lalihan). Since
we are in the United States, it

only makes sense to oppose the
violent acts being committed in
our names.
Many people criticized the
demonstrators (or being igno
rant, but I don't believe they m hi
ally took the time to learn the
exact reasons for our position. We
oppose the war precisely because
we oppose terrorism, because we
don't want Sept. 11 to happen
again, in our country or any other
I think many people in the United
States are unaware of the context
of this war. The bombing is only
creating more anti-American sentiment, ami entrenching the glob
al situation that breeds torrcewoi
in the first place. The United
Nations recently came out with a
statement
saying poverty
breeds terrorism, yet the United
St.iles is only further contributing to the poverty of an already
poor nation.
People are rationalizing the
attacks saying the terrorists hate
our freedom. If this is so, why
didn't they attack the Statue of
Liberty? The terrorists quite cle.u
ly attacked the symbols of
American military and economic
hegemony. Since World War II
(the largest war following WWL

The moon walk."

6 1

CHANfTA STEWAKThuntitlxuinx phxiuvftiphrr

_

Family Practice Physician

"1 "The robot.'"

Monty Greene

Jonathan Bonker

freshman,
UCBUIUUI, ctuuuimca
economics

junior, religion

Topic: What is your favorite dance move?
Katherine A. Martin, D.O.

known .is the "war to end all
wars" — hasn't worked, has if).
the United
and he >mUtl doom of countries,
mam <>t llu-ni Muslim. And
while the world starve*, America
enjoys prosperity This is not justia*. and injustice breeds poverty.
In response to one of the letters to Vic Bnvze, I am quite
aware that Mohammed Atti or
Osama bin laden would kill me
if they could. As I hold neither of
tli*!-- men M rule DKXKM, I find
this .is vet another raeton why I
should not respond in kind
Osama bin Laden will probably
always hate the Tinted States,
but bin Laden would be an
insignificant and powerless individual if he did not have a global support base The United
Mates, b) responding wtft violence, a strategy which obviously hasn't been working for us,
will only be strengthening bin
I aden intota something noneoi
us want to see happen. If the
United States halts Ite own forms
of terrorism and turns toward
healing the world, who would
Like up arms .lgainst us?
Peter GeUenoot ft a sceAn
Lny/is/i mBJDR

Collecje Park- Ash by Crossing

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS
Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages
(540) 438-9292

Kick-off
to leasing

1765 S. High Sircci (Next IO IXKKI 1 .ion on South 42)

Party on the l5th!!
Starts at 5 pm at the clubhouse
lots of free food and gift certificates
Come check out why

College Park
Ash by Crossincj
is your #1 choice
' for student housing!

We've got the
best location!

Bus pick-up directly
drops you off at JMU

rti

environment, autocl

erilization &

Hours- Mon-Sat: 12-11pm Sun: 12-7pm
-walk-ins or by appointment
-privacy assured990 Reservoir ST • Harrisonburg

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lam
432-1001

Baaors
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Today', Birthday - Todays Birthday (Nov. 15). Use all of your resources to wrap up
a big project this year This is something you've been planning, and saving up for. for
quite a while. You'll get encouragement, motivation and possibly even financial support from your family. I lomc is a source of secunty, too. Its your launching pad.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)

Libra (Sept 23-Ocl 22)

«y
Today is a 4 - Just when you
*^Lg) have one problem solved anoth^77 er floats to the surface. Is there no
end to them? Actually, no. They
just change form, shape and si/e. As long
as you're stirring things up. you'll
encounter them. Stop complaining

Today is a 5 - Continue to push
hard. You can assume new
1
n-vponsibilities and be abundantly rewarded. Don t be foolish
with your money, even if you have plenty. It's belter to be humble and secure.

fifr:

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Today is
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^i Today is a 6 • Consult your part4IB)nt'r before deciding what to buy
tt W or where to invest your monev.
He or she has strong opinions
about what should be done If you find
the decision has already been made, just
try to get your two cent- in

Gemini (May 21-june 21)
Today is a 5 - It's always darkest
before the dawn. Tomorrow will
be much better. Tonight could be
OK. Today, continue to slog
through the mud.

&!

W. , J an **" When you get like this,
; you're awesome. You make
things happen. People scurry to
do your bidding. Sometimes you
don't even have to tell them. But don't
wail for that. Tell them
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 5 - Do you feel
mjm pushed to take action? Is some
((-** inner voice encouraging you to
be bold? If what you do will help
protect others, you're on the right' track.
Trust those impulses.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Cancer (June 22-Julv 22)
Today is a *» • Inrmulaie your
, plans early and get started as
soon as possible. This should be
something that you and your
sweetheart can work on together. If you
don't have a sweetheart yet, find a project you can work on with a cute single
person. Then, see what develops.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
■. Today is a 6 - Just because
ify
you're not saying much doesn't
^jS me in you're stuck in the mud all
day. You're thinking, right? You
might even figure out the puzzle. Looks
like there will be a celebration later.

Virgo (Aug. 23-SepL 22)
i_^y Today is an 8 - Your work
"r«TI should begetting more interest^BJ in8 as yo" go along Use what
^^^- you're learning, plus the things
you already use, to help a friend in need.
He or she will think you're an angel.

Today is an 8 - Follow through
jSk
on a hunch and also on a good
r<flrg" ,l'ad 'rom a friend. It may be
time to spend some money in
order to ease some of your burden.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
IgL Today is a 5 • You ve carefully
jP chosen the course that should be
^^\ followed. Others sought your
advice, and you've solved every
problem. You know what needs to be
done and how to do it. When the commander gives the order, it's a go.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
_»,
Today is an 8 - It's slightly easier
(£ «\t than usual to tell your loved ones
^j/ exactly how you feel. The words
may come out before you have a
chance to wonder whether they're the
right ones. Don t worry - they will be.

—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Not at home
5 Use a loom
10 American
suffragist
14 Villain in
"Othello"
15 Kick out
16 Love god
17 Dull time
18 Just before the
deadline
20 Light rainfall
22 Court docket
23 Worm, perhaps
24 Goal makers
26 Place
30 Shaquille of the
NBA
31 Pool lengths
32 BPOE member
35 Appendectomy
reminder
36 Pat Boone's
daughter
38 Sal's canal
39 Holiday in
Hanoi
40 "The Biggest
Little City in the
World"
41 Lawn-care tool
42 Electric bill unit
45 Cats
48 Comic Carvey
49 Amherst sch.
50 Instant camera
54 Pregnant
woman
57 Impolite
58 Estrada of
"CHiPs"
59 Like old
buckets
60 Wight or Skye
61 "AuldLang _"
62 Take by force
63 Stoop element
DOWN
Lends a hand
Distort
Petri dish
medium
Cartoon bruin
The vault of
heaven

t

2

1t

4

3

14
17
20

2!

■
26

11

1

7
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24
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34

41
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19

Church recess
Doggie doc
Slippery tree?
False report
Entertain
Bearer
Ringlet of hair
Images on
task bars
21 Pin down
24 Indication of
healing
25 Facsimile
26 Expense
27 A single
occurrence
28 Lion's fare
29 Kind of
macaroni
32 Consequently
33 In _ of
34 Brynner's costar in "The
King and I"
36 Take out
37 Adam's
grandson
38 Co-star of
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Washer cycle
Italian volcano
Stuffed derma
Sun-dried
bricks
44 Native skill
45 Exhaust gases
46 University in
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47 Ovid's
language
50 Abrupt blow
51 Eject
52 Not working
53 Profound
55 Ticket info
56 Veteran

vie @ 8:30PM

For more info,
callx86217
or visit
www.upb.org

Wellness Passport Evenf

Ad created by

Jessica Beard,
volunteer

GgDg

James Madison University® Health Center
and extensive support from Safe Zone and Harmony ffi^PB
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\\ Mc i\TO(>MKRY/^ni,.r,>yi,u,.vra(*-.
Collage-aged Harry Potter (an* fall victim to the young hero's wizardly charm.

Stories by senior writer Scott King
Graphics by staff artist Jody Worthington

Harry Potter enchants readers of all ages

HI

small

dark eyes
link
thoughtfully behind wirertmmcd glasses, unruly black
h.ur shading a faint jagged sear
BOOM his forehead
.in unlikelv
iero. Much to the contrary,
Harry Potter il I urrently one of
the most adon'd fictional char
M i.-rs And elementary' schoolgirls aren't theonlv ones who tail
victim to the boy-wi/ard's charm. The
Harry Potter senes is something more
than a mere children's story. It is a
cross-generational phenomenon.
t larry Potter first imiwiniTri in 1997
when author ).K. Rowling published
"Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's
Stone." "Sorcerer's Stow" introduces
I ]-war-old Harrv living in fcngland
with his aunt, uncle and OOUSUl 1 Iis
parents wen' mysteriously killed w hen
he was |ust a baby. Morv than anything, Harry just wants to he special
md Ins, hance arrives when he gets III
imitation to enroll at the Hogwarts
School for Witchcraft and Wizardry
joined by a host of magual (riends. he
learns tin* art ol wi/.irdrv. sOowmg
him to take revenge on the evil
\oldemort, who is revealed to be
n'sponsible tor his parents' death.

Rowling is so good at
creating another world.
— Carrie Stevens
Irishman

9?
'"Son erer's siotir"
do. imients
Harrv s lust ye
t Hogw aits and the
thmc following novels track him year
b\' year. The fifth book in the series is
set ID bi released in 2»K)2. I larrv's jotirnev is -.opposed to end with the se\enth book when he graduates from
Hog warts
I low the bOOkj I've read (he
series twice and I can't wait to see the
movie freshman I .line SfSVenB said.
"Rowling is so good .it Q—ting anoth
er world Everyone Ukes i good 'who
done if and Harrv Potter' is definitely
good at that PtQMHB \"ii always think
you have it figured nut and then
Rowling flips it around." Stevens' sentiments help explain the power Ivhind
Harry Potter — Rowling's unique
writing style appeals to a range of
readers.
Accordinc to Rowling. Harrv Potter

dost not read like a normal childn-n's
book. "People have said that the
humor is vary adult, but I do think they
underestimate i hikireu. slie said in an
interview on 'CNN-cotn "Certainly
some ot tlie kids I've mef h.ive got
every joke, and even it the\ haven't, it
doesn't actually matter It annov. me
that people think you have to dumb
down tor children.
The Harrv Potter series lias the
rare abilit) tO appeal aCTOM generations. Due to the novels Mlbied
matter,
many
parents
have
skimmed the books to make sun'
they are <>K tor their children to
read. But Row ling s w riling also has
hooktd paretifs and adulfs
"The adults who read 'Sorcerer's
Stone' are readme, to see it the\ will let
their children read it." children's
Ubrarian at Klaaaanutten Regional
I [bran ( arol smiih said As «*t
Monday, thelsbrary's 13copleaof "The
Stn erer's Stone were i decked out. as

■ i me two copies at Carrier Library
1 hf adults are buying the books
(for ihernaetves) and men for their
ohildren they an getting the accessones such as . alendars (and] Coloring books." Mid luinilei Hannah.
assistant manager at \\ Dalton
Bookstore In the Valley Mall.
Harrv Potter has a tightly woven
plot as
every chapter ends m e
iliiilianger The heroes are appealing,
the villains appropriately evil, the
imaginary M I >i Id transporting, the ending sufficiently surprising in addition,
the !*ook alto lias all the nigrcdu ntS ol
I | laatk I.ntasv novel I lanv is in
uialeailiig young hero who, with the
help *>t a disparate band «>t loyal
friends, tails upon COUTBSe -^ smarts

to confront feats, overaorne adversity and challenge e\ U
"I think the nOVC
appeal
to adults
because
they
feature
main ot the
same qualities I look tor

in a novel: Interesting characters
scary villains .11
ordinary DfOtagi
rust who turns out fc
DC evtraordin.i

mysteries and lots ol
great plot twists, assistant protcssot ot Al

Dolores

Plamiano

ssJd

"And although the hero
male, he is a sensitive person
with win tin girls ami women cat
identity.
"The writing is accessible tor

and in the fourth volume, enough
coming-of-age humor about girl-boy
relations — to keep adults interest
ed," Ramianosdid
The Potter phenomenon will be
tested as the film version of the first
novel opens tomorrow m theaters
nationwide Will the film have the
i to draw in viewers like the
book's drew m readers' Asot Monday
night, the Regal Cinema 14 in
Hamsonburg reported it had sold
more than 2im tickets in advance for
the 730 p.m. showing of "Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer's Stone" on Friday

-66The writing is accessible
for kids but it has enough
wit... to keep adults

interested.
— Dolores Flamiano
MsbUM professor of SMAD

95
Ihe film premiered In t -real Britain
last week and conjured up a record
breaking $8 million in limited previews Saturday according tome Daffy
\'orn-lu. It's the highest single da\
grosamg in Britain's history, surpassing Star Wars: Ipisode I
The
Phantom Menace"s record in 1999
which grossed nearly 2.9 million
The voung wi/ard-in-trainau; follows in the tradition ot several other

successful print works to venture
» onto the silver screen in hopes of
maintaining the magic.

Selling sorcery
Harry Potter quickly has
become something sacred
and beloved to children and
adults across the globe To many.
over-marketing the boy wizard may
seem sacrilegious.
The rush for Hair, is everywhere. CNN reported that nearly
500 Potter-related toys already fill
store shelves. Iby aisles showcase
action figures and Harry Potter
board games'among other character tie-ins. EA, a video game comKny, recently debuted a Harry
tter game for the PC, Game Boy
and Playstation with plans for
more games
Only Pokemon or Star Wars
could rival the marketing of I lam'
Potter. "If you look at the book,
(author J.K. Rowling] has actually
integrated branding and marketing
into her characters and her story Inn
said Chris Nurko, managing director
of FutureBrand in London on
CNN.com. "For example, the Nimbus
2000, it's not just an everyday nrdinary flying broom, it's a Nimbus
2000," Nurko Mid.
Coca-Cola signed a $150 million
deal SO get advertising nghls to
Potter. TV commercials feature OH Is
carrying Coke cans while Han\
Potter theme music plays in the
background. Public interest groups
have complained, saying that CocaColo's use of Harry Potter imagery
is targeting, hildn'n to drink the soft
drink, which has been known to
cause tooth decay and gum disease.
"Coke has transformed Harry
Potter into a marketing wizard to
hook our kids on its junk beverages," said Gary Ruskin, executive
director of advertising watchdog
Commercial Alert on CNN.com.
Rowling set advertising limits
that don't allow the soft drink company to use any movie footage for its
.TV commercials along with other
^restrictions. In addition, Coke
/agreed to give more than $1.5 mil/lion in donations to 10,000 US.
f libraries and distribute 100,000 $4
M coupons for kids to buy books.
■
'A lot of licensed properties get
f ovcrexploited to the point where the
eiiblic just have enough of it," said
ruce McMillan, senior vice president of EA on CNN.com. "And I
think Miss Rowling has been very
careful not to allow that to happen/1
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® TOYOTA

Celica—
The Inside Story
On ilu outside H'j eas) to see that Celica is race-track
Inspired. Bui the real ex< Itemenl is on the inside...under the
hood. Take the Celica CT-S...Toyota worked with Yamaha to
l>uil<l .1 180 HP engine redlined at 7800 RPM...equipped it
with Variable Valve Timing with intelligence...a computer
ih,u . onstantly monitors and retunes your engine for maximum performam e...a < am with two sets of lobes to provide
two ranges ol valve lift and duration for more usable horsepowei I lure-, direct Ignition for greater reliability...
irldlum-tipped spark plugs ior reduced maintenance...a
stainless steel exhaust manifold...a water-cooled oil cooler.
And mated with Toyota's 4-speed electronically-controlled
automata "Sportshift", you uv\ transmission shift switches
on tin- steering wheel...Just like Formula I race cars. Sweet.

www.gettoyota.com
naBBBiMnflML—
because now your Toyota deiiler has a spec ..tl t OIICK*-' Hr«*duate
financing program available thru Toyota Financial Services
that offers a lot of great advantages.

So if you're within 4 months of graduation... or if you graduated
within the past two years...See your Toyota dealer for details.

Cinnastix!!!
It Doesn't Set Better Than

FREE!
Buy 2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas
For $13.99 And Get
FREE Cinnastix OP Breadsticks!
Not Valid With Any Other Offer
Serving JMU West Campus
Serving CSAT/Port Rd
& South Main St.
& North Harrisonburg
433-2300
433-3111

WANTED: CANS
The Breeze is sponsoring a
40

s of veggies.
tuna, and even
reason why you

drive. Bring

s of soup, f§i§l s of
s of meat. There is no

rj 't get to one of the following

locations and drop off your

Ends November 16th
Benefits the Blue Ridge Food Bank
(they are especially in need of canned meat products)

Drop Off Locations:
Ashby
Baskets of Joy
Bayside Tanning
Candle Ray's
Carribbean Tan

The Commons
Harrisonburg Baptist
Harrisonburg OBGYN
James McHone
Kate's Natural Products

Kroger
The Look
Madison Marketing Assoc.
Mercy House
Mike's Food Mart

Neighbor's
University Outpost
Pheasant Run
Valley Vets
Simple Pleasures
South View
& The Breeze
Stone Gate
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"I think people would appreciate this show because it
pushes the limits of dance.''

Kicking Butts
The 23th Annual Grcal

VV LL^
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American Smokcout urges

CARA GOODWIN

students to quit smoking

junior, student director
114

M* story below

SEX-SUBURBS
BONWNin

agtnla

Our lives, their fantasy
BY MANDY GALLAGHRK

KOIIF.KT NATT//**.. rJimr
Bassist Tom Drummond, of Better Than Ezra, rocked Wilson Hall Sunday night with a Mend of mellow, alternative and hard
rock.

A CLOSER ENCOUNTER WITH

RA
BY ZACK MANSELL

contributing writer
Sunday's concert .it Wilson
1 (all MM B night written in the
stars. People came (or the hits and
head liner Better Than l-zra, but
they received more than that.
Georgia Avenue, the opener, ami
Better Than Ezra played strong
sets for a packul audience ready
for anything mat the baixls threw
at them. The crowd was not let
down. as there were mm Mir
prises in store for the night
Better Than Ezra, an alternative
rock band based out of New
Orleans, plays a blend at mellow,
alternative and hard rock tint HM
the BtapSB of the mid and Lite-Mfc
rock scene lixal knxl <ieorgia
Avenue opened the show with
tunes incorporating a bk-nd of dssskill piano Btyfct, southern blues
rock guitar, smooth but funky bass
and a niotsy feel with soft consistent dnim beats. Their sou rid
reminds some listeners of the
Allm.ui Brothers or the Hl.uk
Crowes ( IflOgb Avenue members
attend |MU and Bridsjewstei

Cofep
Both bands look srivantaajE of
the venue's intimate setting.
Georgu Avenue.Klfd.isa responsibk' opening Knxl by getting
crowd members on their feet with
brilliant execution end audience
interaction. "Ihey had a pumpedupbeat." juiiiii I nn I larpinesaid

Audience anticipation height ened as Better Than Ezra's BSj
drew nearer The long-awaited
moment came, and Better Than
Ezra entered the darkened stage to
the western sounds of the theme of
'The Good, The Bad and The

Ugly"
The stage was lit once again,
revealing a glistening backdrop
that encapsulated the colors erf the
stage lighting. Better Than Ezra
opened
its
set
with
"Misunderstood," the song for
which the band was recording a
video. Following their first energized song, the band played one of
its classic hits, "Good," off of its
first album f Vfiojv
Guitarist and vocalist Kevin
Griffin involved crowd members
ami Nought diem to their feet
with entertaining stories and
humor. Whether it was demonstrating his ability to dance like
Bnav Springsteen or accusing guitarist and pianist |im rayM ol
[•laving "porno" guitar. Griffin
kept the audience entertained.
"They kicked some major
booty," freshman Ashley Nimmo
siid. "Those guys were funny, a
n» king riot"
I Hiring thfl band's the Litest hit
"Extra Ordinary" the crowd's
energy intensified. Better Than
Ezra began mming in and out erf
the song into excerpts of
Madonna's "Don't Tell Me" and

Oulkasfs "Ms. Jackson." Midway
through "King Of New Orleans,"
Griffin showcased his vocal R&B
..inabilities. Griffin's crooning
voice was one of Better Ihan
BOB'S strengths along with its brilliant showmanship.

-44They kicked some
major booty. Those

guys were funny, a
rocking riot.
— Ashley Nimmo
freshman

59
Griffin described 'Time of the
Year" .is a song about the first»■ • I
day of fall when the band members went to stv I ouisiana State
University play at "Ole Miss" as
fellow nM-mbers Tom Dnimmiwxl
and Iravis McNaH» passed a fuothill on stage. Another exciting .uxl
unexpected moment came when
Griffin invited an audience member to come onstage and participate in a song. Tim Griggs, a
Virginia Tech junior, was the fortunate audience member who
played guitar with the Kind.
'There was really gtxxl inter
action with the crowd," Dank'l

McNamee. a Virginia Tech junk*
said. '1t was fun and made you
part of the show."
The first set closed with popular
favorite
"Datpenftely
Wanting" marking the height of
the audience's excitement. Energy
pulsed through the crowd asaudience members sang along, waved
arms and hoisted one another
onto shouklers.
I hiring an encore. Griffin displayed his piano skills ami gave
the audience a tiste of Elton John's
"Benny and the Jets," I n Ol
Me" and "Peanuts Theme." Ihe
Kind .ilso played Kecogni/e" off
its Litest album C7»NT, highlighted
with some guitar slides, rendering
8 western lound HethrThan Ezra
closed the show with "In Ihe
Blood," adding a touch of Blue
Oyster C ult s Don't Fsar the
Reaper."
Both Better Than Em and
C Georgia AveniK' performed quality musk witli timely execution
The show had ekimiits of a
aold ruk oonoert
audience
parbeipation and Interaction, girls
on shoukk'rs, people singing and
jumping Up and down. >omtt.il
OOVCf longa and great stige presence. Better 'Elian Ezra put on an
impressive, extravagant live
show.
'There were plenty of covers
and all of their good BOngS," fresh
man Matt Miller slid

Smokers give lungs a day off
Bv DANIBLI i MAI PA I
contributing writer
How many times have you
heard someone s.iv. "I'm a
social smoker" or "I only
smoke . igarettes on the weekends" or "Sure, I smoke now,
but I'll quit once I gradu.it. '
Many
college
students
.issnme unhealthy behaviors
and habits they engage in during college can be left behind as
84*41) as I Mull I fir lk h lines .nul
8 a.m. classes.
A-cording to the American
tamer Society, every third
Thursday in November, more
people quit smoking than any
other dav of the year Nvauseof

the Greet American Smokeout
This year, the ACS will celebrate
its
25th
Annual
Smokeout.
Today, the Health Center has
an information booth in Warren
I Lilt to contribute to the world
awareness
of
Ihe
Gre.it
American Smokeout on its official date Stickers and "quitkits" an- available both in
rMurenand In the I lealthi enter

lobby
The smokeout went nation
wide after the
(. alitonna
Division of the American Cancer
Society successfully prompted
nearly one million smokers to
quit for one day in 1977.
This year, 10 million
Americans
are
expected to part ii i pa t e
according to
American
Cancer
Society
p roj e c-

tiara

dangers ot tobacco use.
"It's been great," said Connk'
Campbell, assistant director ot
health promotion I get a grant
trom the Virginia IVp.irtmcnt ot
Health's
Tobacco
Control
Programs Division, and
the
students
involved
get
practical e\pe-

I sent my
cigarettes
packing.

rience

on

how
to
i m p Ie ment and
evaluate
an ■wan
ess
week.

The
University
Plus, we
get student
Health
Center
and
input, which
AMERICAN
i-ITH 458 —
la excellent''
<A> CANCER
Health
Program
The
"JMU
fSOCKTY*
Planning Class — coKicks Butts" awareness
week
involved
a
series
of
sponsored their version of the
event, "JMU Smokeout 2001/ I
events and information tables
set. up all over campus Erozen
little early this year, devoting the
week of Oct. 29 to a "JMU Kicks
turkey bowling was held on the
Butts" campaign. This is the seccommons to represent those
ond year the two collaborated to
signing ACS pledge curds to
spread awareness about the
quit "cold turkey," .is well .is a

cigarette tOtSand antic s trom the
Puke lX>g and a lite BUM iiga
rette butt. Coasters Kiring the
above slogan and the campaign's positive catch phrase. "K
out of 10 Dukes Don't Smoke."
also were distributed to local
ben, and similar T-shirts ,i\n\
cups were given to students
who signed the pledge card
committing them to not smoke
for a day
For those who are doubtful

the catch phrase atatietit came
from the Health Center's core
survey, administered every two
\ ears to .i random student selec
tion and based y^ sell reported
drug use According to the I9W
survey, 90.4 peueiit of JMU students do not smoke, hence the
"8 out of 10" slogan This number is remarkable compan-d to
the 48h penent of <ollege ,m<\
university students nationwide
who report either smoking or
chewing tobacco in the last year
"Part ot our goal at to rOCUS

on and reinforce the positive
see STUDENT page M

n

*

contributing writer
What is something most
of us have dreaded, suffered
through,
studied
through,
slept
through
and/or stumbled through
oblivious? No, not GenEd.
Freshman year. We've all
seen 'em this year — they're
easy to pick out. They're the
only ones with matching
socks, clean hair and, to
some extent, innocence.
Upperclassmen are the survivors, the victors — and
freshmen? Well, they're the
blind
and
the
free
Upperclassmen have seen
some of the worst human
nature has to offer. The belligerently drunk eyes of an
overly friendly male at a
party, the female who has
so little respect for herself
she can't say no, D-hall
dessert on Sundays — these
are all just some examples
of
what
upperclassmen
have survived. What is
unclear to me, however, is
why the outside world
views college students as,
well, alcoholic nymphoma
niacs. Instead, I think it all
comes from a misunderstanding of what can happen when you're young,
excitable and very inexperi
enced.
During freshman vc.u.
many students arrive full of
enthusiasm, dread and a
feeling of complete and
utter boundlessness
I of
m.inv, this is the first excursion out from behind mother s apron and fathei 't
knowing stare. At first it's
exhilarating — not having
to tell anyone where you re
going, who you're seeing
and what you're doing
Now you don't have to
change
your
clothes
because Dad thinks your
skirt is too short or take a
shower because Mom says
you're too scrubby. Bui, as
always, with the newfound
freshman freedom comes
responsibility. And also.
with freedom comes recklessness — the female college freshman is .it Ihe highest risk of sexual assault
between the first day of
school and Thanksgiving
break, according to Pa< is on
Tap, a Web site addressing
the role of alcohol in college
life (www fiiit>oittin> org).
Obviously, things happen on a college campus the
same way they do in the real
world. As for myself, the
realization that accountability followed me from home
came only after a period of
complete mental chaos. All
of a sudden there was no
angel (Mom) on the shoulder laying You're going to
regret that in the morning."
There was only my devil
saying, "Do it. No one cares
here. You're in college —
live a little." Living a "little"
turned into more than I care
to remember (or even could
remember). And so guilt
enters the scene — and who
needs that7
Eventually the college
freshman reaches tin I fid I
really do that*'
atage
Whether il w,is sex. drugs,
alcohol or procrastination.
eventually if they live "the
life" they'll hit the wall
Junior Adam (.rest* Bald
that four or five freshman
females hooked up with his
roommates and that a fewhad returned alter the hook
up, wanting to know it the
individuals involved were
going to start a relationship
now The roommates simply responded, "Welcome
to college." I can only
aSSUjne thai response was
the wall those freshmen hit.
Sometimes, unfortunate
ly, the wall is approached
every
weekend
(or
Thursday night) until the

common sense that he or
she was born with Anally
clicks on and it's remembered — from thost
almost forgotten, A.w^ ol
Before College — I do have
a brain, I'm not a slat e to
mv desires and I don't h.ne
to st.irt my own Club
Drunk.
As .1 freshman, though,
experimentation and boundary testing is normal. It
doesn't make one Satan
reborn, despite what media,
parents and family n

you
So what's the

general

history ol the avers
lege Student? Over the
years, the proportion of college students thai have se»
has increased In the pre
World War 1 i
of men engaged in premari
tal intercourse
Between
1915 and 1930, the number
of college women who
engaged in intercourse had
tripled to about one-fourth
of the college female population, according to lames
l >av is. author ol "< >otng to
College/
ii
general
overview ol college related
issues published in 1977.
As odd and disturbing as
this may seem, these are our
grandparents we're talking
about.
I ven
back
in
Granddad's lime, the num
ber of college kids having
sex was Increasing — so at
least we don't have to
worry about Starting the
trend Since our grandpar
cuts' time, the number ol
sexually a- tiv e I ollegians
has
continued
on
an
upward trend. In 194],
about two thirds of male
freshmen (f»6 3 percent) and
slightly more than one-

third ol female freshmen
(37.9 percent) supported the
idea of sex between people
who
have
known
one
another for only 8 short

time, according to lexans
for Life Coalition a pro hie
organization

lexlife org)
Interestinglv enough, the
assumption that College men
are notorious tor their sup
posed virility may he false.
The percentage of males BOM
16 to 25 at a college-let el education who engage in sexual
intercourse was aboul Otiethird lower than the figure of
their
less-educated
mala
counterparts, according to
Charles I lav ice, editor of
(ampus
Values
some
Considerations
for
i ollegians/' a hook published
m 1971 based on the Russell Ik

Stearns study ol hJortheastern
University In other words,
their buddies back home who
don't go to college are getting
more play than them Not that
it matters.
"The image ol large num
hers of College BtudentS sleep

Ing around, Indiscriminately
indulging in s,.v tor ku ks and
pleasure without am >oiuein

[ ■:
i tequences oi permanence appears to reflet I more
the frustrated yearnings ol
writers and readers than it
does actual campus Hie,"
I I.iv Ice st.ites
College students general
Iv become significantly less
Btereotypk In their beliefs
and more receptive to new
ideas, according to "Going
lot. ollege. and w liv K\^ V IHI
think that is1 It's because
We've made our mist,ikes
(especially as freshmen). The
great thing about college is
that you can live to tell about
it I hos,- people w ho consul
er college students hedonistic and those upperclassmen
who sneer .it freshmen may
just be a little jealous lh.it

freshmen

have more tun

than others And that's the
way it should be I'm glad

I il always be a freshmen at
heart
• Namv /ii»s been »bunged
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The br-rful dodpeh
The Bender* Friday
One Day Foreven Saturday 8 p.m.

The Biltmore
DJ Mysom Thursday. Karaokei Friday
Football on the big screem Sunday
Free Wings and Football Monday
AH You Can Eat Thumbs and Toeu Tuesday

CALHOUN's
Funky Jam Thuriday 8 p.m.
Calhoun s Jam Friday 7 p.m.. JMU Jam Tuesday
Steve Parks 6 Bob Driven Wednesday 8 p.m.

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Jon FrHxi Thursday 10 p.m.. Todd Schlabachi Friday
Jimmy Oi Tuesday. Andy Galasheri Wednesday

Dave's Taverna
Acoustic Nit'hti Tuesday 8 p.m.
Live Jazxi Wednesday 8 p.m.
DAVE KIM/i/o//phoioRraphtr
From left to right, sophomore Sara Misiti. senior Rachel Wlnneg, junior Emily Mlot and senior Lauren Gibbs rehearse.

Boundless expressions
R> OAR RET MILLER
< vntributtng writer
Student < hi'rwr^r.iphers Jmi
deVKtfl will present ,in eclectic
mix
of
dance
styles
in
"Spattered Hounds," the studenl dance concert, opening
tonighi in Godwin Hall.
The 14-picce conirrt is
appropriate!) titled "Splattered
Bounds" because the pieces
share no common theme,
ICCOfdinfl tO senior l.iutvn
(ahhs, the concert's student
coordinator and a dancer
Rather, it is an utortOMnl
of various styles of dance
including modern, jazz, hiphop and step. The concert
includes two solos, one duet
and several group pieces rang-

ing from three to 10 dancers.
"I think the unique thing
about this COnORl is that it has a

-tata-

... the unique thing
about this concert is
that is has a lot
of variety.
— Card Goodwin
junior

-99lot of variety,' Mid |untoi i era
Goodwin, the concrrt '■ Itudcnl
dinxlor. "The pieces have new
concepts and ideas, and Ihcv an'

ot several uillerenl genres. I think
people would appreciate this
■hi m becauH it pushes the limits
of dance. That is (how) we got
Ihe num Splattered Bounds'"
Splattered Bound*" is an
entirely student produced concert. The student concert is an
tunity for "JMU (dance)
students to express what they've
Kin working on for the semester and even Man then," (iibbs
slid. They've worked real hanl
to make this look good."
Splattered Hounds" runs
Thursday, Nov. 15 through
Saturday Nov. 17 at 8 p.m. in
Untwin I kill studio riMwn W.
Tickets cost S3 with (AC and S6
without and may be pun based
at the door.
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I here CORICI a lune in
everyone's life when old
friendships fade away and
new ones take their place. The
space between the old and the
new is fraught with bitter
sweet feelings as one tries to
create an impossible balance.
I his space is the topic of
"Animal Remains," plavingat
Iheatre II this week.
The play Involve! a trio of
friends, ex (ricinis and lovori
who are on the brink of fullblown adulthood and are lies
itating at the edge. The three
meet for what is presumably
the last time in an abandoned
house, the playground of
their earlier days
Abe, played by senior
Robert (). Wilson, is the neu
rotic but idealistic friend who
has taken up residence in the
house Afraid of the outside
world, he refuses to leave.
I t>rna, played by senior
Trinity Baker, \\<\\s him
every Wednesday, checking
on his wounded leg ami
developing a sordid romance
with him
Ihese two charat ters occu
py the first hour of the play,
fighting, kissing, growling
and .omplaining Wilson and
Baker play together wonder-

WINGS'

Devine Voodooi Thursday. Mirage. Friday
Karaokei Saturday and Tuesday

Mainstreet Bar & Grill
Open for Thanksgiving. Fabulous Fridaysi free piiza
The Worxi Saturday. Ladies Nighti Tuesday
Quiet Riot Show (3 Divine Voodoo
6 Sol Tribe, Wednesday

Highlaww Pavilion
DAVE MMhluflphokivuphrr

Senior Pedro Batista reaches
toward senior Rachel Wlnneg
in 'Splattered Bounds."

Ladies Night. DJ-C6M Sounds, Thursday
DJ-House. Techno. Hip Hopi Friday
QlOl Live Remote. Ladies Nighti Saturday

'Shallow' comedy

'Remains' reveals faded romance
fully, each one picking up on
the other's slightest gestures
Some ot their movements (eel
improvised, not from any
sloppmess on their part, but
rather from the sheer spontaneity of their actions
livery.hing
seems
all
right, sort of, until Filch
comes to visit. Played by
sophomore Hunter Christy,
Fitch is the embodiment of
the real world He enters in
his suit and 'i". tresh from his
job as an errand boy at a law
firm, instantly anomalous
with his surroundings. Now
that all three are reunited,
Lome can tell her important
news to both of them at the
same time.
Wilson and Baker work
well together to form a
believable relationship that
is on the \erge of extinction.
In addition, t hristy brilliantly completes the trio, not
only through his strong
physical opposition to Abe,
but also through his adept
portrayal of the voice of reason in the group
None of these great performames would amount to
much without their material.
The play, M ritten and dire* i
Miiiiur Justin loiie\ is
filled with with exchanges,
brilliant remarks and serious

WILD

Survivor Night & Karaokei Thursday
Monday Night Football & wing eating' contest
l.3o wingy Tuesday

Bittersweet love
BY CARRIE DODSON
MHII write?

The Little Grill
Walkers Run blueg'rass bandi Friday 9 p.m. IS
Butterhouse Band: Saturday 93

BY JESS HANEBURY

~~*&im

MM utift pfu>iov>uphf,

Senior Robert 0. Wilson grabs sophomore Hunter Christy In
"Animal Remains" at Theatre II.
themes (he delicate kil.m, e
sound of subtle thunderclaps
between the serious and the that rumble intermittently
jovial is the key to the pl.i\ '• over the dialogue. None of
su« cess
these, however, is as effective
i Hhef elements that add to as the way in which Tolley
the experience of watching constructs the crumbling rela"Animal Remains" include a
tionships between his characfantastic set that realistically
ters and the manner in which
CM Btes the room in the
Wilson, Baker and Christy
abandoned house and the portray them.

contributing writer
With popular comedian Jack
Black in the lead role, "Shallow
I taT Kama destined for success, bul a predictable plot and .1
scarcity of funny jokes proves a
movie's fate is never sealed.
Directed by the infamous
P«Nlly brothers, "Shallow
Hal" is the latest project from
the duo that brought "There's
Something About Mary" and
"Me, Myself and Irene" to the
screen. Black plays Hal. a bach
elor with impossible standards
who is constantly after the
hottest female catch.
Things change when I l.il is
"de-hypnotized" so that he only
sees everyone's inner beauty
rather than their physical
appearance. Hal meets love
interest Rosemary, played by
Gwenyth Paltrow, who weighs
over 300 pounds However,
under the inner beauty spell,
Hal sees her as remarkably
beautiful and thin The confusion between what I la I sees ,ni,i
what others see, including
Rosemary herself and Hal's
crony Mauricio, played by
Jason Alexander, sets the stage
(or the movie.
Although
Black
and
Alexander have a few gre.ii
lines, they were few and far
between. A majority of Ihe
film's jokes seem confusing
because they are either not

"SHALLOW HAL"
STARRING:
GWENYTH PALTROW
AND JACK BLACK
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:

114 MINUTES
delivered well or are simply not
funny Uncomfortable scenes in
which Hal finds out the true
physical appearance of a child
make for a silent crowd.
The movie's predictability
takes away from the overall
experience Black fans fond of
his blunt side-kick humor in his
previous hits will be disappointed to see his politically correct performance in "Shallow
Hal." A lack of twists or turns
from
Black,
Paltrow and
Alexander's characters leave
nothing but the plot one has
seen before in the previews.

£• M~U
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behavior-. . t students here and
applaud Ihoae that are making
healthy choices," Campbell aald
of Ihe st.ihstu
Sophomore Undaay Culley
said. "I don't smoke at all
because it makes me cough and
my thnvit hurt, and plus I think
il'sa naslv hahit
luniur Josh Kcmhard li.is.m
equally anting .inti smoking
opinion. "It makes your breath
and dothea smell awful — you
i.in tell ll someone smokes just
by walking next to them."
According to the American
Cancer Sodet] cigarettes contain at laaal 43 distinct cancercausing chemicals and cause
the death of an estimated
00 Americana .1 year, or
ana In Rva of .ill deaths In the
United St.ites m .1 year. Plus,
smokers .ire over III times more
likely to die from emphysema
and 22 times more likely from
lung cancer than non-smokers.

( ampbell said that many
.indents believe (hey will be
able to drop the habit Basil)
whenever
they
want
to
1 lowever, man) >i these stu
dents don't realize how tnily
addictive nicotine is. According
to the AC s, "Nearly 75 percent
01 daily smokers M ho think they
will not smoke in five yean era
still smoking Rve to siv ve.irs
Liter" Furthermore, in 1188,the
1 s Surgeon 1 leneral lepuitatl
th.it nicotine is |ust .is addictive
.is heroin and oxaiiie
Sophomore Al Philpott said
he has tried to quit smoking
before and was lllfiiawisfiil lor
.ibout a month op two I'lnlpott
started smoking fmshman year
alter Imng with roommates
who smoked

1 checked on im applies
ticm that I didn't mind living
with smokers, and al tirst 1 start
ed just on the weekends, but
then progressively more V>-.\ I
smoke less than .1 pack a day."

Junior Thorn.is Imbrigiotta
has been smoke-free for lOdavs.
T vv .is getting si, k and smoking
makes it nuu h worse — I vv.is
coughing a lot more and could11 t really breathe well " I |e said
that it gets i-.isiei .itter making it
through Ihe first day, and that
"on the weekends, if I don't
smoke. I leel so ninth belter 111
Ihe morning after a night out
Luckily
for those
like
Thomas who want to kick the
habtt H* I Italth Center oilers ,1
variety ot dilfcrcnt smokingcessition medications and support
StudenU ma) come to ask
advice about quitting, and simply receive .1 "cjull kit" that
includes candies and mints.
whitening toothpaste ,nul other
encouraging item-.
I or medicated ln-lp. the 111. o
tine gum \non-lle and varying
shvngths of the nicotine [Ml. h
also aje available over-theCOUnatTOrt an he pniv Ided by the
1 lealth Center, 1 ir dixti »rs can pre-

scnK' nicotine nasal spray, m.o
tine inhalers or A h.in tablets.
"The Health Center is very
proactive when it comes to
helping students kick the habit,"
Campbell said. "Zyban has
been unbelievable in helping
people quit — very effective."
There are those who are
happy with the habit and do not
sec the need to try to quit smoking any time soon Junior Alan
1 lombec k has been smoking n>g
ularly since he was 16 years old
Tl's horrible for you. but
there's .1 quality of life th.it s.ivs
you do things that you find
pleasure in. and perhaps it's
bei .IIISC I'm addicted — but I'm
not going to stop just because
it's bad for me."
lor 11 formation on smoking
or about how to get involved
with Ihe American Cancer
ill the local office at
4vim-t l-'or nationwide locations, call 1-800 ACS-2345 or
Visit itmi't <incrr.org.
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Student smokers take a breather
su in sis '. ., page n

M.
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d alra«gM to wMo

Freshman Claire
Mason takes a
break and smokes a
cigarette on the
Quad. According to
the American
Cancer Society,
more Americans
quit smoking on the
annual Great
American Smokeout
Day than any other
day of the year. The
University Health
Center offers a variety of smoking cessation medications
as well as "quit
kits" that Include
candy and mints
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"When you miss two field
goals like thai it is hard to win
a close game."

Running away
from the field
Senior Mollie DcFrancesco
has led Ihe pack ihis season for Ihe Dukes.

MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

Pagtl6

sec story below

WRESTLING

MEN'S
SOCCER

JMU has
revenge
in mind
Bv

DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer

CHRIS
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PAIRING OFF: The JMU wrestling team spars In practice earlier this week in preparation tor Its season opener this weekend at the Naval Academy. The Dukes this
season will be taking on the toughest schedule that coach Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer has seen here In 14 years. JMU opens at home on Dec. 6 against Orexel University.

CLUB OF THE MONTH

FOOTBALL

Water polo club
makes a splash

Last chance for JMU
Season is last conference match up is with NU
\\\

BOB BANCROPI

contributing writtt

Club goes 4-0 in first hosted tourney
BY RENNE KART

contributing writi <
The men's club water
polo leam has been conquering new grounds and
reaching amazing heights
that even the team did not
expect during its season.
While hosting its first
home league tournament
Oct. 6 to 7 at UREC, the
club climbed to a new level
and went 4-0, something
never before done at a regular aeSSOn tournament
"We're really on a roll."
said junior Mark Johnson
vice president of the club
"We're playing Wonderfully. This is the first time we
on the team have seen
something like tflis here at
JMU."
Already water polo has
beaten the No, 6 team in the
nation, the Universilv 0.
Richmond, .moth, i feat thai
had never been accomplished by JMU. Following
its win, the club was given
its first-ever national rank
ing at No. 19.
Continuing In Its
during the weekend of Oct.
20 TO -21, the team went to
the Villanova University fot
its second league tournament where it was seeded
second at championships
with a 3-1 record, only losing to the higher ranked
Georgetown
University,
according to junior Rob
Rotach, president of the
team.
Lastly it was given its
highest-ever ranking at No
17 in the nation, uhih it Is
currently resting at No. 18.
"I never thought the day
would come when
we
would receive a national
ranking," Johnson said.
"Next year I believe that
we can take it all the way to
nationals. Even though we

an i young team,, we love to
play."
The team also has been
very busy outside of the
pool, raising money to support rts trip! Recently the
team hosted a su
poster sale (Vt 10 to 11
with 22 out ol 21
members contributing to
the cause, earning MOO
Later that weekend, the
team manned the main COn
cessions
stand
at
the
Parents Weekend football
game. Twenty-three members
participated,
and
together they raised over
$600.
Also
during
Parents
Weekend, the team participated ui Its Stcond annual
Purple and Gold intersquad scrimmage tor the
parents.
"Ihe team spirit and
unity this season have real
ly helped us to overcome
any problems we have had
in the past," sophomore
goalie Kevin Murphy said.
"The amount of participation the team has put Into
all our events really adds
up."
The leam also has been
very active socially, throwing
pasta
parties
on
Thursday nights prioi to all
of its tournaments to Innld
team unity and discuss the
games ahead The team also
participated in its first mixer
of
the
year with the
women's field hockey team
hoping to build a bond with
(luibs outside of water polo
and grve the opportunity for
players to meet new people,
Mcordmg to team secretary
sophomore Dylan Jones
Water polo's success this
MMKW has earned them club
of) the month honors for
October tram the Sports
Club Council.

One last chance at a win
in the Atlantic 10 conference,
and, perhaps even more
meaningful, is the opportu
nity lor the seniors to walk
out of Bridgeforth victor!
ous. The stage is set as the
Dukes (t 8. 0-8) pla\ host to
the l luskies of Northeastern
I ntverslt) (4-5, J-4) in the
final home and conference
game of the year.
The few seniors |MU has
will get one last < nance to suit
up in purple and gold in front
oi .i home crowd. Seniors
Mich as Robert t arson,
Derrick I loyd, Derick Pack
and Mike ( Hover have played
so many meaningful games
over the past four years lor

the team.
Youth AU,\ inexperience
I .on came back to
haunt JMU as the 1 hikes
squandered a three point

lead heading Into the fourth
quarter at the College ol
William & Mary this past
weekend. The Tribe came
out on top 17-10 thank-- in
large part to their third
down efficiency and ball
control
The Tribe converted 8-16
third
down
conversions
including a perfect five for
five on a cna lal n minute
drive scoring drive in the
Second half. W&M freshman
running
back
Jonathan
Smith rushed lor a career
high 141 yards on 24 * antes
highlighted by touchdown
runs oi -J7 and 10 yards
respet lively.
(Mil also was able S3 BCCU
initiate yards on ma ground as
it rushed for 20T yards on 44
carries, (he most since the first
game versus Eton UnrversHy.
Senior fullback Rolvrt ( arson
gained a career high K'T yards
on 16 camas and junior running back Hrannon Coins
gained 2(< \ards .md punched
in a touchdown run from one
yard oul for the Dukes only
touchdown ol the game.
"We were determined to

establish the running game
this p.ist weekend, and OUT
line did a good job opening
up holes. Coins ISM. The

versatile Goins continues to
split time at wide oul and
running back lor the I hikes
"We had such a great
chance to win or at leasl go
into overtime. We didn't
close the deal. When you
miss two field goals like
lh.it it is hard to win a close
game,"
coach
Mickey
Matthew i said
Red-shirt freshman place
ki« kei Rurke < -eorge missed
a 34-yard Held goal and had
a second attempt from 43

yards out blocked by W&M
senior

defensive

tackle

-uWe are a real young
team and every week is
a whole new ball game.
— Brannon (ioins
junior running btck

-99Chad Richards.
Northeastern comes to
Bridgeforth this Saturday led
by second year coach Don
Drown (8-12 overall. 1-0 vs
JMU). The Huskies are winless on the road and the
I Hikes .ire in the middle of an
eight-game overall slide, so
one streak must come to AM
end this weekend
NU is coming oti ,i vj- n
victory over the University of
New I lampshire in which the
Atlanta 10s leading rusher,
senior running hack I )
McKanas ran tor 193 yards
and three -.ores m the rout.
Ihe Huskies recently have
turned over the offense to
freshman quarterback Shawn
Brady Brady has passed for
162 yards with three touchdowns and two Interceptions
while completing 18 percent

of Ins passes. 1U also is vet)
capable of running the Kill,
Inning taken off on a 77-yard
scamper earlier in the year.
Senior wide receiver Kito
Delgado has a leam high 28
catches for 508 yards and
three totuhdowns
On defense, the Huskies
are lead by junior cornerback
Art Smith with six pisses
picked off and three fumble
recoveries lunior InieKi. ker
Adam Walker leads the team
With 7!i tackles, including II
for losses •'"'i 6 5 ^.it ks
JMU's defense is rising lo
the occasion led bv the
Atlantic 10'e lirsl and fifth
leading tackles. | |oyd and
I'a. k respet ttvery, Freshmen
cornerbacks
Cortes
Thompson
and
Rondel I
Bradley picked ofl their first
passes, oi the year last week

versus the Irtbe. •
JMU looks to avenge last
year's loss to Northeastern
in the team's tinal game of
the year. The I luskies s, ored
two touchdowns in the
games final five minutes io
escape with a -4 Id home
victory IMl owns a 10-5
advantage In all time games
and 5-3 advantage in home
games versus the Huskies

JMU might be forced to pass
a little more than the 11
attempts last game as the
I luskies give Up almost 200
yards in the air per game.
I really dldnl think much
about not throwing much last
game," red shirt freshman
Marl l eZottoaaid "I think we
played a lot better last week
and anything we can do lowin
we will try and <U> We r.allv
need to work oil two things tO
get a victory In our last two
games I irst we IMSed to COTI
vert more on third downs and

second we need to score when
WS BSt U1 the red /one "
i loins said, "We are a
real young team and every
week is a whole new hall

game We need to end on s
positive note so we have
some motivation
into next year

heading

Two things are on the men's
S0COH team's mind as it heads
to Virginia Beach this morning:
rings and revenge.
Twice in the last three years
the Dukes have made it to the
Colonial Athletic Association
Conference
championship
<1W8 and 2000), losing both
times despite being expected
to win.
"We've been expected to
win at least twice," senior forward Mike Godwin said. But
the squad hopes to keep their
momentum from an outstanding season rolling and bring
home the CAA champion rings.
JMU rival the College of
William & Mary captured the
last tWOCAA titles William &
Mary beat us 4-0 in the final,"
Godwin said. "We were the No.
1 seed and lost."
At
Monday's practice,
coach Tom Martin showed the
team a CAA champion ring to
get them pumped up for the
finals this weekend.
This year, the Tribe most
likely will be JMU's first opponent. Thursday at 7:30 p.m.,
CAA No. 3-ranked W&M takes
on No. 6 University of North
Carolina Wilmington. The Tribe
is third in the conference with a
3-2-0 record, while being 10-8-1
overall. The Seahawksare dead
last in the CAA, having lost all
five COnferanOB matches. Their
overall record is 3-14-0. The
winner of that match will then
play No. 2 JMU at 5 p.m. Friday.

6 6-

With what they did to us
last year, that's a lot of
motivation to gel back
at 'em.
— Reggie Rivers
senior midfielder

55
"It's pretty safe to say it's
going to be William & Mary,"
Godwin said of the Dukes '
chances of playing the Tribe
1 riday night. The winner of
JMU's match Friday night
will play for the championship Sunday.
lour weeks ago, JMU
upset W&M 2-1. The match
was a vicious dogfight consisting of 48 fouls, nine cards
and the referees calling in
security, The victory permanently knocked Ihe Tribe out
of the national rankings.
Out JMU still isn't taking
anything for granted, going up
against VY&M again, especially
after loams to them in last
year ichampionanlp.
"Come tournament time
they're always in the peak of
their game in the CAAs,"
GodWBiaaid "It's going to be a
really tough game."
Senior forward David Kozak
added, "They're very well
coached, so they're always
tough to play, especially in tournaments No matter what happens m the regular season, it's
always an even slronger team."
Unlike this past season,
lasl year the team lost to
W\\1 in the regular season 2I in overtime.
'With w hat they did to us
last year," senior midfielder
Reggie Rivers said, "that's a
lot of motivation lo get back
at em."
The Dukes are ranked second in the CAA Conference,
with a 3-11 record, having lost
to Virginia Commonwealth
I diversity
and
tied Old

*r rOVRSAMENT. imp I*
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Running her way into the NCAAs
Cross country runner Mollie DeFrancesco is a team player in an individual sport
BY DA N BO W M A N

staff writer

Individually, this season
couldn't have played out any
more perfectly for senior cross
country
runner
Mollie
DeFrancesco. Not only did she
become the first JMU female in
history to finish first in the
Colonial Athletic Association
Cross Country Champion
ships, she also placed eighth at
the NCAA Southeast Regional
meet on Nov. 10, qualifying
her for the NCAA national race
on Nov. 19. But individual
accomplishments are not what
DeFrancesco is about.
"She's a positive role
model for everyone and real
ly is not out-there just for
herself," senior teammate
Sarah Burkett said. "She is
out to win for the team
points not for self-glory.
When she heard our team
was shafted a bid to go to
NCAAs she said she wanted
to skip out of them to go race

with our team at ECACs.
That is a great example of a
thoughtful teammate."
DeFrancesco said she felt
the entire team deserved a
chance at the NCAAs.
"My team did not qualify
for NCAAs because of a loop
hole in the qualification sys
tem," DeFrancesco said. "But I
earned an automatic bid from
my finish at regionals. In that
respect, it's hard for me to say
that I am completely content
because my team deserves to
go just as much as I do. It's
heartbreaking. But we have
done a lot of good things this
season to be proud of."
Despite
DeFrancesco's
desire for team glory, there is
no doubt of her individual tal
ents. Running hasn't always
been her main passion, though.
Growing up in Albany, N.Y.,
ballet took center stage in life.
"I was a ballet dancer
before I started running,"
DeFrancesco
said.
"My

DeFrancesco in 2001
9 / 2 2 - C o l l e g e o f LLIiiliam & M a r y
Inuitational, lUilllamsburg

- Second place, 17:45.0
9 / 2 9 - Roy G h a k I n u i t a t i o n a l ,
St. Paul, Minn.

- 1 2th place, 21:14.8
10/13 - Penn state Uniuersity
Inuitational, State College, Pa.

- Third place, 21:52.34
10/27 - Colonial Rthletic Rssociation
Championships, lililliamshurg

- F[rst place, 20:57.8
1 1 / 1 0 - NCRR S o u t h e a s t R e g i o n
C h a m p i o n s h i p s , G r e e n u i l l e , S.C.

- Ninth place, 21:43.0

friends were all joining the
track team in high school and
I thought it would be fun to
do the hurdles, so I actually
started as a sprinter, hurdler
and high jumper."
DeFrancesco didn't domi
nate the sport at first. In fact, it
took her time to adjust to dis
tance running.
"My sprint coach put me in
the pentathlon and you have
to run an 800 as one of the
events," DeFrancesco said. "I
hated it because I thought two
laps was a long race, but the
distance coach convinced me
to run cross country in the fall.
We won the state champi
onship that fall, and when my
dance instructor made me
choose one or the other, I
chose running. But I never got
that serious about it until last
year. I wasn't even going to
run in college."
This newfound dedication
to running is a big part of
what
has
allowed
Defrancesco to perform at
higher levels, according to
coach Dave Rinker.
"In the animal phase, the
runner goes from enjoying
running to embracing the hard
work, the constant fatigue and
the pain," Rinker said. "In this
phase it is not a matter of hurt
ing, because they are always
tired, and yet they can drive
straight through it. Mollie is
getting close to the animal
phase where both her mental
and physical strength allow
her to take the physical abuse
that a national class runner
must be able to endure."
According
to
Rinker,
DeFrancesco has grown men
tally since coming to JMU.
"She has gone from some
one who ran because she
enjoyed it and was fair at in
high school to someone that
can stand outside of them
selves," Rinker
said.
"Mentally she is getting
where times, places and fin
ishes are not as important as
the process and the limits that
her body and mind have are

shoved aside. She has gone
from someone who was not
very good to one of the best in
the region."
Burkett
agrees
that
DeFrancesco's hard work has
been a key factor for her and
has also rubbed off on her
fellow teammates.
"Mollie is both a
team leader and an
outstanding team
mate," Burkett
said. "She has
w o r k e d
extremely
hard, and
last outd o o r
track
season
s h e
started to
go to the
next
level
Since then she
has kept mov Ing
up, which IS a
great example li^r
our team thai hard
work can realU
pay off."
Defrancesco said
that Rinker's coach
ing method also has
been a factor behind
her recent successes.
"Coach Rinker is a
great coach, and I
owe a lot of my suc
cess to him. I just
do what he tells
me to do. It's
that simple."
Those simple
coaching strate
gies, along with a
clean physical fitness
record over the last
two seasons, are what
have guided Defrancesco,
according to Rinker.
"Advice and coaching
strategies I have given to her
have been to run far, run fast,
don't complain and don't
worry," Rinker said. "We stress
the process and not the results,
although eventually the clock
must be brought into the equa
tion. Mollie does have talent.

VANESSA ZUIDEMA/
contributing photographer

and to maximize that talent,
she must be willing to pay the
price over and over again
without questioning why she
is paying the price.
"1 do not tell Mollie any
thing that 1 don't tell every
one," Rinker said. "We have
several young ladies that

¥

have a chance to be very good.
Mollie has been able to stay
injury-free for two years and
that has allowed her to be able
to train at 80-plus miles per
week of hard work. She has
handled the climb up the lad
der without putting pressure
on herself."

- N i n t h p I a ce , 21:43.B

the process and the limits that
her body and mind have are

must be brought into the equation. Mollie does have talent,

one," Rinker said. "We have
several young ladies that

der without putting pressure
on herself."

Applications are due Nov. 19 to Julie Sproesser in The Breeze office.
located in the basement of Anthony- Seeger-

m
r<.raV'
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Be Graphics Editor
of The Breeze
BUILD PORTFOLIO GA^ LAYOUT EXPERIENCE GET PAID FREE EOOD

Please include cover letter, resume and five work samples
Knowledge of Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator a must
Call 568-6127 for more information
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Guest
Predictor

P I C K S
c U

M i l

WEEK

Gymnastics
Meghan Murphy
art director

Week# 12

Season total
Last week
Winning percentage..

71-38
9-2
.651

Travis Ciingenpeei
sports editor

69-40
9-2
.633

Drew Wilson
asst. sports editor

67-42
6-5
.615

NY Jets at Miami
indianapoiis at New Orieans
Cieveiand at Baitimore
St. Louis at New England
Chicago at Tampa Bay

Miami
New Orleans
Baltimore
St. Louis
Chicago

Miami
Miami
New Orleans
New Orleans
Cleveland. , Cleveland
St. Louis
St. Louis
Tampa Bay
Chicago

Northeastern at JMU

Northeastern

Northeastern

KG Gardner
assistant style editor

Jen Surface
style editor

62-47
6-5
.568

64-45
7-4
.587

Miami
New Orleans
Baltimore
St. Louis
Chicago

Miami
New Orleans
Baltimore
St. Louis
Chicago
JMU

Syracuse at Miami
I
Florida State at Florida
Washington State at Washington
California at Stanford
Ciemson at South Carolina

Miami
Miami
Miami
^
Miami
Miami
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Washington St. Washington St. Washington St. Washington St. Washington St.
Stanford
Stanford
Stanford
Stanford
California
South Carolina South Carolina South Carolina South Carolina
Ciemson
Rising up out of nowhere like a monsoon, loud and full of hot air,
adequate week from Cheech, Wilson can feel his heels teetering
dandng ever

Snoop has in just three weeks pulled himself up out of the depths of the
POTW cellar, helped Cheech move her stuff into the damp recesses of last place and
blind-sided the cocky Wilson who had declared that the championship was a two-horse
race in week nine.
'
Snoop has roimded turn four, running up on Longhom's tail with only three laps to
go. It is widely known that Murph plays dirty, so expect to see the Longhom attempting
to run the fan-favorite Sports editor into the walls with some committee-conspired picks.
Murph has attempted to use psychological warfare by doing stupid little dances around
the office, and to be honest, it is the single most disturbing thing we've ever seen. (Edi
tor's note - see "Seinfeld" episode with Elaine dancing)
Wilson declared the race to be a two-man race and got blind-sided as a result. With

over the stairs down into the hallowed dungeon. We approached the
man at the sports two-desk for comment on his impending slide but what he said, we
really can't print.
Cheech would have fainted from the content of Wilson's tirade, luckily though she
could not find her way out of the labrynth. After three weeks in the depths, Cheech has
eaten the bread crumbs that lead her to the stairs. Reached for comment later, Cheech
tried to give Snoop the finger, but being unfamiliar with the correct form, couldn't decide
which finger to stick up. There's a lot of hostility down here this week.
Snoop has to be nice about this week's guest predictor, it is widely known that Kansas
City is the Breeze bully and has had it in for the Sports crew ever since she was locked into
the room that formerly housed Turf with Wilson as a result of Cheech's raging ego.

Like sports?
Liketo write?
Yes? Sounds like you could be a sports writer. Call The Breeze for more info at x8-6709

Harrisonburg

.? Unitarian Universalists
A"

Service 10:30 a.m.

We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person and justice.
equality and compassion in human relations.

The gymnastics club
had its first meet of the
season
this
past
Saturday at Virginia
Tech. Senior Lisa Janz
placed first on floor
exercise with a 9.55 and
was fourth all-around
with a 35.55. As a team,
the Dukes were one of
the top scorers at the 17team invitational.
Running
At the Richmond
Ntelos 8K Saturday,
sophomores Jill Fowler
and Kyle Hawke both
finished second in their
age division.
Triatholon
Sophomore Rebecca
Moore placed sixth in
her age group out of 138
in the Ntelos 8K in
Richmond Saturday.
Men's Lacrosse
The men's lacrosse
club team defeated
Washington and Lee
University 10-1 in an
informal game at UREC
Saturday.

It's now a Breeze to place a classified ad. m
«
»

Use your credit card!

9
9
9
9

Phone: 867-0073 Visitors Welcome
http://home.rica.net/huu Email: hburg@rica.net
For possible campus meeting information contact Ralph Grove: groverf@jmu.edu
Route 33, 5 miles west of H'burg at Dale Enterprise Schoolhouse

"Spirit Quest"
A Journey For Youth, Ages 4 Through 17, SUNDAY'S at 10:30 A.M.

THomefOM/n Musie

Phone: 568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_breeze@jmii.edu.

«
«
«
«
«
9
9
9 9

Free brake insDection with this ad!

http://home.rica.net/huu Email: hburg@rica.net
For possible campus meeting information contact Ralph Grove: groverf@jmu.edu
Route 33, 5 miles west of H'burg at Dale Enterprise Schoolhouse

Vate

»

*
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Phone: 568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_breeze@jmu.edu.

"Spirit Quest"
A Journey For Youth, Ages 4 Through 17, SUNDAY'S at 10:30 A.M.

Hometown Music
GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS, PA AND MORE - www.hometownmuslc.net

ZOOMMRS-1044
HARD DISK RECORDER

606 & 607 EFFECT PEDALS

V,
Store Hours:
10-6 Mon, Tue, Thur, Fri;
10-5 Sat
Closed Wednesday
& Sunday

>•«

i\

J ' i~"

^

NEW STUFF!
^ #

-mmt

JL
ROLAND V-CLUB
ELECTRONIC DRUMS

In the Ace Music building
434-4159 • 2990 S Main Street

v\^i'cncH

craft

import
Car Repair

296 E Washington St
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
(540) 433-2102

Oil H- Filter change
Check all fluid levels
and tire pressure $19.95

Dean George - Owner
www.wrenchcmft.com
JMU Graduate
Over 50 years experience on Japanese Cars
Mitsubishi •Geo •Acura •Subaru •Honda •Nissan •Toyota •Others

_ _ _ Coupon_ _ _

Virgiiiia'.s Four Season Mountain Resott

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING
SINGLE BREADSTIOCS
2 LITER PEPSI

Saturday, November 17th
8 AM - 2 P M IN THE SKI LODGE
• Swap skis, snowboards, boots, poles, clothes,
mountain bikes, in-line skates, etc.

I

Drawing for Ski Season Pass - Benefits Massanutten Ski Patrol
• Full Season Passes 10% off thru 11/30/01
• Special Value Pass $149 good M-F, non-holiday & any night

(540) 289-4954

«
«

FifBC brake inspection with this ad!

Massanuiten

• Check out the new merchandise at THE GENERAL STORE

«

433-4800

$8.99

373 N. Mason St.
Open until! 12 a.m. Weekdays, 1 a.m. Weekends
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Tournament time crucial for JMU
JMU men's and women's cross country compete at
NCAA Southeast Regional

Nationally ranked Dukes head into CAAs as second seed

The JMU men's and women's cross country team competed at NCAA Southeast Regional Nov. 11) in Greenville,
S.C. The men's team placed eighth while the women's
team placed fourth.
For the women, senior Mollie DeFrancesco placed
ninth overall, qualifying her for the NCAA National
Championships Nov. 19. Sophomore Cindy Dunham
placed 19th.
On the men's side, freshman Mark Bahnuk placed a
team-high 55th.

lot K\\\tr\ f. from page 15
Dominion University. However,
their 10*5*1 overall record surpasses .ill the other CAA nv.ils,
being 10-5-1 despite such a rigorous schedule.
"We want to play the best
teams we can play," Martin
said. ODU is ranked first in
the CAA, with a 3-0-2 conference record.
But whether it's the
favored W&M or UNC-W,
the Dukes are ready to win
Friday night.
"It's still going to be a

Seven Dukes earn women's soccer CAA honors
Senior Jamie Miller and junior Ten Joyce were named
to the All-CAA first team. Miller also was named CAA CoDefender of the Year.
Senior Suzanne Wilson, juniors Meredith McClure
and Colleen Mcllwrath and freshman Katy Swindells all
were named to the All-CAA second team.
In addition, Miller, Wilson and junior Beth McNamara
were named to the 21X11 CAA All-Tournament team.

good game, no matter who
we're playing," Rivers said.
Younii Mid thai after
playing M well against UVa.
Friday night, the Dukes
showed the level of play they
are capable of. "It showed us
the way we can pl.u* against
big
teams."
he
Mild.
"Nobody's hurt. I'm sure
twrybody's ready to plav"
Rivers added, "V\V have
to do the same things we did
this season. We need to play
smart and play hard."
Friday, after (MU's game,
ODU plays the winner of the

rhursday afternoon match
between VCU and George
Mason University. Most predict that if |MU wins Friday
night, it will meet ODU in
the final-.

about the win, which is better than the ring."
Godwin said. "I just want
the ring more than anything.
We'll come back with a phat
ring. Bling bling."
JMU is the only CAA
team nationally ranked.
-64—
After losing in overtime to
No. 2 UVa. 2-1 Friday night,
I just want to the ring the team fell from No. 21 to
No. 23 in this week's nationmore than anything.
al rankings.
The 43rd annual NCAA
We II come back with a
Division I men's soccer
phut ring. Bling bling. championships begin Nov.
23. Since the conference
have yet to be
— Mike Godwin champions
determined, the teams choKaiM forward, men's MKCCT team
sen for the NCAA tournament
have
not
been
announced. Each of the 16
conference champions auto"I Ihink our conference is matically receive invitagoing to be stronger this year tions JMU is hoping for
than it was lasl war. Martin that automatic bid to the
said Riven said he'd prefer NCAA tournament.
the Dukes meeting uMU in
"It's important that we
the finals, having beaten win the (CAA) tournament
them easily this season, so we're assured a shot in the
unlike VCU and ODU.
NCAA tournament," redThen if JMU wins, it will shirt junior defender Curt
plaj Sunday afternoon, \«n
Nottingham said. The NCAA
Is al
1
p.m. in
the tournament will include 48
( hamplonshlp Gams, vying teams, compared to last
for the coveted CAA champi- year's 32.
on ring
The 2001 CAA men's soc"I probably won't wear cer
Championship
gets
it." Rivers laid, contemplat- underway today at the
ing a fortunate finish In the Virginia Beach SportsPlex in
championship garnering the Virginia Beach. Tickets are S6
prized champion ring
hut daily for adults and $3 for
I'll keep it around. It's all students with an ID.

5?

Wilson nabs three team records in senior season
Senior goalkeeper Suzanne Wilson finished her canet
with three team records. Wilson tied the record for most
saves in a game with 14 in JMU's semifinal win over
George Mason University.
Wilson also set the record for most career tm e> (347)
and most career shutouts (16).
Five Dukes named to men's soccer All-CAA team
Five JMU men's soccer players were named to the 2001
All-CAA team. Seniors Reggie Rivers and Levi Strayer,
junior Josh Knvolenko and sophomore KobOverton were
all named to the All-CAA first team. Junior Ben Munro
was named to the All-CAA second team.

HI

r PHOTCVOnvXfc-

Junlor midfielder Ben Munro was named to the 2001 All-CAA second team. He and the Dukes begin CAA Tournament play today.

The JMU College of Arts and Letters Encore Series Presents:
Doc Watson
with Special Guests: Jack Lawrence and Richard Watson
Saturday, November 17,2001
Wilson Hall @8:00pm
All Seats Reserved: JMU Students and Children $10, Adults $20, Seniors $18,
Tickets: Harrison Hall Box Office, Monday - Friday Noon-4pm, 568-7000
I

56 E.Wolfe Street
Harrisonburg, VA
22802
(Next to Kline's
Dai rv Bar)
540433-3917

Open Year Round
Hrs. Vary With
Season.
Hrs: Mon-Sat.
11-8
Sun. 12-6

Hownlnwn: 4b33*-3917

Buy 1 Combo
Get the 2nd Half Off
2/I5

Located in Food Lion
Shopping Center
off Port Republic Road

NY-Siy.
574-0808

Stylists with advanced training
in New York, Northern Virginia
and Richmond '

HI

Williamson Hughes
—

Pharmacy & Home Health

Free
n Delivery

° campus

THE STUDENT'S PHARMACY

10% off

4 NEW LOCATION

v

o

563 BNeff Ave.

prescriptions
with your

I

JAC card

I

434-2372
434-2372

HOURS Mon.- Fri. 8:30 am- 6:00 pm
Sat. 9:00 am- noon

J2J ^^

LOTS OF NEW
3flfeSTUFF AT PLAN 9
INCLUDING:

BAHA MEN

NATALIE MERCHANT

BOT2 II MEN

SEVENPUST

GARTH BROOKS

ROB 20MBIE

Spot fig fit On.,.
Notes of a Journalist: Racial Profiling,
Diversity, and the Media in 2001

Helen Zia

RL BURN&IPE
THE CURE

ANP MUCH

GREEN PAT
MICHAEL JACHSON
KITTIE

MORE...SO
GET TO PLAN

SHELBt UNNE

RADIOHEAD
I Might Be Wrong

*

9 NOW!

MAPONNA
PAUL MCCARTNEY

GST CASH! Wl BUY AND StLL USED CDS, DVDS,

434-99969
1790-96 E MARKET STREET
Krogef Shopping Center)

NIW * USID

Tonight!

SPtCUU/WG IN HAH) '0 HMD rmiS. HtfOelS

Grafton-Stovall Theatre

i sw.1 urns. WCK/MAI cnom

USTIN BirOM YOU iOYI

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Helen Zia is an award-winning journalist and a
Contributing writer lo Ms magazine, where she
was formerly executive editor. In 1998. Zia was
named Chinese-American Journalist of the Year
by the Organization of Chinese-Americans. She
has been a long-time activist for social justice on
issues ranging from civil rights and peace to
women's rights and countering hate violence.
Her work on Asian-American landmark civil
rights case of anti-Asian violence is documented
in the Academy-Award nominated film, Who
Killed Vincent Chin? Zia is the author of AsianAmerican Dreams: The Emergence of an
American People.

I-or more information, please contact the Center for Multicultural/International Student Services
at (540) 568-6636.
FREE ADMISSION
PASSPORT EVENT
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(JLkSSLL-Ll£l2S
FOR RENT
Nag* Head Stud.nl Summer
Rentala - teabftererealty.com,
2522556328.
See Photos ana1 Fieor Plant - of
available nouses. Check out
fwm.castleprooefty.com.
...,_• Caw • for
ran to person capable o* cams *>*
horses. Occasional chores lor hour*
wage Non-smoker. oJep/refs. 1400/
month. Cat 2348591.
Fair view Avenue - 4 bedrooms. 2
baths. DSL August 2002. 4330964.
Spring Sublease • 4 bedroom
house. 1 room available Male/
Female. 442 9136

We Have
Property at:
HUNTER'S RIDGE
DEVON LANE

289. 291. 293 CampbeN SUeal
•Ml be available lor yearly lease.
May 1.2001 May 31. 2003. Nice
area of loon Call 4336047

Spring Sublease Available ■ in
Hunter ■ Pauge 2 rooms avertable in
4 bedroom. 2 bath apartment. Rent
negotiable E-maa koteratavSmu edu

The last Houses - go to Those
Who Lease Early! Chech out
www. cas f teproo+rty com

Hunter t (Hdga Spring Sufetoaaa ?
bedroom lownnouse. $350/month
Fully furnished, clean. W/D. patio
Female non smoker preferred.
Contact patelskB>)mu edu.

Suncheee Spring Sublease ■
affordable rant, private bath.
**wsome roommates! 4424385.
4 and S 8*etoem Horn* for fte-t ~
Close to campus Groups only.
June to June lease. $230 $275 per
person Washer and dryer mckjded
Carl 432 1589 after 5:00 p m
Amranari 3 Btdro i Tow
avertable now. 2 1/2 baths. W/D.
A/C. JMU 3 blocks away. $220.
434-1040. 1888994-3113.
sonnc SubtMe* - MSS « BquM
H*. 1 room avartaMe In 3 bedroom. 2
bath townhouse Convenient,
affordable Irving 560*4613
11.,i UN
August 2001. 2 1/2 baths. W/D.
VC. furnished. JMU 3 blocks away
$220 434-1040. 1888-99*3113

COUNTRY CLUB COURT

MASON STREET

ROOSEVELT SQUARE

LIBERTY STREET

4 BR furnished lownhouses

J-M'S
OLD SOUTH HIGH

W/D. D W. A/C

i Bhdujhm compml

UNIVERSITY PLACE

Kline Realty
4.18-HHOO
Call Anylimc!

NEWMAN AVE
WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
l-2-.Mor 5 Bedroom
Apartments
2-3-4-6-7-14 Bedroom

Houses

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU
NO BUS RIDE!
Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.
438-880O

Pheasant Run
ONLY ONfc 4 bedroom. : *
kith town home available Jan I,
2002. Brand new unfurnished
end unit $1,000 rent plu*
utilities Includes washer'Jryef.
microwave, dish^ashn.
icemakcr in laipe kitchen litt-.it
room and downstairs haih wiih
bgdroom and 2 lull baths
upstairs make an ideal living
arrangement Limited number
of n»>mnuur viluatH»re. available
( all WrirteiK Hit i I«,.-I

FOR SALE
Sat* - Gift & Thrift, 227 N Man
Compute* Far Sale"- 1MB PC. 17'
morrttor. /.p 100 drive. CD burner.
speakers, many design and
business programs Can Windy.
57*0111
Washer/bryer • almost new
Kenmore stack washer/dryer.
$400. obo. Call Chns. 434 5965.
art. 1292.
Velvo 74001 • sedan, white! fully
loaded, new ores. Eiceiient
condition and mileage. $4,900
Call 2982163
1995 LeiUS SC-400
■ ■!„ . ESS
w*n gold trim and all options. 92K
miles, in excellent condition
Comes with a 120K mile o> 1.8
year warranty $19,995 Can Drew.
4339263
Bar* Elaclrlc Curl*
Jachson/Charvei with case.
Appreesed at over $750. must sell.
$500 Call John. 6124525.
Cpaon Stylus 7*0 Printer - 1 1/2
years old Great condition. New
color cartridge included. $50. OBO.
432-3345
NorrJctrack Ski Machine for Sale
Paid 1600; will sell for $175
Call 896-5364 or e-mail.
roda*mma#jmu. edu.
Kodak DC210 Dlcltal Camera'.
Used i software included. 144
high quality pictures capacity. 2X
optical 200 LCD screen. Jose
Acuna. 612-7743
1974 Toyota land Cruiser • red.
soft top *-th reconditioned 6 cyknder
motor. 4i4 p"***' ranis*,
and good condition Can 612-4333

1919 Maida MfV Van - 4WD. V6.
A/C. Daily use for 11 years.
125,000 mainly freeway miles
well mamtamed. nonsmoker. Hate
to sell, but graduating Kelly Blue
Book. $3,800. Sell for $3,300
Call 4353431

SERVICES
SHENANDOAH SHUTTLE
can eel you home (or the holiday*
or anywhere you war* in go'

HP PhotoSmart 12lg Prirrter, Used
■ photo queMy printing capability, a*
included, eitra color cartridge for
(reel Jose Acuna. 612 7743.
acunaiaCynu edu

Airports. twin uaium.
••r Miu'tnmt dt*>r
Van* «cai 7 Kc<«rtc your seal now!

HELP WANTED

Weight
Loss
and
Sports
Performance - the natural way
AdvoCare independent Distributor.
Tammie Terrell 540-943 7558/
5*08360593

Cera Up to $500 Par Weak assembling products at home. No
e»per.ence. info. 1-98364&1700.
Dept. VA-4806
Fraternm**. Sororltlaa. Club*
Student Grawpa • Cam $1,000
$2,000 this semester with the
easy Campus'unor* ser.com 3 hour
fund rarsaig event Does not involve
crecH card apptcations. fund iarsng
dates are ratrng qucHy. so cat today*
Contact Campus fundraiser com
at 8889233238. or visit
www campusfundraisef.com
M Oat PaW far Tw Or/Men $$ Earn $15 $125 and more per
surveyf wvAv.money^opwirons.com
Need Extra Cash? Part-time
evening positions available. Pay is
hourly plus commission. II you
have a positive attitude and enjoy
working with others, then what are
you waiting for' Stop by and fll out
an application for the Special
Promotions Department at Century
21 TRI-Timesnares. 745 E. Market
Street. Harrisonburg. Or tend
resume to specialpromotionse>tntimeshare.com.
Make $3,000. fey Chrt.tW76
fun sales positions open at valley
Mall. Avg $6 $22/hr. 43*9934
Waitresses and Cooks Needed
Apply at Jess Lunch. Must be
available to work lunches.
Sophomores and Aincrs prefer red
Delivery Person - for local
furniture Onm P*Mlim*> r fulltime. 4330909

1-540-SSS-SS7*

0altar Lessons for Beginners/
intarrmflMssta . i nave a BA in music
and im well-versed in many styles
Learn theory, too. 2469544.
Academic
Analyst
free
consultation. Get your perfect
course schedule. Save time.
money Graduate early, eitre
degrees. See Breeze Business
Directory. 540-430-3697.
Computer Repair - Free home
visits. Free diagnosis and
nstruction 430-3269
NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
twines* opportunities, contact the
Bciler Bwintll BBTBSSV. Inc
I K00 $13 "HI

SPRING BREAK
Wanted! Spring Breaker*! Sun
Coast vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas, Jamaica, or
Maiatian for (reel To find out
how. call 18887774642 or rxnaM
sate as* aunt oast vac at ions .com
gpemg Break Party CrelaeH Avoid
flight concerns and sail from
Florida. 5 days *i Bahamas. $279!
includes most meats' Get group ■
go
free'
1800 678 6396
spnngpreaMravef.com

Sprlnr. Break 20021 Prices from
$419. on the beach trom $529
Reliable air to Cancun. Acapulco.
Mazatian. Jamaica, Bahamas, and
South Padre Me>*o Special free
meats and free parlies! Book by
Nov. 15th and save bajj Organize a
group and Havel fiee. Break with
the best, wvnv siudenfeipress com
Call for detain and a free brochure.
1800,7873787
AA*A' Spilne, Break Specials'
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air. hotel, free meals. Award
winning company! Group leaders
free! Florida vacations $129"
springDnjawfravel.com
18006786386.
■1 Spring Br«ak Vacation. B« .»
pr<ces guaranteed! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. & Florida! Book
early and recerve free meal plan Now
•wmg campus reps! 1800-23*7007.
www. endWssjummer roura.com
Spring Break - Cancun. Jamaica,
and an Florida destinations. Best
hotels, free parties, lowest prices'
www bteakerstiavet.com
1 800-9856789.
Spring Braak Raps Needed • to
promote campus trips. Earn $.
travel free' No cost we traai you

1800-3671252
www. SDnngbreakoirect com
Act Now! Guarantee (he best
Spring Break prices* South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas.
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
Reps needed, travel free, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*.
8008388203. www.fcisuretcxra.com
tl Spring Braak Operator! Check
our website for the best deals'
wwwvagabondlourscom. Cancun.
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida.
Group organizers earn free tnpa and
cash. Call today' 1866BREAKO0

SPRING BREAK 2iH)2
(»■«. ItfaalSSi H»»hw*>*. Pertrr.
PekwiMW. Scef>*<h IV-.t. A Msta
Ikii Ml M $fniahaBleggaaill
i»lri.lti>i>r ewjntsl
ttrOUKUem
nweaMHsoreaN i «»
-irsAsoHUMsm-

How much does a Breeze ad cost? Find out at:

www.thebreeze.org/about

*A step above student housing

• 1. Absolute Lowest Spring
Break Price) «2 Repatable
company, award winning customer
ktrvtoal snve/barai •' Fraj fAM
plans! (Earlybnds) »4 Campus
Reps earn $$. travel dee1 Enough
reasons?
1 800 3671252.
wwwsprwigoreakdirect.com
Spring Break !'■■■>
travel food and parties with the
best DJs and op|| brtJti In Cancun.
Bahamas. Gc ss SturaanfCiry com
call 1 800 293 1443 or
sales»studaritcrt| osm

PERSONALS
Is someone ytm care
abtiul hurling?
Come ti« a support group lor im-n
v.ho have MrjarJl V.IK> BBM been
sMBSl) ,I«NJUII.',I ('("riiaii IgBBBi
■I ilinu-rcu-.l

navd SBJTJ)
Franci/Swii/rrLmd
May 6 H. 2tH2
I'un. Gnvntj CajMrei Cassaaaa
Prewm. Rharra 2>nVa
U-tn* iHtrrlalm Brrn
CoaSSfl lh MaraillMiiki Mel*
K««l l.M S'-i susft h^nk-iim
LUU M<i1'. IMIKNMII^
rOKSlMMrK 2IMU
KawiMer.iev.ini: JUMI' lluild
>our rrvume F-armm

(' M '■' '" LBS PaUBHn

Appi> oalnasarieyl
---.luilM-ipiiHilrn

ADVERTISE IN THE
BREEZE CLASSIFIED Al>$!
hiM.ru 10 words
Id i lOworda
BtackadsanSI I
\'nt- a. ••■/■t i HI: it..in tmafal
l('leuifwdndvrnni*||m>l> I
H'
..li.«l,»$68-4127
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Brush up your

VOCAL CHORDS and
dust off your

GUITAR!

'1
p

Bring your talent
down to Stone Gate

,1

v

Stone Gate on Nov. 29th
5 - 8 pm

GwsndPnzd:
RCI Vacation with $300 spending money

Bum* Up:
$100 cash

Spots Limited!
Register early at Stone Gate, call 442-4496 for details.
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www lbjlimited.com

Stone Gate
Office Hours
I Mon-Fri 8:3oam-5:30 pm
Sat & Sun 12 pm-4 pm

m

/

«»#'■**-'»

SaraH

01-'02

I nHUi B■ n EG i!

M
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Contents
Men's Basketball
3 Great Expectations
With five returning starters and
added depth in the paint, (he Dukes
look to turn lieads in the CAA.

Women's Basketball

Picks and Predictions

19 Preseason All-C A A teams 12 Believing in magic

10-11 CAA 2001 -*02
Get the lowdown on the new look
oftlie CAA with newcomers
including Hofstra and Delaware.
j

Coach Bud Childers and
company hope to build on their
Cinderella 2000-'01 season.

Take a look around tlie conference at the best players from
Hofstra to UNC-Wilmington.

4 Fanning's Fire

13 Leading by example

Junior guard David Fanning is
fired up for his third campaign
at JMU.

An All-CAA first-team selection
a year ago, junior forward
Nadine Morgan leads the way
for the Dukes again.

New kids on the block

14 The next generation

Freshmen Todd Morel and
Daniel Freemen bring talented
youth to the Convo.

JMU welcomes four young
Dukes to a ball club that is
carrying high expectations.

6 Parting ways ... for now

15 Sparking the offense

JMU's heated rivalry with the
University of Richmond is put
on hold with the Spiders' departure from the CAA.

Junior forward Shanna Price
has a burning fire to win that
sparks the purple and gold.

7 Chairman of the boards

16 European Invasion

UNC-Charlotte transfer Kenny
Whitehead adds a 6-foot-10
mountain to the Dukes' bench.

The women's basketball team
spent last summer touring
through Europe.
FILE PHOTO/Roben Nail

Nov. 20
Nov. 24
Dec. 1
Dec. 5
Dec. 8
Dec. 15
Dec. 19
Dec. 22
Dec. 28
Dec. 29

Men's Schedule
at N.C. State
9 p.m.
Gardner-Webb
7 p.m.

Jan. 3
Jan. 5
Jan. 12
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 23
Jan. 26
Jan. 30

Drexel *
West Virginia
at Liberty
at East Tennessee State
at Perm State
Morgan State
vs Cornell at Richmond
Consolation game
Championship game
at Delaware *
at Virginia Commonwealth
Hofstra *
at Drexel»
at UNC-Wilmington *
at William & Mary *
Towson *
Old Dominion *

7 p.m.
8 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
4 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Feb. 2
Feb. 4
Feb. 6
Feb. 9
Feb. 13
Feb. 16
Feb. 20
Feb. 23
Feb. 25

at George Mason *
William & Mary *
Virginia Commonwealth *
UNC-Wilmington •
at Hofstra •
at Old Dominion *
at Towson *
George Mason *
Delaware *

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

16
18
23
24
29

Women's Schedule

Gardner-Webb
East Tennessee State
vs Illinois at St. Mary's
vs St. Mary's or Stony Brook
Massachusettes

7 p.m.
2 p.m.
5 p.m.
5/7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Dec. 2
Dec. 7
Dec. 16
Dec. 21
Dec. 23

at Vanderbilt
Coastal Carolina
West Virginia
Virginia Tech
at Virginia Commonwealth

4 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.

Jan. 4
Jan. 6
Jan. 10
Jan. 13
Jan. 18
Jan. 20
Jan. 24
Jan. 27

Drexel *
Hofstra *
Towson *
at William & Mary *
UNC Wilmington •
at Delaware *
at George Mason *
Old Dominion *

7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.

Feb. 1
Feb. 3
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
Feb. 14
Feb. 17
Feb. 21
Feb. 24

at Drexel *
at Hofstra •
William & Mary *
at Towson *
George Mason *
at Ola Dominion*
at UNC Wilmington »
Delaware *

7 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.

Mar. 2

Virginia Commonwealth *

7 p.m.

T^^&rx^^^^^^^^^m

Sports editors Travis Clingenpeel and Drew Wilson thank the following people for the
for correcting all the stories and pages; photo editor Jane McHugh for Ihe 3,762 cutouts; art director Meghan Murphy to, the ^^^^^S^.'"Vmint Ga'ewski
editor Kelly Archibald for assigning graphics; Cindy Tinker for the cover and graphics
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Dukes Basketball

JMU looks to lasso CAA dark horse
Dukes tackle tough schedule that opens with ACC foe N.C. State
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

sports editor
With all five starters from a
season ago returning healthy
with added experience and a
new 6-foot-10-inch mountain in
the middle for Colonial Athletic
Association foes to contend with,
JMU's 2001-'02 men of the hardwood hope to ride the dark horse
into the hunt for the conference
title.
Last season's campaign
began with modest hopes that
faltered under the weight of critical injuries to nearly every player the Dukes threw onto the floor.

Walking wounded
In a Jan. 13 match up with conference rival American University,
that JMU won 76-65, the Dukes
had just seven players available.
JMU
fifth-year
coach
Sherman Dillard was unprepared for what befell his
young squad.
"I think we did more with
our conditioning program in
the off season leading into last
year than in any year I've been
here," Dillard said. "We were
feeling really good about our
basketball team."
In an effort to prevent similar
injury woes from afflicting this
season's prospects, Dillard and
his staff have limited the intensity of preseason conditioning.
A similar effort a season ago
might have prevented injuries to
the only two seniors on that
squad, guards Mickey Dennis
('01) and Dwayne Braxton ('01).
While JMU suffered from the
absence of its two veterans, the
vacancies allowed some younger
Dukes to gain valuable experience in those holes.

Taking point
Sophomore guard Chris
Williams was thrust into the
point-guard slot when the JMU
back court suffered the losses of
Dennis and Braxton. Junior
David Fanning had been at the
point but moved to the twoguard position, and Williams, a
freshman at the time, was
thrust into the spotlight in his
rookie campaign.
Playing in 29 games, Williams
averaged 24 minutes per game
and demonstrated to Dillard that
the Dukes had a young guard
who could run the JMU offense.

:-.

- !!!

TRAVIS CLINGENPEELtomor phulugruphei

Senior forward Tim Lyte (#50) ami freshman guard Fenii Akinna^

"He added some savvy to our
team and some heady play,"
Dillard said. "I think that's probably one of the most difficult
transitions you can make from
high school to college, that quarterback role.
"Chris did a really nice job of
handling that role, and I think the
experience he gained will certainly pay dividends for him
down the road."
In just his second year in the
purple and gold, Williams has
plenty of room to grow in the college game. Dillard most importantly would like to see his
young guard assume more of a
demonstrative, take-charge persona on the court.
Williams said, "I'm trying to
work on being a lot more vocal
but it's just my personality to be
a laid-back type of guy ... If that's
what he wants, that's what I'm
willing to do."

D-fan to the d-fence
In the shooting guard role for
the Dukes will be the returning

Uln ■■'■■-

-. . : :

guy out by gambling and the
guy just goes by him," Dillard
said. "He'll try to clean that up."
Williams and Fanning will
be backed up by a number of
experienced guards who will be
counted on to contribute.
Junior Charlie Hatter is a
dangerous 3-point threat at the
two-guard spot and freshmen
Todd Moret and Daniel
Freemen will both see significant minutes.

starter Fanning. Fanning averaged 11 points per game in 25
games a year ago and will be
counted on to light up the
scoreboard this season.
Dillard said that Fanning
needs to continue to be
aggressive while learning to

-4 6

[Chris Williams] added
some savvy to our team
and some heady play.

Power down low
The majority of JMU's experience and depth is found down
low where the Dukes return all
of their low post players from
last season, with six of the seven
being upperclassmen.
Senior forward Tim Lyle was
a first-team All-CAA preseason
selection after a 2000-'01 campaign in which he led the Dukes
in scoring.
Dillard is looking for Lyle to
be a cornerstone of the ball club
in this his final season for JMU.
"Timmy is going to work

Sherman Dillard
men's basketball coach

5?
let the game come to him, to
take over games while not
forcing the issue.
"He could be good defensively, but he'll bail an offensive
I

as hard as anybody out
there," Dillard said. "He has
grown into a much smarter
basketball player."
Joining Lyle at forward will
be senior Ron Anderson.
Anderson transferred from
North Carolina State last season
and came into the year with
high expectations. Due to a
slew of injury-related setbacks,
things did not turn out as well
as the JMU faithful had hoped.
Dillard admitted that
Anderson's debut season did
not live up to expectations, but
that he does expect the 6-foot-6inch forward to turn some
heads in his second opportunity when at times he will be a
focal point of opposing teams.
"I'm excited about Ron this
season," Dillard said. "He's
shown that he has a hungriness
that has to be there in order to
excel."
In the Dukes' foreign tour
this summer, Anderson was
see WOLFPACK, page 8
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Fanning's
fire fuels
Dukes
BY AARON GRAY

staff writer
Competition burns inside
all of us. David Fanning, however is competitive in everything he attempts. Basketball
is just the outlet.
He feels basketball is convenient for him because that's
what he excels in. Stepping on
the court has always been his
goal in life.
After two years of waiting
and watching, it's his turn to
rise. This 6-foot guard from
Chesapeake just could be the
Dukes' go-to guy this year.
Now it is only a matter of time
before coach Sherman Dillard
unleashes that competitive fire
on the rest of the helpless teams
in the CAA.

gridiron a try when he played
two years of football in high
school, but baseball was the
other big sport in his life.
"I still have more baseball trophies at home than I do basketball," Fanning said. In the ninth
grade Fanning had to choose
between the two sports.

-6 6/ still have more
baseball trophies at
home than I do
basketball.
— David Fanning
sophomore guara

55

The early years
It was at the age of 5 when
Fanning said he first picked up
a basketball. His parents
always supported him when it
came to sports, especially basketball. Besides the roundball,
Fanning said he took on recreational sports such as bowling
and ping-pong. He gave the

He said the biggest influence
for him growing up was his older
brother Greg. Greg, who is about
eight years older than Fanning
wasn't the typical "pick on the
smaller guy" brother. Greg didn't
play as much basketball as
Fanning would have liked, but

#12

David Fanning

Guard
Last season...
After the Feb. 5 East Carolina
University and Feb. 10 University
of Richmond games, was named
CAA Player of the Week.
Shot 75 percent from the foul line
and led the team with 39 3-pointers.
Scored in double digits 16 times and
led the team in scoring seven times.

CINDY T\NKERJsenior artist

Junior guard David Fanning will be relied upon as a go-to guy

gave as much rime to his younger
brother as he could. Fanning said
he has always considered him a
mentor and has commended his
brother for always backing him
up.
There were always people
Fanning looked up to as he progressed in the game of basketball. His biggest was Michael
Jordan. But what Fanning
knew about his future was one
thing — that he didn't want to

be Jordan, he wanted to be
David Fanning.
In the eighth grade Fanning
encountered his would-be high
school coach. In the middle
school championship game,
Fanning drove the ball down
the court with time ticking
away in front of a packed
house. He missed a lay-up and
tasted the bitterness of defeat
for the first time.
Instead of punting the basket-

SARA HERZJstqffphotographer

this season for the Dukes.

ball in anger and running off the
court with that burning competitive edge, he was approached by
Western Branch high school
coach Mike Donovan in the locker room. He was the first person
to tell Fanning not to worry, that
there would be plenty more
opportunities. Donovan pledged
to Fanning that there was a lot
see FANNING, page 9
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Young guns join Dillard's arsenal
Todd Moret and Daniel Freeman add youthful talent to experienced ball club
BY JEFF COLSH

contributing writer
Orientation is over.
The men's basketball team
welcomes two new faces this year
to the Convocation Center, freshmen Todd Moret and Daniel
Freeman.
Moret comes from Peachtree
City, Georgia, a town 30 minutes
south of Atlanta and roughly the
size of Harrisonburg. Closer to
home, Freeman hails less than an
hour drive away from nearby
Waynesboro.
They've met up at JMU and
already their promising play in
preseason practices is earning
them respect from teammates
and coaches.
"They brought a scrappiness
and toughness to practice.
Typically, you're not saying that
about freshmen. There's no doubt
we are very happy to have both of
these guys," coach Sherman
Dillard said.

5 T o d d

From different paths, the
newcomers converge with a common goal: leading the Dukes to
the NCAA tournament.
Moret is a 6-foot-5-inch, 200pound small forward. Though he
played his high school ball at
Landmark Christian High School,
he will always remember winning
the
U-17
AAU
Championships in Las Vegas. His
team had to win 13 straight
games to take the title.
Dillard said another upside
to Moret's game is that "defensively he is extremely aggressive. I see him being a very
good player for us."
Moret's attributes will help
him make the transition to the
tougher college level of play and
compete for his share of minutes
at small forward.
"[College] is lot more disciplined, you have more responsibilities. It's a lot harder because
you're going up against guys

older than you, and you're used
to being better than everybody,"
Moret said.
His future goals include individual accolades like being an allconference player, but more than
anything Moret said he hopes his
four years are an integral part of
the Dukes' success.
"My dream is to make it to the
NCAA tournament," he said.
Moret said he made the decision to attend JMU because he
"felt comfortable with the coaches and the team atmosphere."
Moret credits his father for
being his biggest influence in his
basketball life and thanks God
for motivation and Dillard for
the opportunity to play. He is a
business management/finance
major
and
likes
the
Harrisonburg area because "it's
not really in the city."
Freeman, a 6-foot, 195pound point guard and two
guard, comes from Fork Union

22D a

Moret

Height

Guard

Military Academy.
His favorite player being
Michael Jordan, Freeman will
never forget a favorable comparison to his idol that happened his
junior of high school.
"I hit a reverse lay-up to beat
the No. 2-ranked team in the
state, and the reporters commented on the [televsion] that 1
looked like 'Daniel Jordan,'"
Freeman said.
Freeman has set high goals for
his team's success. He thinks this
year's squad can make it to the
NCAA tournament, and during
his career he hopes to be dancing
in March every year.
With the rest of the team
working hard, Freeman will add
toughness and leadership to help
the team win.
Dillard expects the intensity
Freeman brings to practice to
carry over into the minutes he
sees at either point or off guard.
"He's a strong player, like a

65"

n

i

Guard

e

I

F

running back. He's a good shooter and handles the ball very
well," Dillard said.
Freeman thanks God for all
he's been given and credits John
Spears for being a huge influence
in his life.
"(John has) been there through
the thick and thin helping me
develop my basketball skills,"
Freeman said.
Family and education kept
Freeman, nicknamed 'Dan the
Man,' from wandering too far
from his hometown.
"My mother wanted me to
stay close to home and its
[JMU'S] very prestigious business program played in as
well," said Freeman, who is a
business major.
Both Freeman and Moret
will make their JMU regular
season debut against Atlantic
Coast
Conference
North
Carolina State University in
Raleigh Nov. 20.

r

Height:

e

e
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Waynesboro, Va.
Waynesboro High School, fork Union Military Academy

Peachtree Citv.Ga.
Landmark Christian High School
•Four-year player and starter at Landmark
Christian High School
•Earned all-region and second-team allstate honors as a senior
•Averaged 18 points and 10 rebounds per
game during his senior year

Be all that you can be.

•Played during the 2000-2001 season at Fork
Union Military Academy
•Averaged 22 points as a senior at
Waynesboro H.S.
•First-team all-district, all-region and Group
AA all-state

Write for Sports.

Call your local Sports editor today.
x86709

a

n
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Spiders move out, Dukes move on
With Richmond's move to Atlantic-10, JMU reminisces about the rivalry now gone
BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer
If you ask Sherman Dillard
and the rest of the Dukes basketball team how it feels about losing
a long-standing rivalry with the
departed
University
of
Richmond, the answer may be a
bit surprising.
"I think I speak for everyone
in the league when I say that
we're not going to dwell on the
fact that Richmond has moved
on," Dillard said. "With the
addition of the other four teams
we have not lost our luster. We
are still a formidable league
and we'll get the respect that
we're due."
Richmond, along with two
other teams — East Carolina
University
and
American
University — departed the

Colonial Athletic Association
toward the end of last season to
play in other conferences.
Richmond is now a member of the
Atlantic-10 Conference, with ECU
moving into Conference USA and
American switching to the Patriot
League. Moving into the CAA are
Drexel
University,
Hofstra
University, the University of
Delaware and Towson University.
Despite some of the close battles JMU and Richmond competed in over the last few years, the
current players agreed with
Dillard and said they feel they
should concentrate on the challenges ahead of them rather than
thinking about the past.
"It doesn't really make that
much of a difference to me, but I
think it's good that they're moving on and that they get to play

against different competition,"
junior guard David Fanning said.
"Besides, we still have a chance to
maybe play them in their tournament down in Richmond in
December, so who knows."
Junior center Ian Caskill
added, "It wasn't too big of a deal.
Now we have to focus on playing
the four new teams coming in."
Although the current focus is
on Drexel, Hofstra, Delaware
and Towson and the upcoming
season, one can't help but to
reminisce about the lost rivalry
with Richmond. The Spiders
have the edge in wins all-time
versus the Dukes with a series
record of 20-30. However, JMU
has its fair share of memories in
the series.
The one that seems to be the
most easily remembered is the

last second shot by guard Mickey Dillard said. "The emotions were
Dennis ('01) to propel the Dukes so high, there was something
over the Spiders on Jan. 29, 2000, magical about that particular
sending the Convocation Center evening. I would have to rank
crowd into a frenzy.
that as one of the special
"With Mickey Dennis hitting moments in my career here as the
that last second shot in the corner, JMU head basketball coach."
what made that game so memoDillard also recalls last searable is the fact that Lou son's nip-and-tuck battle against
Campanelli, my mentor and for- Richmond, this time on the
mer coach, was in attendance," Spiders' home floor. Senior forDillard said. "He had been ward Tim Lyle played the roll of
around that week at practice and hero in that game.
offered advice on some things.
"We followed that up with an
Some guys who had played with impressive win last year in simime during my playing days at lar fashion," Dillard said. "Timmy
JMU were all in attendance. We Lyle hit a three-point shot at the
had a decent crowd.
end there to secure the win there
"The way we won, having for us. We've had some battles."
been down and coming back,
The Dukes could have another
then Mickey Dennis hits that shot against Richmond in a tourincredible shot in the comer, there nament hosted by the Spiders on
was some magic in the air," Dec. 28-29.

JMUfs biggest rival leaves the conference

VS.

Recent Contests...
January 11th, 1999
Richmond 76

-

SCfeRb

JMU 69 (OT)# Richmond rallies in the second half to send it
to overtime and earn the win.

January 29th, 2000

JMU 65 - Richmond 64

Mickey Dennis hits a last second 3-pointer in
the corner to stun the Spiders.

February 10th, 2001

JMU 66 - Richmond 63

Tim Lyle hits a late 3-pointer that ices an
upset of the Spiders at the Convo.
NATETHARP/siaff artist
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Chairman #f the boards
UNC-Charlotte transfer | moves into the Convo paint
BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer

If
rebounding
and
defense
wins
championships, then senior center
Kenny Whitehead couldn't
hurt the Dukes' chances in
the 2001-'02 season.
Whitehead, a transfer
from the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte, not only
possesses all of those qualities, but with a six-foot-10-

inch, 240 pound frame, coach
Sherman Dillard said he
believes that Whitehead can
be a big force for JMU this
season.

Cleaning the glass
"We really like what we
see in Kenny right now,"
Dillard said. "When we
recruited him I had a chance
to watch him play in his
sophomore year at Charlotte,

and I was immed i a t e 1 y
impressed with
his ability to
rebound the
basketball.
He
has
demonstrated
the ability
so far to
rebound
really well.
He works
extremely
hard at getting into position defensively, to affect some shots ...
I think that will help our
overall team defense."
Whitehead says he feels
his experience at UNCCharlotte will help him on the
court for the Dukes.
"Playing at Charlotte, we
played some of the top teams
in the nation," Whitehead
said. "In my freshman year
we played in the NCAA tournament, and in the NIT
(National
Invitational
Tournament) my sophomore
year. I was able to play
against players who are now
in the NBA, and I think that
will help me in the long run."

Rising above the crowd
Growing up, Whitehead's
love for basketball wasn't
always so prevalent. He credits those people around him
in his high school years at St.
Vincent Pallotti in Laurel,
Md. for helping him to
decide on his basketball path.
"Actually, in high school I
played a variety of sports,"
Whitehead said. "I played
soccer and stuff, but I concentrated more on basketball
when I started to get taller
and grew over all the other
kids. My dad really pushed
me then to play basketball,
and so I started focusing
solely on that. I would say
that my dad is my biggest
influence. He has really motivated me to play hard and
not halfheartedly"'
SARA WRTJstuff photographer

Senior Kenny Whitehead is the new mountain in the middle for JMU.

Posting up
Now in his first season of

#35

Kenny Whitehead

Center

University of North
Carolina-Charlotte Transfer
In the Conference U.S.A. program,
as a freshman, he played 27
games in the 1998-"99 season.
As a sophomore, he played 28
games in the 1999-'00 season.
n the second round of the NCAA
tournament against Oklahoma,
he started as a freshman.

Shot 45.2 percent from the field and
had 12 assists and five blocked shots.
CINDY HNKER/MNfer artist

that I've been on. Everyone
likes each other a lot, and
we're all here together as a
group. We all work hard and
push each other, and when
times are tough everyone
helps to bring each other up. I
think that is important."
Junior center Ian Caskill
says he thinks that Whitehead
is a good person to be around
off the court as well.
"We all get along with
Kenny," Caskill said. "He's a
great guy, and all of us are
able to just sort of hang out."
Fanning added "He's a
funny guy. We all have a great
relationship with Kenny."
-U
Of his player-coach relaWe're all like family.
tionship, Whitehead said he
thinks that Dillard is a smart
This is the closest team and
approachable coach.
"I think that (Dillard) is a
I've ever been on.
great coach," Whitehead said.
"He helps me to improve in
areas where I'm lacking, and
— Kenny Whitehead he's easy to talk to off the
senior center
court about anything as
well."
Dillard says he feels that
Whitehead's strong work
ethic should help him in his
games offensively."
JMU career.
Whitehead commented on
"Work ethic is something
the relationships he has with
that he has worked on,"
his teammates, citing that this
Dillard said. "If he continues
is one of the tightest knit
to work the way he has, not
groups he has ever been a part
only is he going to get a lot of
of.
minutes but he's going to be a
"We're all like family," he
very valuable player for us."
said. "This is the closest team

eligibility for the Dukes,
Whitehead finally gets a
chance to showcase his skills
in front of the JMU faithful.
Junior guard David Fanning
said he feels that Whitehead
should be able to contribute
to the team's success.
"Whitehead is a big guy,
so he's going to help us a lot
crashing the boards and
defensively," Fanning said.
"He'll be able to get up there
and block some shots too,
which could throw a lot of
other players off of their
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Wolipack await JMU in opener
WOLFPACKJrom page 3
one of the team's most productive players and Dillard hopes
to see him carry that intensity
over to the regular season, especially when the conference
schedule begins against Drexel
University Dec. 1.
JMU can go to their bench at
the forward position and expect
productive minutes from juniors
Pat Mitchell and Jerian Younger.
Younger is a forward who has
the ability to sweep out and hit
some jump shots. Dillard's concern is that the 6-foot-9-inch forward must remain injury-free.
"I like his versatility, he just
lacks some strength," Dillard said.
"That's something that we've
been on him about a little bit."
Dillard said that Younger has
added some bulk in the offseason

but needs to continue to do so.
In the middle the Dukes will
rely on returning center Ian
Caskill, who last season blocked
27 shots.
Over the off season, JMU
added an extra 6-foot-10-inch
mountain in University of North
Carolina-Charlotte transfer junior
Kenny Whitehead. Whitehead
attended JMU last season but was
ineligible to play.
"I was immediately impressed
with his ability to rebound the
basketball," Dillard said. "He
works extremely hard at getting
into position defensively."

The new look CAA
JMU carries their depth and
experience into a revamped CAA
that lost three schools, the
University of Richmond, East
Carolina
University
and

Feml
Dwayne
' Daniel
Akinnagbe
Broyies.,
Freeman
#13
#30
« #22
Guard
Guard/Forward Guan
64

S'H" 4 i? .

' "

3
Guard
6'4"

Tt» Pat'
Mitchell'
#42*
Forward
6'7"

on *n<fer»
rWard

American University. The conference
brought
in
Hofstra
University, Drexel University, the
University of Delaware and
Towson University.
Dillard said that the hope is
that bringing in schools with the
history of success that Hofstra
and Delaware has had will earn
the CAA more quality wins and,
down the road, extra spots in the
NCAA and NIT tournaments.
As for this season the Dukes
are looking to feed off of last
year's adversity and grow from
the setbacks they faced.
"This will probably be one of
the most challenging seasons
when I look at the improved
schedule," Dillard said. "1 think it
will create a sense of purpose in
this team knowing that they have
to come ready to play against that
level of competition."

jntiv
Whitehead
#35T
Center*
6' 10*-

Jerian
Younger
#4*
* •Forward
. 6'9*

:^3* I m WfiftlllXr Hunt.
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Need Practicum hours?
You could have earned them by working on
this supplement

Sophomore point guard Chris Williams runs through drills in practice last week while fifth-year coach Sherman Dillard looks on.

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

Come down to The Breeze in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger to find out how you can get
(540) 943-6587
started

*H0A

JMU discounts

1 (877) DIVE SKY
348-3759

complete information is on www.skydiveorange.coiTi
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Fanning fired up for clutch moments
JMU ys junior guard wants the ball when the game is on the line
FANNING, from page 4
more to learn about this game
and he looked forward to
Fanning's future on the high
school level.
"I knew he was going to be
around a while," Donovan said.
"In high school, he was the leader
of the team, everyone looked up
to him. Over the four years I
coached him, his elevation and
leadership grew dramatically."
Fanning said he knew he
wanted to attend JMU after his
first visit. Donovan helped
Fanning find the right school for
him academically and physically.
Dillard made him feel welcome
from the beginning and Fanning
said enjoyed the atmosphere.
"Once I came on my visit and
met all the people here, I was interested. When I found out it was a
good academic school, I knew it
was the place I wanted to be," said
Fanning, a sociology major.
Fanning has always made
sure to balance activities and
interests beyond the court. At
JMU, Fanning tries to stay
diverse with courses like music.
"I have a lot of praise for
him," JMU music professor
Anthony DelDonna said. "He is
confidant, serious and very
focused on the tasks at hand.
David is a great example of what
a student-athlete should be. He's
very mature when it comes to
balancing situations."
Fanning's game has evolved
since entering college and the
Division 1 level. He said he could
get by in high school on pure talent. Everything came to him so
fast, he absorbed what he could
and took it to the hole.

Reflecting on his career so far,
Fanning said, "I've gotten
stronger physically since high
school. As you get older and play
a lot more games, it becomes a
thinking game. We're at the level
now where we take what we
know and just go out there and
play. I feel that I've gotten a lot
smarter in recognizing certain situations as well."

The 2001-'02 campaign
One aspect of Fanning's game
that he and Dillard want to attack
this season is being aggressive on
offense. With the graduation of
guards Mickey Dennis and
Dwanye Braxton, the backcourt
looks stable with Fanning and
sophomore Chris Williams leading
the pack. Fanning was a primary
ball-handler in high school. This
year, the Dukes will feature him in
the shooting guard position, which
means he'll have to give up some
of those responsibilities to
Williams, according to Dillard.
Dillard said that he is going to
look to Fanning to contribute in
other aspects of the offense. Last
season, Fanning led the team in
3-point field goals made (1.6 per
game), free throw percentage
(.750) and assists (3.2 per game).
Now that other opponents are
aware of this, he will be the focal
point of most defenses.
"I'm
looking on him to
improve without the basketball,"
Dillard said. "He's going to have to
work exceptionally hard to get
open. We need him to score but we
also need him to do other things."
He averaged 11 points per contest last season and stacked up
29.6 minutes a game. The speed
and quickness he possesses is rare

Carousel
► Stained
Glass
& Gifts
Register for Saturday
make it-take it classes
or beginner classes.
DAYS AND EVENINGS.

434-3433
785 E. Market St. Harrisonburg
Tues-Sat 10-5 or by appointment

in Such a durable athlete. Dillard
will look to him down the stretch
as the go-to guy.
"I've always been up for the
challenge. If it all goes down, I
want it to be on me. If it's going
to be in my hands, I'm confident
in my game and what I'm capable of," Fanning said of the clutch
moments ahead this season.
On the defensive side,
Fanning has been considered
one of the best on-the-ball
defenders on the team. He was
second on the team last year
with 1.2 steals a game, and if he
can be a little more aggressive
and at the same time not gamble as much, he will shape up
to be the top defensive performer this season.
On the top of Fanning's to
do list is simply to win. He said
he thinks that this program is
capable of so much more. He
said he wants to lead this
year's team to a CAA crown
and an appearance in the
NCAA Tournament.
Fanning said, "We have five
returning players this year, most
of them are people I came here
with. We've gone though a lot of
ups and downs, from winning
our first year to doing not as well
as we wanted last year. They
called us a young team last year,
but I don't believe that's the case
this season. I feel real good about
this year; we will step it up.
Dillard said, "Even the great
players understand that balance
of not pressing, not forcing
things yet still being able take
over games. With David, we
hope he can reach that balance
and understanding in his role on
this basketball team."

PHOTO COURTESY OF JMU PHOTOGRAPHY
Junior David Fanning in his two seasons at JMU has 20 career
double-figure scoring efforts, with single-game career highs of
20 points, 10 assists, seven rebounds and six steals.
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UNC-WLMNGTQN
2000-01 RECORD: IM
TIED-SBDOND IN CONFERENCE D-5

The Seahawks look like the team to beat in 2001-'02. UNC-W
was one win away from reaching the NCAAs last March, and
they return the bulk of the team. Sharpshooting junior Brett Blizzard, the preseason CAA Player of the Year, can score at will. Senior Ed Williams provides athletic
ability on the wing to give UNC-W a potent offense. The one question for this
team is the point guard. Junior college transfer Lou Chapman must step up with
the loss of veteran floor leader Barron Thelmon. If he can, watch out for UNC-W.

3

VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH
2000-01 RECORD: frH
FOURTH IN COMMENCE

W

5

8 MARY

2000-01 RECORD H7
TllD-FlFTH IN CONFERENCE 7-9

Like JMU, the Tribe could also be a conference surprise. W&M will need better
production from junior point guard Sherman Rivers, along with seniors Mike
Johnson and Tom Strohbehn. Those three will need to make up for graduated
swingman Jim Moran. Johnson is one of those players who is waiting to break out,
and this year could be it. The Tribe could also use help from junior big man Adam
Duggins, who was slowed last season with injuries. If W&M can develop a post
game and rely less on the perimeter game, the Tribe could shock CAA opponents.

7

2000-01

RECORD B-D2

TII:I>SI:COND IN CONEERENO-;

2000-01 RECORD: 12-17
Tll-1>SEVEN'IH IN CONFERENCE: (r®

Knock on wood. The Dukes are healthy, at the moment. After
suffering through the injury plague for most of last season, JMU
showed signs of stability going into the 2001 CAA Tournament once everyone
was healthy. If the Dukes can remain uninjured, they could make some noise.
They return the same starting five from the end of last season. Senior Tun Lyle
does it all, and the backcourt duo of junior David Fanning and sophomore Chris
Williams can put up numbers as well. In a young CAA, JMU could be a sleeper.

HOPSTRA
2000-01 RECORD: 26-5
FIRST YEAR IN CAA
Hofstra enters into the CAA as the reigning champion of the
America East Conference. However, the Pride lost seven seniors, including four
starters. Despite the hefty losses, Hofstra could be an explosive young bunch. Lone
returning starter, junior Rick Apodaca is the team's leading scorer, averaging 12.1
points per game last season. Add highly touted recruit Chris McRae, and this team
might surprise some people. The Pride also get post player Osei Millar, a transfer
from Boston College. Hofstra has some growing to do, but it is on the right path.

OLD DOMINION

2000-01 RECORD: 2(H0
FIRST YEAR IN CAA

2000-01 RECORD: BH8
T-Frn i IN CONEERIMT: 7-9

DREXEL
2000-01 RECORD: 15-12
FIRST YEAR IN CAA
Former UMass coach James "Bruiser" Hint takes over
for the Dragons. However, he isn't coming into a quality
team as he did at UMass. Drexel loses four starters, including three-time AllAmerica East forward Mike Kouser. Gone is 77 percent of the offense and 60 percent of its rebounding. Junior guard Ashley Howard is the team's lone returning
starter. Junior center Robert Battle is the main man inside for the depleted Dragons. With few scoring threats, it may be a long season for the rebuilding Dragons.

#«
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JAMES MADISON

DELAWARE

The youthful Blue Hens have their work cut out for them after
losing 28.9 points per game with the departure of Ajmal Basit and Billy Wells.
With no seniors on the roster, Delaware will look to juniors Austen Rowland,
Maurice Sessoms and spark plug Ryan Iverson on offensesThe Hens nab a nice
recruit in junior Vohn Hunter, who played in junior college last season. The addition of freshman Mike Slattery should help Rowland in the back court. If Delware
can replace its lost offense, the Hens could finish in the top half of the CAA.

IB

Finally, Grandpa is gone. Three-time CAA player of the year George Evans
graduated, along with guards Erick Herring and Tremaine Price. Juniors Jon Larranaga and Jesse Young return and provide post players, but nothing compared
to Evans' presence. With the inside game gone, the Patriots will depend on their
perimeter for scoring. GMU will look to two junior college transfers, Steve Bonner and Darren Tarver, for help. While this year's team isn't the same team that
almost upset Maryland in the NCAAs, GMU should still be at the top of the CAA.

4
'W

VCU is athletic and powerful, but has struggled with defense
and can't seem to win on the road. If the Rams can overcome those factors, they
could do some damage. Returning is the rapidly improving senior center L.F. Likcholitov. While he hasn't put up big numbers offensively, he could break out this
season. VCU also will need good numbers from junior swingman Willie Taylor.
Junior Emanuel Mathis, a Florida State transfer, will be asked to replace departed
LaMar Taylor at the point. If things fall into place, VCU has a chance in the CAA.

WILLIAM

2

GEORGE MASON

HI*

The Monarchs lose Andre McCullum and Clifton Jones but return three
decent starters. The leader is senior floor general Pierre Greene, who
averaged 11.7 points per game last season. The frontcourt is anchored by junior
forwards Rasheed Wright and Ricardo Marsh, giving ODU both inside and outside game. This versatility should pose problems for some. Sophomore guard
Troy Nance will offer help by continuing his success from his freshman campaign.
However, ODU will need to improve its rebounding to win games.

10

TOWSON
2000-01 RECORD: XM1
FIRST YEAR IN CAA

Towson returns three starters, but that far from makes them a
top team in the conference. The Tigers lost U00-point scorer
Brian Barber to graduation, which leaves a void in their offense. Senior forward
Kerry Augustus will be asked to fill Barber's shoes. Towson will also need quality play from senior small forward Sam Sutton, who is a scorer. Junior Brian
Allen and sophomore Tamir Goodman will likely share time at the point. The
Tigers have thier work cut out for them if they expect to survive in the CAA.

>ociation Basketball Preview

1

OUDEXDMINION

VlfoP

200O-0I RlCORD: 2r-9
FIRST IN CONFERENCE; M

Despite having their 113-game CAA winning streak halted by JMU,
the Monarchs went on to win another conference title. This season
should be quite the same, as ODU returns its entire squad from a year ago —
along with two-time CAA Player of the Year senior Lucienne Berthieu, who
missed all of last season with a torn ACL. Berthieu, along with 2001 CAA Player
of the Year senior Hamchetou Miaga. Add a surrounding cast of solid players,
and it is no surprise that this ODU team is so dominant over fellow CAA teams.

3

DELAWARE
2000-01 RB00RB 266
FIRST YliAR IN CAA

Delaware is coming off an America East Conference Championship
and a NCAA Tournament berth entering this season. However, they are minus two
1,000-point scorers in Danielle Leyfert and all-time Delaware scorer Cindy Johnson.
The Blue Hens do return senior three-year starter Megan Dellegrotti at the point
Delaware also welcomes back its frontcourt duo in senior Christina Rible and junior Christine Cole. Rible averaged 12.5 points per game and was ranked 13th in
Division I with her 10.5 boards per game. It's safe to say this team is strong.

5

Predictions by Drew Wilson, assistant sports editor

JAMES MADISON
2000-01 RECORD 2H)
SECOND IN OONFERENCE \M

JMU's remarkable season that ended last year in the YVN1T
semifinals surprised a lot of people, except for themselves. The
Dukes only lost Stacy Todd to graduation, but Todd's void will be felt. However,
JMU is still dominant. A solid backcourt of junior Jess Cichowicz and 3-point
threat Allyson Keener, along with senior center Hollee Franklin's defensive presence inside and junior All-CAA pick Nadine Morgan's scoring make this a dangerous team. JMU is one of the few who can contend with CAA powerhouse ODU.

4

GEORGE MA90N
2000-01

RECORD

2J-9

THIRD IN CONIERENCE:

1-5

8

WILLIAM

2000-01 RECORD: &B

2000-01 RECORD: KH9
SEVENTH IN CONFERENCE 5-1

SIXTH IN CONI-ERENQ;

6-JO

The Tribe return all five starters, which alone makes them very
dangerous. Gritty floor general junior Jen Sobota returns after finishing second in
CAA scoring at 14.3 points per game. Senior forward Quintina Walker anchors the
front court after averaging 7.7 rebounds per game, second in the CAA. Add 2000'01 All-CAA Rookie Team member sophomore guard Omit Shwartz and sophomore long-range threat Kelly Ercole. This was a solid team last season. Add another year of experience, and it seems W&M might be the sleeper this season.

HOFSTRA

2000-01 RECORD: M)
FIRST YEAR IN CAA

2000-01 RECORD: 8-19
FIRST YEAR IN CAA

UNC-WKMNGTON
2000-01 RECORD: 9-19
NINTH IN CONEERENCE;

H>

The Seahawks return four starters along with 87.2 percent of their UNC:W
offense and 885 percent of their rebounding. Junior center Shame- ^^^^^^
ka Montgomery was the team's leading scorer and rebounder a season ago, averaging 10.5 points and 7 boards per game. Throw in 2000-'01 All-CAA Rookie forward Tracy Morgan, who scored 10.1 points per game, and this team has an offensive double threat. UNC-W should avoid another last place finish in the conference, but the Seahawks will still be in the bottom half of the CAA.

;/

MARY

DREXEL

The Dragons are coming off their first winning season in
10 years and return 93 percent of their offense this season.
The fast-paced Drexel offense is led by senior forward Michelle Maslowski, who
was the America East Conference Player of the Year last season. She averaged
21.6 points per game, along with 9.7 boards per game. The backcourt is led by
junior Steph Frysinger, who played 40-plus minutes in 16 games. Add Candace
Wilkins' defensive presence, and Drexel should have another winning season.

#4

With seniors Jen Surlas and Tish Wescott gone, the Patriots have a lot to make
up for. CAA Rookie of the Year sophomore guard Jen Derevjanik is the leading
returning scorer at 9.9 points per game. Also returning is fellow sophomore guard
Vemessa Neamo, who averaged 8.7 points per game and led Mason with a teamhigh 19 blocks in 2000-'01. The Patriots will also look for production from juniors
Shelbylynn McBride and Khalilah Smith. Mason gave JMU lots of trouble last
season, but the Patriots will need to step up to enjoy similar success this year.

VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH

The Rams lost two starters to graduation in guard Liz Remus
and forward Tawanda Washington. Despite those departures, VCU should be
fine. The Rams return 2001-'02 preseason All-CAA pick and senior star guard
Rochelle Lucketi Luckett led the conference in scoring, averaging 14.8 points per
game. VCU also can look to junior forward Kristine Austgulen, who finished
fourth in CAA scoring with 14.1 points per game. Senior center Becky Pelletier
will chip in as well. VCU looks good on paper but must prove it on the court.

7
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The Pride return four starters from last year's squad but need to
improve drastically in order to keep up with the rest of the pack. The Pride's
strength is at the guard position where junior Jen Brickley averaged 18.6 points
per game. Her counterpart, junior Lauren Hall-Gregory, started all 27 games last
season for the Pride. Down low, Hofstra will look to senior Kimberly Coke, who
averaged 14.7 and 7 boards per game. The Pride will need more production from
Hall-Gregory and help from its talented recruiting class to compete in the CAA.

10

TOWSON
20CO-0I RECORD: 3-25
FIRST YEAR IN CAA

If any team is looking for a new start, it's Towson. After a dismal
season, a new conference and a new coach ensure a new beginning, but it might
lead to the same results. The Tigers do return 11 players though, including three
starters. Junior Mia Chapman will lead the backcourt after scoring 10.6 points per
game last season. Senior Faith Jones joins her, and sophomore Jackie Richardson
will lead the frontcourt attack with her 6 points and 7.3 boards per game. Towson
has depth but much improvement is needed to stay out of the CAA basement
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Dukes hope for another magical run
Coach Bud Childers and his team hope to build on last season's accomplishments
BY DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor
Last year at this time, the
women's basketball team was in a
state of uncertainty. Senior point
guard Mandy White was no
longer available after suffering a
career-ending injury. A back
injury to junior guard Jody
Williams forced her off the court
as well. Along with several other
injuries, things weren't looking
bright for the young JMU team.
No one could have expected what
followed once the season began.
The Dukes started the season
3-3, which isn't bad considering
two of those losses were against
Virginia Tech and nationally
ranked Vanderbilt University. A
few games later, JMU opened
some eyes after narrowly losing
to conference powerhouse Old
Dominion University in Norfolk.
A little over a month later, the
Dukes did the unthinkable —
ended ODU's 113-game conference winning streak.
From that moment on,
everyone knew those Dukes
were special. JMU finished sec-

ond to the Monarchs in the
CA A in both regular season and
in
the Colonial Athletic
Association
Tournament.
Although
the
NCAA
Tournament berth didn't come
knocking, a berth into the
Women's National Invitation
Tournament did, where the
Dukes made it all the way to the
WNIT semifinals before falling
to eventual champs Ohio State
University.

-66
/ think the best thing we
have going for us is
veteran guards.
— Bud Childers
women's basketball coach

55
A year later, the Dukes find
themselves in a different position. No longer are there any
questions about what this team
can do now that it is a year older

and another year wiser.
"The thing that is significantly different about this year than
last year is that our team is a
year older and was really battletested a lot last year," coach Bud
Childers said. "So we have an
idea of what they are capable of
doing. The other factor that I
think is different this year is that
we don't have some initial
issues to deal with like we did
last year. So from that standpoint, those two factors are in
our favor right now. I think we
have the potential to improve
upon last year's performance."
JMU returns four starters from
a year ago, only losing center
Stacey Todd. However, Todd will
be missed on and off the court.
"I think it will be more of a
loss than we realize," Childers
said. "Stacey was a four-year
starter. She did a lot of things on
the basketball floor that didn't
show up statistically. There is a
whole style of play that Stacy had
that we don't really have in our
program right now and can kind
of do those things."

Back for more

LE PHOTO/Travis Clinxenpeet

Junior point guard Jess Cichowicz averaged 2.1 steals per game
in 2000-01, ranking her sixth in the conference in that category.

Returning to the starting
line up are the four team captains — seniors Hollee
Franklin and Allyson Keener
and juniors Jess Cichowicz and
Nadine Morgan.
"1 think the best thing we have
going for us is veteran guards,"
Childers said. "Any good basketball team that does well in the
postseason is a team that usually
has a very stable backcourt.
Young backcourts usually don't
tend to do well in pressure
games. They have to play well. If
they don't play well, then we
probably won't play well."
Keener and Cichowicz combine to form the veteran backcourt for the Dukes. Keener
averaged 11.4 points per game
last season and was named to
the CAA All-Tournament team.
A sharpshooter from beyond
the arc, Keener set two school
records with 70 3-pointers and
184
3-point
attempts.
Cichowicz, the team's floor
general, averaged 5.7 points
and 5.5 assists per game.
"Her play in the preseason has
been very, very good," Childers
said of Cichowicz. "1 cannot say
enough about her play."

FILE PHOTOIRuben Null

Senior center Hollee Franklin led the conference last season
with 54 blocked shots. The mark also set a new record for JMU.
Morgan and junior Shanna
Price form a potent duo at the forward position. Morgan, a preseason All-CAA pick, averaged 13.1
points and seven rebounds per
game last season. Morgan also
brought home several All-CAA
and all-state honors. Price turned
her game on near the end of the
2000-'01 season. Averaging 12.2
points and 5.1 boards per game,
Price was an All;Tournament
team choice in the WNIT.

In the paint
Franklin, who averaged 6.6
points and 3.8 rebounds per
game, gets the nod at center. Her
defensive presence should cause
problems for opposing teams.
Last season, Franklin set school
records for most blocked shots in

a season and in a career, with 54
and 137, respectively. Franklin
also has the ability to nail a 3pointer. However, Franklin will
need to stay out of foul trouble
with the departure of Todd.
"Hollee blocks shots, so she is
going to pick up some fouls
every once in a while," Childers
said. "One of the things we have
to work with her on and she has
got to be aware of is that she has
to get to the second half without
that second foul. Hopefully she is
going to get a lot of minutes and
learn how to do that."
While those five likely will
make up the starting lineup,
don't be surprised if Childers
mixes things up.
see PICKING, page 18
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Leading by
example
p Nadine Morgan is a success on
and off the basketball courts

DAVE K\MlslaffplwluKraphe,

BY PATRICE SEKO

contributing writer
She shoots.
She scores.
And defends. And passes.
And scores again.
She is , junior forward
Nadine Morgan, and this season, she is more determined
than ever to win.
A few months ago, however,
the future did not look as
promising. Morgan tore her left
meniscus and underwent surgery in August, just three days
before school began. After
I intensive, yet precautionary,
rehabilitation and condition[ ing, the quad-captain has
stepped back onto the court
with not only a strong leg, but
an even stronger will.
"I was anxious to get back,"
I Morgan said. "Once I was able
to get on the floor I was really
discouraged at first because I
wanted to go back to doing the
things I used to do. I knew I
had to be patient, but I wasn't
ready to be patient; I was anxI ious to get in."
This intense love for the
game stems from when she
I started playing basketball in
fourth grade for a recreational
I league. By ninth grade,

FILE PHOT(VRol>ert Null

Morgan was still playing and
had progressed to a more competitive level by joining an
AAU team. Her Georgia Magic
AAU team won the 1997
National Shootout and state
championship. Just two years
later, the team notched another
state victory and advanced to
win the 1999 17-and-under
national championship.

-U
I don't think she ever
sits back and looks at
herself as being a
finished product. She's
not and that's why she'll
continue to get better.
-BudChilders
women's basketball coach

55 —
Not to mention the fact that
during this time, Morgan also
was dominating the courts at
Stone Mountain High School in
Georgia. Morgan was recognized as team MVP and AllCounty in '96, '97, '98 and '99,
was All-State in '98 and '99,
Atlanta Journal-Constitution
winner for best all-around student at Stone Mountain and she
excelled academically to graduate third in her class.
Morgan's high school and
AAU success led to a basketball
scholarship from JMU.
"One of my goals was to get
a
basketball
scholarship.
Fortunately, I was able to
accomplish that, and I'm taking
advantage of that right now,"
Morgan said.

JMU coach Bud Childers
was the one who fulfilled
Morgan's dream.
"We saw some things in her
that maybe other people didn't. 1 had people telling me that
Nadine was just a post player just a 5'10" power forward, but
I saw her differently, and I
think that is one of the reasons
that Nadine came here to play,"
Childers said.
Ever since Morgan was
recruited to play for the Dukes,
she has reclaimed her position
in the spotlight. Her first year
on the -collegiate level, she led
the freshmen with 25 starts and
won JMU's Attitude Award.
As a co-captain last season,
Morgan made the All-CAA
first team, All-State second
team, led the team in scoring
and rebounding and was the
CAA Player of the Week (Jan.
21, Feb. 18). She also set the
school season records for free
throws made (124) and
attempted (188), was the only
player to start every game and
won JMU's Most Valuable
Player and Leadership Award.
Clearly, the team could not
have asked for a better leader.
"Nadine is probably our
strongest leader on the floor,"
senior
forward
Katie
Hardbarger said. "She's out
there working hard all the
time, keeps a cool head and rallies everybody together in
sticky situations."
In just two years of collegiate basketball, Morgan's positive attitude and superior skill
has continued to earn her leadership recognition on and off
the court.
"The awards and accolades are great," said Morgan,
the oldest in a family of six
children. "I appreciate them

and I work for them, but the
thing I want more than anything is for this group of people, my teammates, for all of
us to win a conference championship. I guess I'll never be
satisfied until we get that conference championship."
With two seasons of basketball left to play, Morgan's perseverance and determination may

be exactly what the team needs
to reach that level. After all,
Morgan is not one to give up on
her goals.
"I don't think she ever sits
back and looks at herself as
being a finished product. She's
not and that's why she'll continue to get better," Childers
said. "But, how much better
she gets — who knows?"

#10
Nadine Morgan
5'10" Junior Forward
Stone Mountain, Ga.
2001 Statistics^
AII-£Mlirst tea
instate (VaSip^second team
RichmondJimek-Dispatch
(l-State Honorable mention
CA^AII-TournamentTeam
flayer of the Wee1rf4/24& 2/18)
^Seattle^Times Classic
AlHoumament Team
lU's MostValuable Player
and Leadership Award
2000^01 averaged 13.1 points per
igame&7.0>ebounds
3er game

Career Hitti of 22 points vs/St
Francis Un <ersity (Pa.) (1,1/28/01>
INDY TINKER/ie/uoj
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The next
generation
BY REN£E KART

contributing writer
Thoughts of dribbling, passing, shooting and winning are
constantly running through the
minds of the four freshman JMU
women's basketball players.
Ann Ching, Lynn Liburd,
Krystal Brooks and Martina
Williams have come from across
the continent country to join the
up-and-coming JMU basketball
program.
Ann Ching originally hails
from Don Mills, Ontario where
she went to Senator O'Connor
College for high school. She also
gained experience playing for the
Southern Ontario club team and
the Toronto All Star team. Her
real playing days, however,
began with her family.
"I have four brothers, and
when they were taking care of me
they would always go to the basketball court," Ching said.
"Eventually I started playing and
I picked the game up easily."
Ching was named Most
Valuable Player in high school,
and women's basketball coach
Bud Childers agrees that title
suits her well.
"Ann Ching was recommended to my assistant, by an AAU
coach in Toronto," Childers said.
"We felt like we had to bring in
another point guard to leam off of
junior Jess Cichowicz and take
over when Jess leaves."
Ching will likely miss the first
few games of the season after suffering a stress fracture in her leg.
She suffered the injury near the
end of October.
Lynn Liburd originally hails
from the Virgin Islands. She
attended Icamma Eduora Kean
High School.
"I played for the junior and
senior national team in the Virgin
Islands," Liburd said. "When I
played for the junior team I was
named MVP; it was awesome."
JMU offered an opportunity to
play for a Division I school as
well as the academic and athletic
qualities that she looked for in a
college according to Liburd.
"I think they all had choices,
but when they came down and
visited the school, got to know
the players and felt comfortable
with the surroundings here, I
think they felt JMU was a good
place to go," Childers said. "Plus
the basketball program here has
taken some very good strides in

the right direction, so I think they
wanted to be a part of that too."
Martina Williams comes from
Bergenfield, N.J. She attended the
Immaculate Heart Academy. She
played for her high school as well
as two AAU teams, the NJ Lady
Monarchs and the Pennsylvania
Rebels.
"When I played for the
Monarchs we were third in the
nation one year and fifth in the
nation another," Williams said.
Williams had many recognitions such as first team all-county,
third team all-state, first team all
suburban and received all-league
recognitions all four years of high
school.
"She is a player that has talent," Childers said of Williams.
"She has a big, strong body and
comes from a good program. Her
biggest challenge, like all freshmen, is making that adjustment
to the pace of the game."
Krystal Brooks comes from
Brownsville, Pa. where she attended Brownsville High School.
Brooks' AAU team, the
Uniontown Hustlers, went to the
Sweet 16 in nationals and to the
Elite 8 in the Va. nationals.
Growing up, Brooks never
thought she would be playing
basketball.
"When we were younger one
of our neighbors had a hoop
where all the kids played,"
Brooks said. "It's funny though
because I would never play back
then. I'd rather play with my
Barbies."
Coming to JMU for for all
freshmen is a tough adjustment,
according to Childers.
"Every day is a whirl-wind for
them," Childers said. "Just being
a student is tough. Now you add
on strength coach, study hall, basketball practice, team meetings
and booster club functions — it's
a tough transition."
While the transition is a big
step, Childers said the veterans
on the team have been helping
the newcomers out.
"I think our team is doing as
good of a job mentoring these
girls and coaching them as the
staff is," Childers said. "I see one
of our veterans grab the freshman
to the side and tell them, 'this is
how we do this, and this is what
you are supposed to be doing on
the this play' That really helps us
get a little further along than we
would otherwise."
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Liburd
Height: 511"

St. Jihn, Virgin Islands
•MVP of Caricom Games as a member of the gold-medal-winning Virgin Islands team (July 2001)
•Virgin Islands national women's basketball team (2000)
•MVP of Sun Stroke Hoop Classic (1999, 2000)
•Ivanna Eudora Kean Team MVP (2000)
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Brownsville, Pa.
'Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and Tribune-Review all section (1998-2001)
'Union Herald Standard Fabulous Five (2000, 2001)
'Union Herald Standard all-county (1998 - 2001)
•Pennsylvania Western All-Stars selection (2001)
•MVP of the Silver Hoops Classic (2000, 2001)
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Ching
Height: 57'

Dan Mills, Ontarie
•Averaged 28.1 points and 6.7 rebounds as a senior at Senator
O'Conner High School
•Scored 50 points in a game as a senior
•Toronto All-Star Team as a junior and senior
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Bergenfield. NJ.
»USA Today top players in New Jersey list (2000, 2001)
•Bergen Record all-state third team (2001)
•Four-time all-league (1998-2001)
•Two-time all-county (2000, 2001)
•Career total of 931 points and 876 rebounds
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Sparking the offense
Shanna Price gives the Dukes a lift on the court
BY DREW WILSON

Mason talking so much trash the
day before the game," Price said.
"I just knew I did not want to lose
that game. When I threw it up, I
knew it was good.
"I had already done something like that in high school, but I
don't think it even compared to
the feeling (of doing it) in college,"
Price said. "Players dream about
doing things like that, and when
you do it, you think 'wow.'"

Price earned a place on the
WNIT All-Tournament team for
her efforts. She averaged 17.3
points and 7.5 rebounds per
game during the tournament.
"It was a good feeling because
I found out only five girls in the
country made the team, and I was
one of them," Price said. "It made
me think 'wow, little Shanna
Price from Danville, Va. is, at that
time, one of the top five women's
basketball players/ and that was
a great feeling."
There was no doubt from
I love being in pressure coaches that Price turned up
her play in the final weeks of
situations where you
the season.
"I think (that in) the last month
have to dig deep inside
of our season last year, Shanna
and overcome adversity. was our best player," coach Bud
Childers said. "Shanna is such an
—Shanna Price explosive player. She's a very
jtmior forward impatient player, too. She wants it
all and she wants it now. That's
59
the way she plays and that's the
way she attacks everything. I saw
In the Women's National some thing late in the year last
Invitation Tournament six days year where she started getting a
later at home against Temple little more patient on the floor and
University, Price nailed the game- things started coming to her
winner with 6.8 seconds to play to instead of her trying to force it all
give JMU a 59-57 win. JMU went the time. When that started hapon to make it all the way to the pening, I saw her playing a lot
WNTT semifinals before falling to more consistently."
Ohio State University.
Price said, "In tournament
play is when you are supposed to
play your best basketball. I think
I had a pretty good sophomore
season, but it was kind of inconsistent. Toward the WNIT run, I
just
wanted to play the best bas5'9" Junior Guard/Forward
ketball I could play."
Price has taken major steps
Danville, Va.
since coming to JMU. She has
grown in all aspects of her game.
WNIT All-Toun
1001)
"I think I've grown a lot, and
CAA Playefof the^eel< 11 I 19 ]
I'm still growing," Price said.
"When I first came in, it was a
CAAAII-Rookie Tfea
big adjustment. I've grown and
dinner of JMiJ^sfest Improved Player■
I've learned to play basketball.
I've got a better understanding
8yM\J's Newcomer of the Year
of the game. I'm still growing
awards (2000)
mentally. Just becoming an
20( -^)1 averaged T2^2_£oints
overall consistent player in
every aspect (is something) that
?r game & 5.1 rebo
I have to work on."
peKgame
Price's teammates agree.
"Shanna is just the true
essence of what our team is
about," senior Katie Hardbager
said. "She hustles, she's talented
and she gives everything she has
C« reer Nigh of
every day. She's really grown.
22 points vs. Virginia\Commonwealth\University (2/4/01)
She's always been a great athlete,
& 2 points at Georgetown University (1^/11/00) [
but now she's a great basketball
player. Coach Childers has really
CINDY TINKER/jmtor artist

assistant sports editor
There are many in life who
buckle under pressure. And
then there are those very few
who thrive in those situations.
Shanna Price is the latter. In fact,
the 5-foot-9-inch junior forward
loves pressure.
"I think my biggest strength
is that I have a lot of heart. I
want to win," Price said. "I'm
so competitive. I love being in
pressure situations where you
have to dig deep inside and
overcome adversity."
Under
pressure,
Price
knocked down three game-winning or game-tying shots in the
final seconds last season. Jan. 28
in Williamsburg, Price's baseline
jumper with 1.1 seconds to go
pushed the Dukes past the
College of William & Mary 68-66
in overtime.
Fast-forward to March 9 in
the semifinals of the Colonial
Athletic Association tournament.
Down 62-59 against George
Mason University, Price ran
down the court and threw up a 3pointer at the buzzer to send the
game into overtime. JMU pulled
the game out 72-68.
"It was the best feeling
because I remember George

#32
Shanna Price

u
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Junior forward Shanna Price was second on the team In scoring
and third on the team in rebounding suring the 2000-'01.

turned her into the player that
other teams fear to guard.
Whoever draws her defensively
has got a hell of a matchup."

-46

Shanna is just the true
essence of what our
team is about. She
hustles, she's talented
and she gives everything she has every day.
— Katie Hardbarger
senior forward

59 —
Senior Allyson Keener said,
"Shanna's an incredible athlete
and an incredible player. She
really did pick up her play last
year. She is probably one of the
most athletic people in the
league, and if she uses her ath-

leticism to her benefit then she
can be an incredible player."
Price's athleticism is a key to
her game. Her ability to get by
other players allows her to score.
Last season, Price averaged 12.2
points per game—second highest
on the team and 10th in the CAA.
"She is a very good scorer,"
Childers said. "That is what she
is. She's not a great shooter, but
she can score. That's the part that
I think has been surprising. She is
such an effective scorer even
though she is not the greatest
pure shooter in the world. But
boy does she have a way of putting the ball in the basket, and that
has been a pleasant surprise."
Price said, "I definitely prefer
a more fast-paced game. I like to
run the fast break and get some
break-away layups."
Price's athleticism was something that got Childers' attention
while she was still in high school.
"We went down to watch her
play and then we went down and
see PRICE, page 17
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European Invasion
Instead of spending their summers
lounging in the sun or waiting tables,
the Lady Dukes took a European 'vacation ' to improve their skills and bond as
a team.

BY JEFF BEYOGHLOW

contributing writer
Summertime sure is great. The
warm weather and lack of school
make it the official season of
lounging and laziness. Even our
hard-working women's basketball team got to take a relaxing
vacation to Europe. Yeah, right.
While you were tanning poolside, the ladies of Madison were
throwing elbows, diving for loose
balls and raining threes on the
best that Europe had to offer.
They crossed trie Atlantic with a
ruthless attitude and wanted to
show France and England just
what American basketball is really all about. Consequently, that is
exactly what happened during
the 10-day exhibition tour.
The invasion of Europe
began Aug. 10, when they left
from
Dulles International
Airport and landed in London.
Not even a debilitating knee
injury suffered by coach Bud
Childers just a few days before
would prevent this once-in-alifetime trip. Crutches and all,
Childers rallied his troops as
they descended upon their first
destination: Nice, in the south of
France. Nice is a quintessential
town on the French Riviera and
embodies that title quite well
with its breathtaking views and
ocean breezes. Due to its close
proximity, the team managed a
day trip to Monaco.
The tour then brought the
ladies to Marseilles, another picturesque maritime city just down
the coast from Nice. There was little time for sightseeing here, as
the Dukes put down their cameras and put their game faces on.
The first game was held

against the local university club
team, and JMU was told to practice with a men's-size basketball,
as that is the size normally used in
games. The different ball was
brought out in practice, and the
ladies believed they had made the
necessary adjustments.
However, before tip-off, the
French team decided to use a
women's ball instead. Having
trouble changing their mechanics once again, the Dukes stumbled and lost their first
European contest by three.
Childers also cited the eight-second backcourt rule and 24-second shot clock as tough rules to
get used to.
Senior center Hollee Franklin
said, "The setting, not the opposing teams, gave us trouble. First,
they use a wider lane and play by
sunlight. It took a little adjusting."
Undaunted, the tour rolled on
up through the French countryside to Lyon, a rich and historical
city between the Seine and the
Rhone rivers. A mix-up with the
team's transportation and the
amount of travel might have contributed to the Dukes poorest
showing the first night in Lyon.
They played a tough game but
gave up several points at the very
end of regulation to lose a hardfought contest. The team played
off of its losses and dug deep to
pull out a 30-point victory the following night.
Junior forward Shanna Price
said, "I think the Europe trip
really showed us what we
needed to work on and where
everyone was as far as individual skills."
The team boarded a train and
left Lyon for the city of lights —

Paris. Undoubtedly the highlight
of the trip, the ladies enjoyed two
full days of sightseeing as the
team they were scheduled to play
canceled. Childers would not let
his team become too awed by the
beauty of the French capital, and
knew that there was work to be
done. The Dukes still had to conquer England, and the Chunnel
them got them there to do it.
Wrapping up in London, the
Dukes trashed the university allstars 125-38 in their best outing
during the tour.
"For me, that game was the
highlight of the trip. We really
pulled it together and showed a
cohesiveness as a unit,"
Franklin said.
"The Europe trip as great,"
Price said. "We had so much
fun. It was a time for us to see
who we were as a team, but the
bonding was the best aspect.
Even with the coaches, we had
so much fun going out. I think
we saw another side of the
coaches that a lot of us hadn't
seen before."
Certainly ending on high
note, the team made it back to
the states three days before the
beginning of class.
Childers summed up the tour
saying, "(It was a) great trip. The
basketball experience was good
and yet the main thing was the
bonding and camaraderie that
the players had.
"We've really got about nine
or 10 players who have been
through some really good experiences together. I think the Europe
trip this summer was even an
added bonus because it was
almost like an extension of last
year's season."
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Price continuing to develop
PRICK, from page 15

PHOTO COURTESY OF JMU PHOTOGRAPHY

One of junior Shanna Price's game-winning shots came against
Temple University in the Women's National Invitation Tournament.

watched her practice," Childers
said.. "I became convinced — she
was such and incredible athlete —
that you would want a kid like
that on your team and we would
have to teach her to play guard. 1
knew she would be explosive.
That was a given. It's hard to predict just how tha,t explosiveness
will translate into productivity on
the floor."
Price's coach at George
Washington High School knew
she was talented when he first
saw during her freshman year.
"She had great work ethic, great
natural ability and really enjoyed
the game of basketball," G.W.H.S.
coach Wayne Shelton said. "She is
probably the most determined
player I've coached, and I've been
coaching for 23 years."

WOMEN'S
BLUE
RIDGE* HEALTH CENTER, P.L.C.

Price credits Shelton with
helping her prepare for the
college game.
"He told me to continue doing
everything 1 had been doing and
that it was going to be more of a
learning process," Price said. "It
would take time to develop into a
good player because I was basically starting all over."
"High school was just a fun
time to play basketball," Price
said. "I didn't really know much
about the political aspect, I just
went out and had fun."
Having a good time is something Price likes to do off the
court as well. She enjoys going to
movies, going to parties, relaxing
and joking around.
Price, a sociology major with a
concentration in criminal justice,
is not sure exactly what she will
do after JMU, but has an idea.

Harrisonburg
Baptist Church
Harrisonburg Baptist Church, invites
you to join our college ministry:
Sundays 9:45 a.m. - Sunday School
Sundays 11:00 a.m. - Worship

Richard E.N. Sedwick, MD, FACOG
Nancy I. Durning, MN, RN-CS, FNP-C
1885 Port Republic Road Harrisonburg, VA

www.brwhc.yourmd.com
433-6613
1.7 miles east of 1-81 exit 245

Bus Route #2

15% CASH PAYMENT DISCOUNT WITH JMU ID

Sundays 6:30 p.m. - College Chorale
Wednesdays 9:00 p.m. - College Late Night
Barbara Hollowell, Minister of Students
David Williams, Minister of Music

I *Just 2 blocks away from JMU*
501 South Main Street
433-2456
www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

"I want to do something in the
law field. I'm not really sure yet,"
Price said. "I might look at being
a probation officer and go to
graduate school to get my masters degree in criminal justice.
Honestly, before it's all said and
done, I'd like to play basketball
professionally. If not here, hopefully in Europe."
Price already has some experience playing in Europe, since the
JMU team traveled there this past
summer. According to Childers,
Price was one of the best players
on the court during the trip.
Childers expects Price's play
over the summer to carry over to
the 2001-'02 season.
"I think you're going to see
her do what she did last year at
the end of the season and hopefully sustain that over the course
of the season," he said.
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Picking up where they left off
Dukes look to stay on Old Dominion's tail return to postseason play
I'm also doing a lot of scoring facing the basket."
Alexander missed time early
Childers said, "We have nine
players that have legitimate last season after knee surgery. This
claims that could be starters. season, she should see an increase
That's the hardest job I think I've in playing time if healthy. Lauder
got this year — figuring out received significant playing time
which five is actually going to in her freshman campaign. She
start the game. Last year, we will be a key player off the bench
went with a small line up in the this year as well. However,
according to Childers, Lauder is
last month or so. We still have
serving a four-game suspension
that luxury, too. We can still
from the NCAA for not
go small if we need to. I'm
completing the propnot so sure that is not our
er paper work when
best lineup."
she played for a
sanctioned summer
Supporting cast
league in her homeOther players who
town, Cleveland, Ohio.
could see some starting
Junior Lindsay
time are senior Katie
Warner, sophomore
Hardbarger,
junior
Chante Alexander and
%i Mary
Beth
Culbertson and sensophomore G'Ann
Lauder. Hardbarger Senior Katie Hardbarger »°r Marquitta Ryan
also return tor JMU.
started early last seaJMU add four freshmen to
son, but injuries caused her to
miss some time. This season, she the team in Martina Williams,
will be asked to help do the little Krystal Brooks, Ann Ching and
things that Todd did last season.
Lynn Liburd. Williams and
"Coach has talked to me a lot Brooks should see some time as
about filling the role that a (power backups in the post.
forward) does," Hardbarger said.
Bud-ball 2001-'02
"A lot of those things are behind
the scenes — being a constant
With practically the same
rebounding force, being a screen- team returning, the Dukes will
er and bringing the ball in and look to achieve similar success
being a vocal leader. I've tried to from last season.
"I think one of our main goals
do that in practice and in games.
PICKING, from page 12

is to begin the season where we
left off last year," Keener said.
"We've got a lot of veterans and
we think we can only go up from
where we were last year."
Keener added, "I think that
part of our goal is to take the
offense and defense that we had
last year and just work on some
intricacies that we might have
been missing last year, but now
that we have the experience, we
can improve upon."
Overall, the Dukes expect to
compete in the new CAA and
return to postseason play in
2001-'02.
"We have a veteran team and
we are all enthusiastic about the
season," Price said. "I think (that)
once we get the chemistry thing
down pat, I think we are going to
be a really good team."
Cichowicz said, "We've got the
chemistry already there, we just
need to help the freshmen move
in. I'm looking for bigger and better things than last year. Hopefully
we'll get after ODU again."
Agreeing with his team,
Childers said, "I think the team
has the potential this season to
do something really special.
Whether we do or whether we
don't, who knows. It's early,
but just looking ahead, I think
this team could do some really
neat things."

all Depth Chart

FILE PHOTOIRobert Nail

Senior guard Allyson Keener shot 38 percent from beyond the
arc last season while hitting a JMU record of 70 3-pointers.
Keener also averaged 11.4 points per game in 2000-01.
NATE THARP/siaffanisI
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2001-02 ALL-COLONIAL ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION PICKS

THE BREEZE

All-CAA First Tea
L.F. Likcholitov

Center

Virginia Commonwealth University
6'10" senior St. Petersburg, Russia

Tim Lyle

Forward
James Madison University
6'8" senior Poca, W.V.

College of William & Mary
6'7"senior Shawnee Mission, Kan.

Brent Blizzard

Guard

UNC-Wilmington
6'3" junior Tallahassee, Fla.

David Fanning

Guard

Lucienne Berthieu

Old Dominion University
6' 1" senior Rennes, France

Forward

Hamchetou Maiga

Old Dominion University
6' 1" senior Bamako, Mali

Mike Johnson

Forward

Center

James Madison University
6'0" junior Chesapeake, Va.

Forward

Nadine Morgan

James Madison University
5'10" junior Stone Mountain, Ga.

Guard

Okiesha Howard

Old Dominion University
5'5" junior Virginia Beach, Va.

Guard

Rochelle Luckttte

Virginia Commonwealth University
5*7" senior Capitol Heights, Md.

All-CAA Second Team
Center

Jesse Young

George Mason University
6'10" junior Peterborough, Ontario

Forward

Jon Larranaga

George Mason University
6'8" junior Oakton, Va.

Forward

Willie Taylor

Rick Apodaca

Hofsta University
6'3" junior North Bergen, N.J.

Guard
Old Dominion University
6'2" senior Chicago, 111.

Hollee Franklin

James Madison University
6'5" senior Lynchburg, Va.

Forward

Kristine Austgulen

Virginia Commonwealth University
6'0" junior Bergen, Norway

Virginia Commonwealth University
6'5" junior Smyra, Tenn.

Guard

Center

Pierre Greene

Forward

Shanna Price

James Madison University
5'9" junior Danville, Va.

Guard

Allyson Keener

James Madison University
5'6" senior Lafayette, Ca.

Guard

Jen Sobota

College of William & Mary
5'4" junior Latrobe, Pa.

2001-'02 All-CAA picks made by Drew Wilson, assistant sports editor. Photos courtesy of: 2000-'01 George Mason University media guide, 2000-'01 College of
William & Mary media guide (men's and women's), 2000-'01 Old Dominion University media guide (men's and women's), 2000-'01 George Mason University
media guide, vcurams.vcu.edu (men's and women's), www.uncwil.edu/alhktics, wwiv.hofstra.edu/athletics, www.caasports.com and www.jmu.edu.photographi/.
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YELLOW CAB
• Package Delivery
• Radio Dispatched
• Service to all major airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles

*Prompt, Courteous Service*
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

f
4 BEDROOMS/4 HUGE BATHROOMS
KEYED BEDROOM ENTRY
MODERN APPLIANCES

24-HR. BUSINESS CENTER
ULTRA-MODERN THEATER SYSTEM
TENNIS/BASKETBALL COURTS

cs•••
I
I SPACIOUS KITCHENS
CEILING FANS
FULLY FURNISHED

OLYMPIC-SIZE POOL
POOL TABLES
24-HR. FITNESS FACILITY

442-4800
MOVi up to ounchase & leave typical student housing behind!
r

PAPA JOHN'S'VALUE MENU
PIZZAS
Small

CHEESE PIZZA
ONE TOPPING
GARDEN SPECIAL'"

7.15
8.20
9.85

Large

10.18
11.58
13.50

Extra
Large

12.65
14.35
15.70

Mushrooms. Black Olives.
Green Peppers & Onions

ALL THE MEATS™
THE WORKS™

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

5.00

A great tasting blend of Papa John's fresh dough.
100% real cheese, and our Special Garlic Sauce

BREADSTICKS

18.75

10.45

14.25

18.75

Extra Pepperoncinis. Special Garlic Sauce.
Cheese Sauce, or Pizza Sauce

1.40

Small

6.50

Large

8.00

1.70

Extra
Large

9.50

TOPPINGS
Ham
Pepperoni
Italian Sausage
Sausage
Ground Beef

Equal or Smaller Size (Limit 3)
with Equal or Fewer Toppings

Serving Harrisonburg &
James Madison University
702 E. Market Street

433-PAPA
(433-7272)

5

Eipl'ta
VaM

Una* OaflMry Ant • Coupon Rtqmnd
30 lays.
Not valid «th any off*'

only

at

applicable

participating
sales

la*

locations

oHa*.

Customs

Addiftonal

toppings

pays
txtra

One Large
One Topping

$036

Coca-Cola'classic. Sprite^ of diet Coke*
20 oz. Bottles J1.11

1.05

$C99
all

3.70

14.25

2ND PIZZA DEAL
2ND PIZZA DEAL

CHEESESTICKS

10.45

Pepperoni. Ham. Onions.
Italian Sausage. Mushrooms.
Green Peppers & Black Olives

(6 Sauces)

EXTRAS AND
SOFT DRINKS

Delicous oven-baked slicks with plenty o(
Papa John's Special Garlic Sauce. Cheese Sauce.
and Pizza Sauce

Pepperom. Ham. Bacon.
Sausage 4 Ground Bee'

BREADST1X!

Lm*4D*my Am- Coupon RtajmJ
ORXMM. OR Ttm CRUST WHERE AVAILABLE
Expires M dayt.

Bacon
Anchovies
Extra Cheese
Mushrooms
Onions

Black Olives
Green Peppers
JalapeAo Peppers
Banana Peppers
Pineapple

Customer pays all applicable sales tax.

FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT

Not vied with any other gnat

Valid only at pa/ftapafing location*
ai appkeataa sales ta<

Cuskvnar pays

AoOition* loppings eaki

5 FOR
$3Q00
(Five Large One Topping)

^APA JOHNS]

Unteo D»lnmyAmt • Ctxvon flequred

onQHAi OR rm CRUST WHERE AVAILABLE
Eiptres N day*.

Not valid ■»» any other oHar

VaM ony at paftKipasng kxauons
al applicable sales tai

Customer pays

AxMsonal loppings sKfa

Use this chart to see what GEICO
could save you on your car insurance.
YOUR CURRENT
COVERAGE

YOUR CURRENT
PREMIUM

Bodily Injury:
Per Person
Per Occurrence

CAR1

Property Damage:

CAR1

CAR 2

Per Occurrence

CAR 2

Personal Injury Protection
or Medical Payments:

CAR1

Per Person
Uninsured Motorists:
Per Person
Per Occurrence
Property Damage
Comprehensive (Your Car):
Deductible
Collision (Your Car):
Deductible

YOU SAVE

GEICO PREMIUM

CAR 2
CAR1
CAR 2
CAR1
CAR 2
CAR1
CAR 2
CAR 1

Emergency Road Service

CAR 2
Government Employee* Insurant I o • til Ic O General
Insurance Co • GEICO Indemnity CO.* GEICO < Mak) < 0
These companies ate subsidiaries of Berkshire Huhawn In
GEICO aulo insurance is noi available in MA or N) GEICO
WishiiiKlon, DC 20076

GEICO SAVES YOU THIS MUCH....

$

Call GEICO today at 1-800-882-7222 for a free quote. We'll give you a line-by-line rate
comparison with your current coverage so you can see the savings. You can use your American
Express, MasterCard, VISA, Discover®Card or personal checking account for instant coverage.
For better service when you call, please have your current policy and all vehicle identification
numbers (VIN) and drivers license numbers handy.
Call 1-800-882-7222, 24 hours a day, for a greal value on car
insurance. Or check Ihe yellow pages for a local office near you.

I 2001 enco

Dl RECT
* Cut iiul unj keep m your wallet
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